Memorandum
James Doyle

Attached is a
Senator Thurmond during
tee hearing October 31~

Senator Strom Thurmond charged during a hearing
before the Senate Judiciary Comm
October 31 that
h ....
Prosecution
a~ily partisan
thatergate
"a fair
~nv

"NOW,
is itinvolved
true that
of your top
staff* were
heavily
in Ii
themembers
Kennedy-Johnson
Administrations, and many involved in Democratic campaign
activities and if it is not this many, how many were?
And I am wondering how can this co~nittee believe that
the Special Prosecutor’s Office could conduct an objective impartial investigation with people who have been
alighted so, oppositely ~olitieally with the present Administration?’
* Of those mentioned by Thurmond, only seven are
actually "top" staff attorneys. Three of the eleven are
no longer on the staff. There are 37 full-time attorneys
on the Watergate Special Prosecution Force staff at the
present time.

The following were named by Thurmond:
HENRY RUTH. Thurmond charged that he served
under Attorney General Robert Kennedy in the Justice Department.

Ruth was a GS-13 attorney in the Justice Depart~
recently in the Justice Department as a GS-18 under Attorney t~uring
Generalthe
Mitchell.
Kennedy He
Administration.
was interviewed
He served
personally
most ~by
ii before he was hired.

!

~ VORRNBERG. Thurmond charged that he served

in th~ J~stiee D~m~t under Attorneys General Clark,
Katze~ba#h and Kennedy. He was an advisor to Senator
GovernS/He was head of the Democratic Party Task Force on
Crime ;d~ring the 1972 Presidential Election Campaign.
/ ,,Vorenberg served as executive director of the
Presldent,s Crlme Commlss~on from 1964 - 1967. Was a
special a~sistant to the above-named attorneys general.
Vorehberg is no longer on the staff.
I/ Ph~LLIP HEYMANN. Thurmond charged that Heymann
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Memorandum
TO

:

~

Leon Jaworski

Jan. 2, 1974

Henry Ruth

su~J~c~r:

The President

The weekend blitz of the press by the White House aroused
the following thoughts.
Our mandate from Mr. Bork charges the WSPF with "full
authority for investigating and prosecuting...allegations
involving the President." As you know, Phil Lacovara has
two persons working upon the legal problems as to whether
or not the President per se is indictable or can be named
as co-conspirator.
Probably close to the first month of his presence here,
Mr. Cox developed the opinion that impeachment, rather
than indictment, was the proper course if evidence should
ever develop. I know that I have felt this way from my
second or third day working here. I felt this way even though
the constitutionality of an indictment were clear and
unimpeachable law. It seemed to me that the power of the
Presidency to affect the future, and perhaps the very
existence, of millions of human lives all over the w~rld
mandated that possible removal of a person with such power
is basically a political decision, based upon facts presented
to elected representatives of the people. There probably
is no precedent for this kind of thinking in the area of
prosecutor’s discretion in that the normal exercise of
prosecutor’s discretion not to prosecute an alleged criminal
even though the evidence is clear, involves the lack of
seriousness of the offense, minimal hurt to the victim,
and perhaps the existence of other for~s of more appropriate
rehabilitation.
Even though proven criminality by a President is obviously
the most serious kind of matter, I still thought that
impeachment with all the trappings of an accusatory process
was the appropriate forum. This placed the exercise of
discretion with elected representatives rather tha~ an
appointed prosecutor who based his decisions on narrow,
criminal law considerations.

The second half of my conclusion of lmpe~ohn~nt rather
than criminal charge was the thought that, havEng
a decision, the prosecutor would then have ~o
ha~ all pertinent evidence avall~le ~ i~,
include evidence from the Special Prose~r~,
~derstand the law, can disclose Depar~t
matters pursuant to a Congressional s~ or
if the Attorney ~neral consents ~ such

Such s disclosure, however, presents the
of our witnesses would also have to be ~pea~at

would wish to commence.
If this weekend’s newspapers are correct, ~ ~~_
House strategy is the following: (a)
operation with all but Jaworski,
Senator Ervin and nothing voltt~teered~o
committee without a s~poena
{b} push for a March 1 date for
even get pro~rly staffed, let
investigation; {c) push a hard line
I~ and milk releases from ~e ~ite
on any Watergate-related ~tter.
the House, have all the ~tters of
cla~es ~ndlng ~n court, ~d ~fra~
~ite House c~nt to ~e
lack of pretrial p~llclty.

*-----~-.~?

-~uuns~aer rme position (if the evlden~e
~"
about not indicting the President or not nm~Ing
co-conspirator if the evidence warrants. If we ta~e ~E
hands off both the impeachment and the i~dlo~ ~
it see~s to ~e t_hat we would not have fttlf~lle~ ~
’ ""
accountability rot Mr. Bork*s mandate to i~veS~~_
prosecute allegations Involving the President,
As for staffing, we would need a younger
of the WOrk (possibly Peter Krelndler}o
handle the liaison for legal matters
liaison for disclosure of factual
that we could trust John Doar’s
~md, as you know, he and I have worked
in the Justice Department.
Finally, I believe that all this
in light of General Haig’s strong
the President will never resign.
resignation talk and never will
happens. I think our decisions bali,
and we must face the choices of

ec: Mr. Lacovara

The strong urgings contalnod in your m~mo~ndt~
January 2, 1974 (with copy to Phil Laoovara) reqt~ra a
I regret that I find~self ar odds, a~ f/r~ bl~h,
your rec~n~rion. ~ere is noting ~1~I £n ~ v£~,
~here cannot be became (a) our Invesrlgari~s are
and final decisions should not be ~ ~r/1 a11 of
~scerrainable ~acrs are kn~ ro us and (b) the

particularly the procedures of the House JtMliC~
regarding impeachment are unknown to us. As
stands, that Committee has reachedno
holding of hearings, whether open or in
~ur discussions with Comlsel John Doar have led
on which to base even ~ decisions.
You and others of the staff have
that’~~ the fair trial we
accused is one of my gravest concerns. T~i~
prosecution function and we ~mst observe
participate in Jeopardizing the falrl1~s~io~
no business even indicting these
fairness recognizes this responsibll
of information to another body/wltho~
to assure misuse affecting the falrne~ ~
Judgment on our part hlghly

confidentiality~ expres~and

- 2obre~.nlng ~’~v~dence on which ~e will
end wh~.ch the House Judiciary Co~t:t:ee
~o use for ~-ts purposes.
You qu~te properly conclude in ~he ~orepar~ o~ y~

assuring a fair trial to the indicted. I’~
breaches of assurances of confi~eilce to
obtained proof.

- 3Let me add these further thoughts. ~he~e
nu~rous situations that Justify n~L~ m:e &s ~n
co-conspirator, but the PEasident does not belon~

category. The very fact that s~¢h an act would
indelibly without an opportunity to defend h~e~.
such a procedure, in my estlmati~on.
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January 8, 1974

The strong urgings contained in your memorandum to m~ O~
January 2, 1974 (with copy to Phil Lacovara) require a response.
I regret that I find myself at odds, at first blush, with
your recommendation. There is nothing final In my v~ewa, and
there cannot be because (a) our investigations are incomplete
and final decisions should not be made until ell o£ the
ascertainable facts are known to us and (b) the obJeotivea -and particularly the procedures of the House Judioia=y Committee
regarding impeachment are unknown to us. As the matter now
stands, that Committee has reached no understanding regar4i~
the holding of hearings, whether open or in a~e=uti~ SeasKon,
and our discussions with Counsel John Dear have le~t %~ wi~h
nothing on which to base even tentative deeislon$.

You and others of the staff have heard me
verbally that the fair trial we must preserve for the aeoused
is one of ~y gravest concerns. This is a part o£ the pro~eeu~ion
function and we must observe it. If we are to
in jeopardizing the fairness of their t=imls, w~ have n~
fairness recognizes this responsibility,
yet the ve
of information to another body wit~ ......... - ~ ~y ~
..... suse
a~rect~ng
the fairness
of trlala,
makesof8u~h
a judgment
on our
part highly
questionable.
A~other
.~±~y, express and implied, that are inherent ~n
obtaining of considerable of the evidence on which we ~II
conceivably want to use for its purposes.
You quite properly conclude in the £orepazt of

-

o 2 -

the event an indictment or the naming of him as a co-conspirator
does not ensue, an immediate responsibility arises on our part
to come to the aid of the impeachment process, regardless of
other considerations. To do so may well be tantamount to
ignoring our responsibility for assuring a fair trial to the
indicted. It would also involve breaches of assurances of
confidence to those from whom we obtained proof.
Archibald Cox, as well as you, has wisely concluded, it
tentatively occurs to me, that the President should not he
indicted nor should he be named as a co-conspirator, assuming
that the proof warrants either of these courses. As to the
naming of the President as a co-conspirator Cox was quoted as
opposing it because it was "just a back-handed way of sticking
the knife in." If these are sound conclusions they remain
sound whether the impeachment process falters or flourishes. In
my present view, I can find no justification for violating our
other responsibilities (those alluded to above) simply because
we find it insupportable to indict the President or to name him
as co-conspirator.
Let me add these further thoughts. There are
numerous situations that justify naming one as an unindicted
co-conspirator, but the President does not belong in this
category. The very fact that such an aet would brand him
indelibly without an opportunity to defend himself, rules out
such a procedure, in r my estimation.
While I do not for a moment commit myself to it, because
I have given it no thorough consideration, it may be that some
carefully worded observation regarding the President’s actions
or non-action could be included in a grand jury report and this
may well be sufficient to inform the public of the existence of
factual situations that should be brought to light. In the
making of this COgent, I am merely pointing to a vehicle that
is appropriate under some circumstances -- depending of course
entirely on the facts and on how these facts are submitted.
issues ~v~Ived
t~is entire
matter
not subject
to easyThe
solution,
z ao notin
bel~eve
that they
oan are
be resolved
at this time by concluding to play ball with the ~ouse Judiciary
Committee, or in the alternative, upon concluding that this cannot
be done because of delays in that Committee’s procedure, to return
to the pursuit of courses both you and I consider to he
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I know that you are conscientiously seeking a solution
that your reeo=mendations were. made in a spirit of
what seemed to you to he the possibility, of our
between the chairs." Purely as a tentatlve ~/lew, I see ~nly
one course to follow -- that of assisting the Ho~e
provided we can do so without violating the
rights of others.
This comments in part also on Phil’s
concur that we must seek a sustainable way
evidence that has been adduced. But there "iS
worse than failing to find a sustainable
to resort to one that is not only unSus
of other responsibilities we ~shoulder.
I am requesting that for the
tentative views be retained in
Obx~iously, there will be further

I am also reminded that
information we have obtained is
Juries. The law should be briefed
material can be delivered to~others
contempt of co!zr~ or otherwise

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCH

Memorandum
TO

~

: Leon Jaworski
:Henry Ruth

SUsjSCT: The President
I have some comments regarding your Jall~ary
which was in response to my January 2
the President.
In my memorandum, I expressed my personal
that a President should not be named in
either a defendant or co-conspirator
impeachment process had proceeded. I
impeachment process, since it had been
alternative to indictment, should re~ei~
This seemed appropriate to me in light
Mr. Bork to investigate and prosecute
the President. Finally, I suggest
decisions qulckly in light of the
strategy.
Your January 8 memorandum appeared to
President should not be named in
or co-conspirator and that we can
ment process possibly only through a
only if the constitutional rights of
are not infringed. You state at the
your memorandum that if
forthcoming from our office,
"return to the pursuit of
to be unsound." However, ~y
contrariwise, i.e., I believe
the President in an indictment,
warrant, after an impeaoh~ent
through
Special

DaZ~: ~an. 14, Z974

jurisdiction permits the Special Prosecutor to exercise full
authority, with respect to allegations involving the
President, to deal with Congressional committees having
jurisdiction, over such allegations and to determine what
documents, information, and assistance shall be provided to
such committees. The office mandate also allows the Special
Prosecutor "from time-to-time (to) make public such statements
or reports as he deems appropriate."
Inasmuch as the Grand Jury on Wednesday, January 16, will
commence hearing the White House tapes involving the President,
and further because we will be presenting a Watergate indictment
to that jury in possibly 3 weeks, our time factor for an
official position by the Special Prosecutor on the President
involves less than 3 weeks from today. I suggest the following:
i. Obtain more current clarification of the status
of impeachment procedures and organization of the
House Judiciary Committee.
2. Obtain by January 18, a final position paper
from Counsel, Phil Lacovara, as to the legal issues.
This involves the constitutionality of indictment,
legal issues involved in sharing information with
the Congress either directly from this office or
through a Grand Jury report, and an analysis of
evidence against the President insofar as possibility
of conviction, legal evidentiary necessity of nanting
him as a co-conspirator and possible alternative
procedures for using the President’s statements at
trial, as part of the conspiracy, without formally
naming him in an indictment or early bill of
particulars.
3. Office reaction and discussion of these issues
should be held the week of January 21. I would
think you would want at least the reactions of
Lacovara, Kreindler, Feldbaum, the Task Force
leaders, Volner, Tuerkheimer, and myself.
4. Decide by January 21 whether or not some form of
interrogation of the President is necessary and
possible.
These discussions would center around the following alternatives
or combinations of alternatives:
i.

Indict the President.

2.

Name the President as an unindicted co-conspirator.
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3. Reco~end to the Grand Jury a report to the Congress.
4. Share appropriate portions of our office files with
the House Committee on the Judiciary.
5. Inform the House Committee on the Judiciary as to
the particular evidence that they should seek from
others.
6. DO nothing, either because the facts and/or law
are insufficient for action or because proper policy
so dictates.
I would be delinquent in my responsibilities as a Deputy if I
did not also indicate to you my present personal concerns in
this matter.
I feel that the White House scenario that I projected in my
January 2 memorandum is, unfortunately, on schedule. Many
times, you have indicated to me that persons in the office
should not make judgments when the facts are not fully
available to them. Perhaps I am not fully aware of your
discussions with White House staff. For example, I was
surprised at Mr. St. Clair’s letter last week in which he
forwarded transcripts of tapes and stated that these were
being furnished in accordance with the White House ~nderstanding with our office that either the material goes to
the Gr~d Jury and remains strictly secret or the material
will be returned to the ~ite House. I am unclear whether
or not this means that, law and policy aside, the office lips
are sealed forever against any disclosure to the Committee
on the Judiciary, even a disolosure as to the existence of
material? If this be the case, our office alternatives
are considerably narrowed.

I am also concerned about your question that we may not be
able to disclose information about the President beoause that
might affect the fair trial of his subordinates. I think we
must first make a decision as to priorities in Our jurisdiction
and criminal justice policy. Our mandate talks Of both the
President and his staff. If we must choose hetwmen these
alternatives because of~gal requirements, we should make that
choice a conscious decision. In other words, should e
Haldeman or Ehrlichman be rushed to trial when that means
that their superior for whom they were aotlng, and whom we
are charged with investigating, should go free? To me, that
is a threshold issue for debate and decision once the legal
and policy issues are spelled out in preparation for that
debate.

4

cy. I thi~
stat~nZ
uoually wrong. However,
I do his
~i~ that
orders, to wa~k~eY~o~e~sa~°rKT~ ~.
dignity. If this were applied to ~e Presld~
where moral tone and ex~ple are pr~
system would have faltered ~d failed b~
In our plea negotiations w~th various
attorneys are countering our demand foz a
no sentence recommendation with a
of
Mr. Agnew successfully traded his
and probation. If now, the ori~Inal
find no way to deal wlth Mr. Nixon’a
ment process were to find no way to
this President and future presidents
above the law. I think that would be
to the American people, but also a
future accountability of the aotlone
Presidency.

LJ/flc
1/21/’/4
MEMORANDL~4 TO HENRY RUTR

I believed that the written exoha~ge
the subject of dealing with the President
the evidence adduced and to be adduced
because they afforded opporttulltlea for
consideration of the questions and issuee
But I am beginning to wonder whether
effort. Some o~e co~uents in
[January 14) almost preclude further
deferred replying to it because s~e
do justice to calm and reasoned
I said before and I
conclusion that the President is
not be named as an unindicted
no basis for our pursuing still
restraints that should not be
is not sound in law or poli~ ~O
it is not sound in law or pol~
unindlcted co-consplrator -.
because t3~ efforts of ~

bemuse o~ la~k oE
legally releaged to 1~ O:
UnLndlat~bZe Prog~dont doe~ ~1

It seems to me that you~ reasoning
inevitable conclusion that whatever my I:~
in reaching tho President becomes a
to follow if ha cannot be reached so~@
our mandate authorizes us to pro~ad against
it no.here suggests that we are to ~o ~o
fairness and just procedure. More

authorize us to violate grand jury
observed your memorandum avoids
As I have indicated to you
have another course open to us that’
of any of our obligations and
working on a possible presentati~1
Sirica that will avoid the escape
I have carefully examiIled
(January 16) and the attache~
the President is indictable 18
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Now let ~o address myself to the ~ineral l~nor of
your memorandum which reflects an attltu~e I discuIil~l with
you before - the subJectiv~ conviction that ~he Presl~ilnt
must be reached at all cost. It is also reflected i, ~
references to St. Clalr’s letter. He stated ~othlllg l~hit
you should not have expected in all fairness. Your
intimations that there may have been agreemen4~ that you ~Id
not know about are especially ins~por~ab~o ~e~.l~e you
have been kept informed of all discussions, lloreo~er ~ou
are aware of all of the references to gralld J~ ~
in our letters to the White House in which llO ~i~llt ~
information and I would have assi~ed ~hllt lloll ~ lili~l~ lli
respect these assurances, expressed alld II~, aI ~
as I do.

-4-

get objective opinions £r~t others

I c~ ~n ~e ~g of declsi~s for
~e s~ff -- w~ll be held
~ng for you and o~ers to

you fo~d ~long ~ way ~use ~U
ul~ resp~s~ility.
I e~ct ~ ~nsult a
~ s~ff ~ s~ of ~e poin~ ~n
~ ~de. I can acc~plish m~
~para~ly ~ having gro~
par~c~arly helpful. Needless
contin~ to be kept infold
to ~e ~st of my ~ility.
~e suggestions on pa~
~e ~, C~ot possibly ~
~ no~g ~ut t~ Ho~
If you or any ~
~y ~it~n

VVATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUS’FICE

Memorandum
TO

:FILES

DATE:January 31, 1974

:Philip Ao Lacovara .~V
Counsel to the Specia~l~
Prosecutor
SUBJECT: Meeting with Senators Ervin and Baker

At ll:00 this morning, Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski,
Henry Ruth, and I met in Senator Ervin’s private office in the
Capitol with Senator Ervin, Senator Baker, Chief Counsel Samue!
Dash, and Assistant Counsel James Hamilton. This meeting had
been requested by the representatives of the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities to discuss, inter
alia, the concerns we would voice in responding to Judge
Gesell’s invitation to submit an assessment of the consequences
of enforcement of the Committee’s subpoena for five Presidential
tapes. The Special Prosecutor began the meeting by noting that
we have on a number of occasions expressed to various members
of Congress and to several judges our deep concern about the
effect of publicity about Watergate and related matters on
expected trials. He also mentioned the legal restraints that
limit our ability to cooperate with any Congressional investigations.
Senator Ervin expressed his firm desire to secure access
to the tapes subpoenaed by the Committee before the Committee
files its report or expires. He said the Committee was considering asking the Senate to extend its life so that it could
delay filing its final report (now scheduled for February 28)
and could pursue the litigation now pending before Judge Gesell.
He commented that he hoped that we could return indictments
and go to trial very quickly so that, if we intended to use the
tapes we had subpoenaed, they would become part of the public
record. The Special Prosecutor indicated that it is our intention to proceed as rapidly as possible with indictments and
trials and confirmed that the White House tapes would constitute major evidence at such trials. The Special Prosecutor
observed, however, that developments beyond our controla including a report by the Ervin Committee or public hearings by
the House Impeachment Committee, might lead to delays in trials.

- 2 -

Senator Baker inquired whether our concern about the Committee’s report was primarily based on the timing, the content,
or the very filing of such a document. The Special Prosecutor
said that we recognized the need for the Committee to file a
report, but that the filing of a report, right before indictmenhs or just prior to trial, might cause significant problems,
especially if it undertook to fix guilt or innocence of
particular individuals. At that point Senator Ervin indicated
that he would see the Committee’s function as being similar to
a jury’s, and observed that he would expect the Cor~mittee to
submit a fact-finding type report. To illustrate, he referred
to the dispute between Mitchell and Magruder in their testimony
about the meetings held in Mitchell’s office in the Department
of Justice to discuss political espionage activities. He
indicated that the Committee would have to resolve such disputes. Although Chief Counsel Dash tried to modify the Chairman’s comments by explaining that it would not he the Committee’s function to determine individual guilt or innocence, both
Senator Ervin and Senator Baker indicated that either the Committee or individual senators would certainly attempt to make
precise determinations of who was telling the truth and who did
what.

At that point Senator Ervin raised the possibility that
the Committee might delay submission of any report until after
indictments are filed and trials have been conducted. He
pointed out that this would eliminate our problems with publicity and would also make it more feasible for the Committee
to make it’s "fact-finding" determinations on the basis of all
the evidence. (It seemed clear that he was referring especially
to the subpoenaed kqlite House tapes and documents which might
not otherwise be available to the Committee.) Senator Baker
iv~ediately indicated that he might be prepared to co-sign a
letter to other members of the Committee asking them to hold up
submission of any drafts of individual views to be published
on February 28, laying the foundation for a request, which
would be based on the Special Prosecutor’s suggestion, that
the Senate extend the life of the Committee in order to allow
it to defer submission of any report until after indictments
and trials..
, He said that he would have to do an hours "soul
searchlng on this question but was inclined to agree that
that might be the most appropriate course.

- 3 When asked by Senator Baker whether he would be willing
to make a formal written SUggestion to this effect, the Special
Prosecutor said that he would be happy to do so, since it would
he consistent with the position we have repeatedly taken about
our desire to minimize pre-trial publicity.
Senator Baker raised a further point concerning his
special interest in the C!A’s involvement in Watergate. He
said that Director Colby had told him that the original
Cushman-Hunt tape would be delivered to him tomorrow but that
several portions of it were obscured by what Colby called
interference from overflying aircraft. Senator Baker expressed
some cynicism but said that he did not have the technical
capability to check on such interruptions and inquired whether
we could be of some assistance. When the Special Prosecutor
mentioned that we had written to Senator Baker to ask his
cooperation with an FBI interview about his findings on CIA
involvement, he indicated that he would be happy to cooperate.
He said that most of the material is in the possession of Fred
Thompson and other minority staff members and he would direct
them to cooperate in every respect. The Special Prosecutor
said we would be happy to regeive the tape and subject it to
any necessary testing. Senator Baker also emphasized that he
considered it necessary to any investigation of CIA activities
to secure Volume IV of the "CIA Exhibits" which he said he had
been allowed to read but not to copy.
After the exchange of the usual pleasantries, the meeting
ended with all the participants expressing satisfaction with
the spirit of cooperation that had been show~.

cc:

Mr.
Mr.
~r.
Mr.

Jaworski
Ruth
Ben-Veniste
Kreindler

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO

: Leon Jaworski

FROM : Richard J. Davis

SUSPECT: Newsweek
After reading this
that someone herr has
plans for the President~
getting affidavits from
information when possibl~
Because this is the fir~ I
appears to originate
do that or undertake
as to the source.

~¢ATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FOR(~B

Memorandum
¯o

: &ll Staff

Leon Jaworsk£

Newsweek stories in recent weeks have
to leaks emanating either from the
This week’s issue narrows it to o~tr
detrimental leak which could
of our effort relates to a matter
Jury until yesterday -- after
circulated. I am impelled to
conditions exist -- either
these to Newsweek personnel -- OZ
divulging of these matters to all
friend, or relative -- who L~ t~E~t
Either conduct is unprofessional
In the past, I have defended ~
publicly, against charges of
media. Now I can no longer
It is a tragedy that one
entire effort.
one of the staff suggested
all who had knowledge of this
should not be necessary and i~
innocent people. The
do it again. There will be
testimony and we cannot have
recur. My conclusion is
conduct should resign and
suspicions now lurking a~on~ ~

WATEROATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
Legal Staff, Messrs. Doyle and
Barker
~aoM : Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor
suB.or:

Leaks to the News Media

The’continued leaks in recent we~s
publications, including one
to members of this staff and one
this staff and the Grand Jury,
than to adopt the suggestion that
complete an affidavit concerning
information. This effort to
is mandatory in light of the
ality which, in my opinion,
It is unfair to this organizati~:ii~
put to the present alarmin~ ~
I am requesting that each Of
of coordinating this effo~ ~
Attachment

-

J. Fred Buzhardt, Esq.
Counsel to the President
~ite House
?[ashlngton, D. C. 20500
Dear ~. Buzhardt~
Title 18 U.S.C. §2510 establishes the fed~_ral
!aw~relatlng to wire interception of oral communications. Violation of its provisions is punlshab~a
by imprisonment for not more them five years or a
fine of not more than $i0,000, o~both. At this
time, my office is preparing to present to ~federal
grand Jury ~estlmony and evidence relating to at
least one specific Instance in which the provisions
of ~2510 ~ay have been v!olated by current or fermeE
~%ite House officials and thelr agents. Accordingly,..
production of certain records tunder the custody and
control of the ~hite House is essential tO a full
investigation. I therefore request that you promptly
produce the records described b~_low~ ’

~ii records relating to Joseph Kraft, eleohronle
surveillances of Joseph Kraft, and proposed eleotronie
surveillances of Joseph Kraft, including all records
relstlng to Joseph Kraft, electrolytic surveillances of
Joseph ~raft, and proposed e!ectroniu surveillanoes
of Joseph Kraft, that were authored or inltia%e~
by or received by or addreseed ~ any of the fol~owIng individuals: John ~hrlichman, John J. Caulfleld,
and John Davies.
"~
I am confident that this,request is framed
with all the specificity necessary for a subpoena.

cc:

FileJ
Chron
Ao CQx
H. Ruth
Biil Merrill
P. Bakes
Co Breyer

WATERGATE SPECIAL. PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Leon Jaworski
I
Special Prosecutor

FROM

DATE:

Sept. 16, 1974

Philip A. Lacovara
Counsel to the Special Prosecutor

SUBJECT: Possible Grand Jury Report Concerning Richard Nixon
Shortly after President Ford issued a pardon to former
President Nixon, I asked Kenneth Geller of my staff to address
the question of whether the Watergate grand jury could appropriately prepare and release a report or presentment dealing
with the evidence in our possession against Mr. Nixon. Included
in this inquiry was to be a discussion whether the reported
public statements by individual grand jurors after the pardon
might taint any action by the grand jury that would otherwise
be proper. In your memorandum to me dated September 13 you
asked whether the extra-judicial statements by grand jurors
should warrant their replacement or the discharge of the grand
jury itself. And by memorandum dated September 16, 1974,
Mr. Ben-Veniste urged you to consider an announcement, after
the Watergate grand jury is sequestered, promising release to
the public of all Presidential tapes not used in evidence.
Attached herewith is the memorandum prepared by Mr. Geller
which discusses some of these issues. I agree with his conclusion that the statements made by several grand jurors to the
press reacting to the pardon of Mr. Nixon do not rise to the
level of seriously imperiling the validity of any action the
grand jury might otherwise lawfully take in this matter.
Successful challenges to grand jury action based on alleged
bias of members of the grand jury are extremely rare. In the
present setting, I doubt that there would be a substantial
basis for a challenge to the grand jury’s fairness or objectivity.
First, the courts have held repeatedly that a grand jury may
properly act on the basis of tip, rumor, and speculation and
need not premise a decision to indict solely upon evidence
that could be legitimately placed before a trial jury.
Second, when the courts speak about "bias" on the part of a
grand jury, they are concerned about such motives as raolal
prejudice or personal animosity. An expression by one or more
grand jurors of strong feelings about the criminal culpability
of a person under investigation, while deserving of disapproval,
does not legally constitute disqualifying "bias." Third, the

Watergate grand jury is already on record as having concluded
last February, on the basis of the evidence presented to it
in the grand jury room, that a prima facie case existed that
Richard Nixon was part of the Watergate cover-up conspiracy.
This 19-0 vote was taken long before the pardon was issued
to Mr. Nixon and long before several jurors publicly expressed
their reactions to that pardon. Fourth, the statements
attributed to those grand jurors who made remarks following
the pardon do not reflect personal animosity toward Mr. Nixon.
Rather, they express disappointment that the judicial process
was circumvented, and the expression of that kind of concern
does not in my judgment form the basis for any substantial
attack on the integrity or effectiveness of the Watergate
grand jury.
I therefore conclude that no action need be taken to
purge any jurors who may have spoken out about the pardon.
If there are no further matters to be presented to the Watergate grand jury, of course, it would be proper to advise them
to petition the Court to discharge them. If, however, some
matters are to be presented, it might be the better part of
discretion to suggest to the Chief Judge that he excuse those
members who have breached the rule of silence. I have not
canvassed the news reports to ascertain how many jurors were
quoted as making statements but I make the following observations: Sixteen members constitute a quorum. It is my
understanding that only nineteen members of the Watergate
grand jury have remained active thus far. At least twelve
members of the necessary quorum must concur in any affirmative action by the grand jury. And the Court may excuse a
grand juror and impanel another person in his place. See
generally Rule 6, Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.
AS I have earlier indicated to you, and as Mr. Geller’s
memorandum points out, a grand jury may lawfully proceed to
indict a person for an offense for which he has received a
pardon. Therefore, from the standpoint of strict legality,
it would be permissible to present additional evidence concerning Mr. Nixon to the Watergate grand jury, including
transcripts of recently subpoenaed conversations. (Although
these conversations were subpoenaed for use at the Watergate
trial, it is my judgment that the Supreme Court has left open
their use in connection with other legal proceedings once
the District Court has passed the point of determining that
the conversations are relevant to the criminal trial and, for

that reason, are not covered by "executive privilege.")
This possibility suggests that either of two courses might
be pursued: to present additional evidence with a view
toward recommending that the grand jury file a public report,
accompanied by all relevant evidence, dealing with Mr. Nixon’s
involvement, or with a view toward recommending a draft indictment which you would either sign (allowing Mr. Nixon to
plead the pardon) or which you would decline to sign (allowing
the grand jury to ask the Court to file the draft as a presentment). As Mr. Geller points out, there is some authority for
the filing of reports by Federal grand juries, although none
of the prior instances is precisely on point. I agree
generally with his observation that such a course is of
dubious propriety, but my reasons for reaching this conclusion are slightly different from his. I would not be
reluctant to defend the legitimacy of a full evidentiary
report if the grand jury had pursued a full investigation in
good faith for the purpose of determing whether, at the end
of its investigation, to file an indictment. If it is determined, however, that an indictment should not be returned
against Mr. Nixon, I have grave reservations about the
propriety of making further evidentiary presentations solely
for the purpose of enabling the grand jury to prepare a
report. To the extent the reporting power exists, it is an
~ prerogative
the grand
and
I do scale
not consider
ndentlyof
sufficient
to jury
justify
a full
investigation or the presentation of additional evidence.

Mr. Geller’s alternative suggestion is, as he indicates,
somewhat more appropriate: that is, the return of a presentment embodying the grand jury’s allegations against Mr. Nixon
in the form of a proposed indictment -- an ex parte accusatory
document -- which does not purport to lay o~ all underlying
evidence or to adjudicate facts. The cases indicate rather
clearly that the grand jury possesses th~ inherent power to
insist on preparing a presentment or draft indictment, even
if the prosecutor refuses to sign it. This grand jury is
already on record as reaching the conclusion that Mr. Nixon
is implicated in the cover-up, and in my opinion it would be
proper for it to formalize its position by filing a presentment and it would also be proper for us to agree to supply
to the grand jury any further information that it should have
or that it might conclude it wanted in order to enable it to
pursue that course. That is, it would be fair for the grand
jury to gather evidence that has become available since it
originally took its vote on Mr. Nixon last February in

deciding whether to lodge an accusatory docth~ent with the
Court for the record. It would follow that it could utilize
this additional information in its presentment, especially
to the extent that the new evidence simply explains or
corroborates the grand Jury’s preliminary determination.
Although this route would not involve the actual publication
of all of the recently subpoenaed tapes that will not be used
at trial, it would be feasible to draft a presentment that
detailed the overt acts of ~. Nixon’s involv~nt and c~o~
at some length from pertinent tapes that highlight the
relevant events.
w

Mr. Ben-Veniste’s suggestion that you ~ou~ce that
this office will make public all of the tapes not Used at
the trial raises serious problems in my mind. Despite t~
great public interest in having all of this material av~41able
for history, I question whether it is the proper province of
the prosecutor, even under the unusual charter establishln~
this office, to lay out bare evidence for the public i~formarion without presenting it directly in a specific
We are dealing, of course, with a unique s~t%%atio~, ~t I
believe such a course would be excessive. I have eaE11er
indicated that I doubt we could properly p~blish ~
tapes" in the final report we are required to s%~t to
Congress. Afortiori I doubt that we ca~ siE~ly releue ~
to the publ~c--~n a vacuum. It is possible that Congress
act to provide authorization for following a ~ourse othmz than
the grand jury presentment route, but at the present t~ae I
do not see any other legitimate mechanism for the
dissemination of the information,~ontained on these
cc:
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President Gerald R. Ford’s recent pardon of Richard
M. Nixon for any and all violations of federal law comm±tted during his tenure as President of the United
States presents the real possibility that the full extent of Nixon’s involvement in the Watergate cover-up
will never be publicly disclosed in coherent fashion.
It has been suggested, therefore, that this office request that the Watergate grand jury issue a report of
its findings as to the extent of Nixon’s liability in
the obstruction of justice. Before the issuance of
such a report, all evidence received pursuant to the
government’s trial subpoena duces tecum of April 18,
1974, including several dozen tape recordings, would
be presented to the grand jury for its consideration.
The implementation of this suggestion requires a brief
discussion of the power of the grand jury to issue a
public report at this stage of the proceedings, and
the concomitant question of the propriety of this office’s requesting such action. Additionally, assuming
that the grand jury is empowered to issue such a report,
would it nevertheless be disqualified from acting because of recent public statements by a few grand jurors
(including the foreman), seriously questioning the
wisdom of President Ford’s pardon of Nixon?
II.

By far the simpler issue to resolve is the latter,
involving grand jury bias. Although Rule 6 of the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure nowhere explicitly
permits a challenge to action by a grand jury on the
grounds of bias or prejudice*, and several cases have
* A preliminary draft of Rule 6(b) would have included
bias as a ground to challenge of grand jurors. See i
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rejected the argument that such a challenge will lle,
see, e.g., United States v. Knowles, 147 F. Supp. l~,
21 (D.~. 19571; Unlte~ States v. S~__~.~, I04 r. ST*
283, 301 (N.D. Cal. 1952], ~t now seems clear that
indictment, or any othsr formal grand Jury aotlon,
may be avoided by a showing that the grand J~ was ~Otlvated by malice or prejudice. As the Supre~ Court
stated in gostello v. United States, 350 U.So 35%, 363
(1956)~
An indictment returned by a legally ~Onstituted and unbiased grand jury, * * ¯ if
valid on its face, is enough to call foe ~8~
of the charge on the merits.
See also Lawn v. United States, 355 UoS:o ~, ~%~
Similarly, the Court of Appeals for thi~
written:

But so long as the Grand
"tainted" in the sense that
constituted, or that its
sarily biased,----i~
face, are valid.
~962),
V. United
States,
311%46.
cert. denied,
373 U.S.

While grand jury action
on the ground of bias, the
tremely strong factual showin~
presumption of regularity
ceedings will be overcome and
See, e.g., United States v.
Cir.I~]~/~)
, cert. denied, ~
with the exception of those ca~
that a grand Jury was selected
discriminatory basis,
493 (1%72); Alexander v.
such challenges
.Illustrative is Beck v.
concerning the
volvement with organized
in the newspapers became oE

hea=ings pr£or to the

. W=Ight,
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to dismiss the i~dictment, the Supreme Court conceded
the presence of adverse publicity but noted that the
grand jurors had taken oaths not to indict any person
through "hatred or malice," and that the "record also
indicates that it heard voluminous testimony on the
charges that had been made against petitioner and
others and that it gave the matter most meticulous
and careful attention." 369 U.S. at 549. See also
United States v. Hoffa,205 F. Supp. 710 (S.D. Fla.),
appeal dismissed, 309 F.2d 680 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 371 U.S. 892 (1962).
In general, to prevail on an allegation of grand
jury bias, a litigant must make a detailed factual
sho~ing not only that the grand jurors in question were
prejudiced and could not act impartially, but also that
after eliminating the prejudiced grand jurors, the indictment or presentment was returned by fewer than
twelve grand jurors. Castle v. United States, 238 F.2d
131, 136 (8th Cir. 195~; United States v. Anzelmo, 319
F. Supp. 1106, 1113 (E.D. Lao 1970); United States v.
Fujimoto, 102 F. Supp. 890 (D. Hawaii), motion for lv.
to ~-~ ~etition for writ of mandamus denied, 344 U.S.
852 (1952); F. R. Crim. P. 6(b) (2). Viewed against
this rule, it seems clear that the several statements
of indignation and regret voiced by a few grand jurors
would not present any barrier to grand jury action concerning Nixon. First, the grand jurors’ comments were
based upon public, substantiated news events. Unlike
petit jurors, grand jurors have never been boo/%d to
act solely on the basis of evidence admissible in co~Irt
or even evidence formally presented to the grand jury as
a body. On the contrary, not only are grand jurors never
sequestered, they are free to act on their own knowledge
and may "make their presentments or indictments on s~eh
information as they deem satisfactory." Costello v.
United States 350 U.S. 359, 362 (1956). See ~o Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, 701 (1972); United States
v. Cox, 342 F.2d 167, 175 (5th Cir.) (Rives, Gewin & Bell,
JJ-, c-----Oncurring), cert. denied, 381 U.S. 935 (1965)o
.Moreover, none of the grand jurors’ statements, as reported in the press, indicates a mind so blind to the
truth as to be incapable of following the oath to judge
each case fairly and honestly. It would indeed be an
uphill battle to convince a court that these idle expressions irreparably taint any subsequent grand jury
action on the ground of bias. AS in Beck, supra, the
massive evidence presented to the grand 3ury
Nixon, much of it extremely damaging, and the more than
two years spent in deliberations over the Watergate case
would conclusively dispel any notion that the grand
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acted out of malice or prejudice -- a factual issue on
which Nixon would bear a heavy burden of proof. Finally,
and perhaps most importantly, even if it could be demonstrated that the few grand jurors interviewed in the
newspapers and on television are biased against Nixon,
for reasons apart from the evidence they have heard, the
fact remains that there is absolutely no reason to believe that a majority of the grand jury is similarly
biased. See F. R. Crim. P. 6(b) (2).
In sum, the likelihood that any resulting grand
jury report concerning. Richard Nixon would be expunged
on the ground of bias is so remote as to be nonexistent,
and the publicized statements of certain grand Jtlrore
over the past few days supply no reason for concluding
that a report about Nixon’s Watergate culpability
should not be sought.

A far more troublesome problem is ra~se~b~.~
question of whether the grand jury is e~pow~~)~
a report on the evidence it has adduced
and, if so, whether a strong argument
such a report be publicly released.
recently rejected the notion that a
are limited to an indictment or an
allowed reports to be produced under
seemed to require such unusual
Application of Johnson, 484 F.2d 792
In re Grand Jur~ Proceedings, 479
1973); In re Re~ort and Recommenda:tiO~
Grand Jury, 370 F. Supp.
writ of mandamus denied sub nom.
--- F.2d --- (D.C. Cir.
Jury January, 1969, 315 F. Supp. 66~
~etition for writ of prohibition
~aterhouse v. Mitchell, --denied, 403 U.S. 918 (1971).
-vo-~ circumstances far more

* Under a statute passed by
grand Juries may issue reports
mlsoonduct, malfeasances or
volvlng organized criminal
pttblio officer or emplo
as
tlon of removal or die
The Watergete grand J~ry~ of O0~E~
a special grand Jury.

-5sought than the present.

For one, none of these cases was complicated by a
President±al pardon, and it is to this we must first
turn. The effect of a Presidential pardon was painted
in broad terms in Ex parte Garland, 4 Wall. (71 U.S.)
333 (1867):
A pardon reaches both the punishment prescribed for the offense and the guilt of
the offender; and when the pardon is ful!,
it releases the punishment and b!ots out
the existence of guilt, so that in the eye
of the law the offender is as innocent as
if he had never committed the offense. If
granted before conviction, it removes the
penalties and disabilities, and restores him
to all his civil rights; it makes him, as it
were, a new man, and gives him a new credit
and capacity.
In an attempt to expunge any grand jury report detailing
his Watergate liability, Nixon might argue that his pardon precludes ~ federal governmental action unfavorable
to him concernlng that subject matter. Though there is
hardly a great body of law to which one can point in
support of the contrary view, that position seems
patently absurd. "A pardon implies forgiveness and not
forgetfulness." United States v. ~ 225 F. Supp.
235, 238 (W.D. Pa. 1966), affirmed 381 F.2d 636 (3d
Cir. 1967) (defendant’s prlor convlction admitted into
evidence despite pardon). As was noted of Ex parte
Garland shortly after it was decided:

This [decision] is probably as strong and unqualified a statement of the scope and efficacy of a pardon as can be found in the books.
And yet I do not suppos~ the opinion is to be
understood as going the length of holding that
while the party is to 5e deemed innocent of
the crime by reason of the pardon from and
after the taking effect thereof, that it is
also to be deemed that he never did oo~nmit the
crime or was convicted of it. The effect of
the pardon is prospective and not retrospective.
It removes the guilt and restores the party to a
state of innocence. But it does not change the
past and cannot annihilate the established fact
that he was guilty of the offense.
I-~n re S~ser, 22 Fed. Cas. No. 13,234 (C.C., Ore. 1878).
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Zt has been held, ~or example, thet despite a pardon
conviction may be used to augment punishment u.ader
second offender statute, United States v. Balag, 387
F.2d 121, 122 (2d Cir. 1967), cart.
863 (1968), and to attaok a wltnass’ oredlbility on
cross-examlnation, Richarda v. United States, 1%2
602, 606-07 (D.C. C~--~-~), cert. denied, 342
946 (1952); Gurleskl v. Unltad States, 405 F,2d 253,
266 (Sth Clr.--~-~, cart. denied, 395 UoS° 977
United States v. Denton, 307 F.2d 336, 339
cert. denied, 371U~.923 (1962), end the un~orlyln~
conduct for which the pardon was granted ~y ba
deny an alien naturalizatlon. Petition Of De
139 F. Supp. 779, 780 (E.D.N.Y. 1955)° MOEaOV~E~
pardon would not prevent calling Nixon as a
Watergate matters or naming him as a~ u~in~
conspirator. Cf. Farnsworth v. Zerbs~, %~
544 (5th Cir. 193~ ~ ~eni~7 U.S. ~
At least two persons must Joi~ PJI
enterprise to constitute it a
statute expressly says so.
be prosecuted, or prosecutable.
may escape, or obtain a
remains guilty.
In light of this, it would make
conclude that, by virtue of hie
tected against a p~blic
oerning his involvement in
closure took the form of official
Only the legal consequences to
conduct, not the conduct itself, w~j~.~
pardon. Therefore, the pardozl
Ford would not bar a grand j~
lave

A related problem
the claim that it would be an
.process for th~s office to
~o the Watergate grand Jury. The |

e~nce, at first blush, Nixon
and e~nce the grand ~ur¥
perticipants in the
~O indlet, the grand ~u~¥ ha8
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gate allegations of criminal activity with a view
toward instituting prosecutions against those persons
whom there is probable cause to believe have committed
a crime. The courts have frequently stated that it is
improper for the government to continue to utilize a
grand jury for the purpose of investigating a matter
a~ter it has been determined that no indictments will
be sought. See, e.q., United States v. Procter &
GeJ~ble, 356 U.S. 677 (1958); United Stat~ ~. ~-t~r,
470 F.2d 1214 (9th Cir. 1972); Bever~ v. United states,
468 F.2d 732, 743 (5th Cir. 1972--~ United States v. Doe,
341 Fo Supp. 1350 (S.D.N.Y. 1972) (Frankel, J.). In
United States v. Procter & Gamble CO., 175 F. Supp. 198
(D.N.J. 1959), for example, the District Court held that
the decision of the Department of Justice on November 14,
1952 not to proceed criminally on the basis of the
testimony which had previously been taken before the
grand jury made further use of the grand jury for assistance in a civil action an abuse of the grand jury
process. Accord, United States v. Carter Products, Inc.,
27 F.R.D. 243 (S.D.N.Y. 1961). On the other hand, if
a grand jury investigation is proceeding under the bona
fide assumption that indictments are possible, evidence
presented to the grand jury may be used by the government
"for any purpose consistent with the public interest,"
In re Grand Jur[ Investigation, 32 F.R.D. 175, 182 (S.D.
N.Y.), appeal dismissed, 318 F.2d 533 (2d Cir.), ~tition
for writ of cert. dismissed, 375 U.S. 802 (1963), anciuding civil litigation, United States v. Pack, 150 F.
Supp. 262 (D. Del. 1957), or, presumably, a grand jury
report.*

As a practical matter, it is unlikely that this
claim would ever be presented in opposition to the dissemination of a grand jury report. The presentation of
additional evidence to the grand jury concerning Nixon’s
role in Watergate -- the arguable abuse in view of the
pardon -- would occur in private, outside the knowledge
of the only person with standing to object, and would be
a fait accompli by the time of the motion to expunge.
¯ ~ssumin~e~do that the grand jury had the power to
¯ ssue a report on Nixon based on the evidence it had

* In none of the previous federal cases in which a grand
jury report was issued does it appear that evidence was
ever taken for the sole purpose of inclusion in the report.
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acctunulated as of September 8, 1974 (the date of the
pardon), it would seem somewhat strained to suggest
that the district court should nevertheless suppress
that report because it also relied on highly relevant
evidence concerning the matter in issue which was introduced after September 8.~
In any event, it appears that we could defeat
the argument by noting that, even after September 8,
1974, the grand jury could legally have indicted
Richard Nixon for his participation in the Watergate
conspiracy, and was therefore entitled to further
relevant evidence on that matter. One granted a
Presidential pardon may have a complete affirmative
defense to any federal indictment, but there seems no
reason in law or logic why such an indictment would
not be valid until that defense is asserted and upheld.
AS Chief Justice Marshall wrote for the Supreme Court
more than a century ago, "where the benefit [of a pardon]
is to be obtained through the agency of the court, it
must be brought regularly to the notice of that tribunal." United States v. Wilson, 7 Pet. (32 U.S.) 150,
161 (1833). The pardon would constitute a plea in bar,
F. R. Crim. P. 12(b), similar to that based upon a
claim of double jeopardy or transactional immunity.
Analogy may perhaps be drawn to a release in civil litigation, which must be pleaded and proven by the defendant
before the complaint will be dismissed. F. R. Civ. P.
8(c). The argument that a pardon precl~des even the
power to indict makes little sense, since an indictment
is clearly the most appropriate way of challenging the
validity of the pardon.

The pardon may possibly apply to a different
person or a different crime. It may be absolute or conditional. It may be controverted by the prosecutor, and must be expounded by the court. These circumstances
combine to show that this, like any other
deed, ought to be brought "judicially before
the court by plea, motion, or otherwise."
United States v. Wilson, su__u~, 7 Pet. (32 U.S.)at
~ Additionally, the pardon may have been procured
by fraud or for a fraudulent purpose, thus making it
void. Pardoning Power ii Op. Atty. Gen. 227 (1865).
See also Palmer, The President’s Power to Pardon Former
President Nixon P~i’or to His Conviction of an Offe~sm
~t~ the United States (September ii, 1974).

Hence, I would conclude that since the ~atergate
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grand jury possesses the legal power to continue its
investigation and to indict Nixon, there would be no
abuse of the grand jury process for additional evidence to be presented to the Watergate grand jury,
even if that evidence is eventually used only in a
grand jury report.
The final issue concerns whether, apart from any
pardon, the grand jury would be empowered to deliver
an evidentiary report to the district court with the
recommendation that it be disseminated to some other
body or to the public at large. As this office summarized in its memorandum supporting the grand jury’s
report to the House Judiciary Con~nittee,
federal decisions reflect a nu~ber of different types of grand jury reports that
have been found permissible. One type is the
draft indictment, or "presentment," that accuses named individuals of criminal misbehaviour but does not actually constitute
a valid indictment in the face of the prosecuting attorney’s refusal to sign it. A
second is a report analyzing local conditions
and making recommendations about law enforcement policy. Third, and most pertinently
here, is a report that discloses to the court
that the grand jury has heard evidence that
it believes is material to legal proceedings
within the jurisdiction of another agency and
recommends that the court exercise its inherent power, as codified in Rule 6(e), to
submit the evidence to the appropriate ofMemorandum for the United States on Behalf of the Grand
Jury, In re Report and Recommendation of June 5, 1972
Grand ~ury Concerning Transmission of Evidence to th~
~ouse of Representatives, Misc. NO. 74-21 (D.D.C. March
5, 1974), p. 9. An initial difficulty, developed below,
¯ is that the contemplated grand jury report would not
fit neatly into any of these three categories.

Furthermore, in determining whether to allow the
issuance of a report, the courts engage in a balancing
process, in which the following elements, ~mo~g others,
* [Ftn. from p. 8] It is assumed here that any grand
jury report would of necessity include evidence presented to the grand jury after September 8# .since the
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are weiqhed: the strength of the public interest in
disclosure, Application of Johnson, supra, 484 F.2d at
797; the need of some other legal body for the information, In re ReDort and Recommendation, supra, 370 F.
Supp. at 1230; the "availability and effl~y of [other]
remedies", In re Grand Jury Proceedinqs, supra, 479
F.2d at 460; the harm to those person~ ment~ed in
the report, Hammond v. Brown, 323 F. Supp. 326, 345
(N.D. Ohio), affirmed, 450 F.2d 480 (6th Cir. 1971);
whether the evidence reported is sufficient to support
an indictment In re Grand Jury Proceedings, su_~;
A~plication of United Electrical, Radio & Machine workers,
iii F. Supp. 858, 866 (S.D.N.Y. 1953); whether the
actions of governmental officials or private persons are
involved, In re Grand Jury January, 1969, supra, 315 F.
Suppo at 678; and whether the report state~ts or
draws conclusions, Hammond v. Brown, supra, 323 F. Supp.
at 345.
An analysis of these factors leads to the conclusion that the issuance of a grand jury report under
these circumstances would have little legal justification, and that a court order authorizing general publication of such a report would be even harder to defend. The main ingredient of these results is the lack
of any truly legitimate public interest in disclosure.
Certainly the public has a desire to know the facts of
Nixon’s Watergate involvement, but that curio~sity -which is frequently present in grand jury investigations
of publicized events -- hardly presents a compelling need
to contravene the normal rules of grand jury secrecy.
As Judge Friendly has recently noted in a related context:

No matter how m~ch, or how legitimately, the
public may want to know whether a candidate
for high public office has invoked the privilege against self-incrimination before a
grand jury, or has lied about having done so,
that interest must generally yield to the
larger one of preserving the salutary rDle of
law embodied in Rule 6 (e) of the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure.
In re Bias@i, 478 F.2d 489, 493 (2d Cir. 1973). Nor,
report previously produced by the grand jury On Mar~h
i, 1974 contained all the evidence in the grand Jury’s
possession prior to that date. See Report and
~-~---.----.mendati°n
of June.to5,the
1972 House
Grand Jur~
~Tra
ml_~Sslon of Evldence
of Conoernim.
Represel%ta~ives
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in view of the pardon, is there a necessity for forwarding the evidence to some other tribunal with competence to act. Compare In re Report and Recommendation,
370 F. Supp. 1219, 1230 (D.D.C. 1974), where Judge
Sirica commented:
[I]t should not be forgotten that we deal in
a matter of the most critical moment to the
Nation, an impeachment investigation involving
the President of the United States. It would
be difficult to conceive of a more compelling
need than that of this country for an unswervingly fair inquiry based on all the pertinent information.
Of course, the grand jury could reco~end that this
second report also be sent to the House of Representatives, which possesses the constitutional power to reinstitute impeachment proceedings against the former
President, but statements by chairman Peter Rodino of
the House Judiciary Com/nittee and others indicate that
the Congress has little stomach for such an investigation,
and the public would probably see that grand jury recommendation for the ruse that it is.

Moreover, the report would deal exclusively with
the actions of a single private citizen, no longer in
public office, rather than with an inou~abent or with
some general societal condition requiring corrective
action. A public report would therefore be of no benefit
to the voters either in removing or voting out of office
a miscreant government employee or in electing candidates
sworn to remedy a systemic defect. Nor would a public
report be required in order to clear a federal office
holder of rumored misconduct. See In re Grand Jury January, 1969, supra, 315 F. Supp. at 678. Thus, we are
merely faced with an academic, albeit strongly held,
public desire to know the details of Richard Nixon’s
Watergate involvement, rather than a specific need to
know in order to take intelligent action.
Opposed to this general public curiousity are
several important reasons why a wholesale disclosure
of grand jury evidence would be unwise, and probably
unlawful° First, the report would inevitably charge
Nixon with illegal activity, explicitly or implicitly,
without affording him a chance to answer the charges in
a dignified forum and without the possibility of the
charges ever being proven incorrect. Even if this office truly believes that the evidence of Nixon’s guilt
is ove~;helming and that President Ford’s short-circuiting
of the judicial process is a major miscarriage of justice,
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we should be exceedingly wary of condoning, much less
suggesting, any procedure by which an organ of the
government is allowed to level serious criminal
charges against a citizen without respect for normal
due process rights. After all, a grand jury is not a
trier of fact, nor is the process under which it
hears evidence adversary. Several of the cases which
have allowed grand jury reports to be issued have
specifically commented that no individual was being
linked with criminal activity, see, e._~, ~
tion of Johnsonr supra, 484 F.2d at 797, while others
have ~-lo~--~ed ~-~cusato~y reports to be released but
have noted that the person accused would have another
forum in which to adjudicate the char~es against him,
see, e.g., In re Report and Recommendation, su__~, 370
F. Supp. at 1227.
Second, nomatter how scrupulous we are in waiting
for the jury in united States v. Mitchell, Crim. No. 74ii0 (D.D.C.) to be sequestered before releasing the
report, the grand jury’s action may seriously jeopardize
the rights of the defendants in that case -- at least
three of whom would have to be mentioned frequently
in any report -- to a fair trial. Even assuming that
sequestration would provide an absolute insulation of
the trial jury from the report, there are oontingencies
which cannot be anticipated. For example, if, after
issuance of the report, it became necessary to declare
a mistrial in the Mitchell case and to begin anew,
publicity generate~ by the report might mandate a substantial continuance before a second jury could be
selected.

Furthermore, a decision that the grand jury is
powerless to issue a public report of the incriminating
evidence it has uncovered concerning Richard Nixon does
not necessarily mean that the grand jury is devoid of
other remedies or that the evidence will never see the
.light of day. One possible alternative, noted earlier,
would be for the grand jury to present a draft indictment for the Special Prosecutor’s signature. There is
authority for the proposition that this office, as attorney for the grand jury, is obliged to prepare a
draft indictment on request of the grand jury regardless
of its view of whether any charges should be brought.
Gaither v. United States 413 F.2d 1061, 1066 n. 7
~ Cir. 1969); United States v. COX, ~ 342 F.2d
at 184, 189 (Brown & Wisdom, JJ., co-~urring); In re
Re~ort and Recommendation supra, 370 F. Supp. at--~’~22.
The Special Prosecutor would then have the option of
either signing the indictment, thus challenging the
legality of the pardon while publicizing the allegations

-13againet the four Prosident, or deolin£t~g to ~ hL~
signetu:e. In thit even~, ~e 9ri~ ~u~ o~ ~tltlon the district ~ou~t to ~oloase its prosen~
p~licly, ~long with a statement of ~easons f~ ~1$
offt~ as to why eign~tur# was refused. ~lm Is J~wis~ed to h~nd ~n T~ero, a ~ede~l gra~ ~
Indlct~nt chargl~ ~
In ~e ~ns~ruction of ~e Rayburn ~rage fo~ ~
House of Representatives, but the Unl~d ~ ~tommy, on instructions of ~ Atto~e~ ~neEal~ ~
fused his signature. The fore~n of ~e gE~ ~
delivered a proposed indic~ent to ~e ~ ~ ~
~at ~e grand jury had the ~er ~ ~ a ~t.
~d which ~en made p~lic a s~ry of ~ ~~
t~e~er wi~ a written me~r~d~ of ~ ~ ~f
Justice explaining why no inditer w~ ~ ~
ized. 315 F. Supp. at 678-81.

If it is concluded that soma for~
the grand Jury materials should be
appear that this precedent
the District of Maryland would have
$ibility than an evidentiary report
by the district court. To begin w~,
comport with the actual sit~ation~
gratuitous expression of factae
emotive opinion of the publlo
that the grand Jury considered
Nixon sufficient to indiot
dlcted but for the pardon. It
to have the grand Jury outline
its conclusions in the
presentment.* Moreover, though
cur, this procedure would give
portunlty to defend himself
grand Jury, since they would be
ooherent foz~; indeed, Nlxon
Prosecutor that he would pre~e~
be eigned so that he could
~in e court of law. The
presentment would probably be
fact that he has
the grend ~Ury as an
Wetergate oover-up. Plnally~ ¯

-14a derogatory evldentiary report would crea~e no unfortunate precedent of accusatory governmental reports.
IV.

Z would therefore conclude that, at least without
specific Congressional authorization, it would be of
dubious legality for the grand jury to issue a report
to the district court, detailing the evidence it heard
concerning Nixon’s Watergate culpability, with the
recommendation that it be made public. There
no precedent for such a report to the general public
on the criminal activity of an individual, pzivate
such a disclosure is slight, and is oertainly
ficient to outweigh the traditional reetriot~io~
grand jury secrecy and the obvious due
le~.
Nevertheless, we may have some ObZiga~io~% ~ .....
only to history, to present to a court
ordering disclosure of these materials.
the best alternative, and the one mos~
approved by the district court,* is a
sentment, or proposed indictment,
which could be made public
why the Special Prosecutor has
signature. Since there is strong
grand jury action, we would be on
in asking the district court to
mary of the presentment public
questing a similar dissemination
port. Moreover, the form of the
clear merely that the grand Jury
believe that a crime had been
ditlonal function. The orderly
ending in a legal conclusion a~
porting evidence, would allow NIX~

Schoville, 350 F. Supp. 371 (N.D~
V. Brown, supra; Poston Vo

¯ A proposal whloh is even~oEe
because of its surface ~
dentisry report to ~.he Houl@
to the March I, 1974
for ~he reasons stated at

,,
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present a public rebuttal, something which a cold
listing of evidence in a report would m~ke far more
difficult.
I would also conclude that our decision whether
to request action of the grand jury need not be influenced in any way by fears of grand jury bias. As
noted above, none of the quotes attributed to any
grand jurors would appear to indicate a prejudice
against Nixcn which would vitiate an indictment, presentment or report. On the contrary, the grand jurors’ public comments expressed the feeling that the
pardon deprived them of the opportunity "either to
vote or not vote an indictment," Washington Postw
September 10, 1974, at l, and deprived Nixon of "d~e
process of law," Washington Star-News, September
1974, at 12. The outrage and deep disappointm~mt
voiced by several of the grand jurors is certainly
explainable by a good-faith desire to see the criminal
process run its course. Therefore, I wo~ld
neither the discharge of the Jtu%e 5, 1972 grand
nor the replacement of those grand jurors who have
spoken out on the pardon.*
In sum, while this is an extraordinary
I do not believe that the law would appEowe ~
traordinary reaction of an accusatory gra~
port, even if the accusations were to be
as an unvarnished listing of evidenoe.
mate way to proceed, and the way that the
most likely allow to be publicized, is
or proposed indictment, against Riohar~ ~.

Juror substituted at this poin~
have to be familiarized with the
heard by the grand Jury for his
presentment, or report to be valid.
~nited States, 386 F.2d 132, 139
denied, 390 U.S. 951 (1968)~
as to the legality of
under S 3321 if the number o~
after chall~nge constltutem
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Memorandum
: Special
Leon Jaworski
Prosecutor~ o

DATE: September 24, 1974

: Philip A. Lacovara6~"
Counsel to the Special
Prosecutor
SUBJECT: Effect of Nixon Pardon on Civil Suits
I have previously forwarded to you my assessment of a
possible civil suit against former President Nixon to recover the value of the expenditures and improvements made
to his real estate that could not lawfully be attributed
to security or to the maintenance of his Presidential ofrices. Furthermore, as you are aware, the Internal Revenue
Service is currently conducting a civil fraud investigation
regarding Mr. Nixon’s income tax returns. The question
arises whether the open-ended pardon granted to Mr. Nixon
by President Ford on September 8 would bar either a oivil
suit to recover for the unjust enrichment to Mr. Nixon’s
property or would bar any IRS civil tax fraud claims. The
Commissioner of Internal Revenue has specifically raised
this latter question with Deputy Special Prosecutor Henry
Ruth, who advised him that the pardon would not preclude
such claims. I concur in the conclusion that neither type
of civil suit would be barred by the pardon granted to Mr.
Nixon.
Attached for your information are copies Of two ~e~oranda that I asked Robert Palmer of my staff to pgepare
on these questions. The September 19 memorandum deals
primarily with the possibility of maintaining the kind of
civil suit on which David Kaye of my staff has prepare~ e
lengthy memorandum and about which I have previously
advised you. The September 23 memorandum focuses oR the
possible effect of the pardon On a civil tax freu~ ~ese.
Although there are no decisions squarely on point, it is
my opinion that even a civil tax fraud claim coul~ ~
maintained despite the p~rdon’s release of crimlnel Er&ud
liability. The rationale for this conclusion Is ~e~10~

Mesnrs. Ruth, gre|ndler,
Palmer, Maye

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Philip A. Lacovara
DATa: September 19, 1974
Robert L. Palmer

Effect of Nixon Pardon on Civil Suits Against Him
At your request, I have taken a look at materials
relevant to the ~uestion of the effect of the Nixon pardon
on his civil liability for actions during his term of office.
As I understand it, the primary concern is over the effect
of ~he pardon on the government’s ability to sue to recover
monies wrongfully expended on improvements to the President’s properties in Florida and California.
It is my view that
the pardon would not bar such a suit.
I.

GE~ERAT.T.y PA~.DON DOES NOT A~FECT SUBJECT’S CIVIL
LIABILITY FOR CONDUCT GIVING RISE TO Th~ PAP~ON

The most fre~aently invoked statement of the effect
of a pardon is the Supreme Court’s sweeping description in
Ex Parte Garland, 71 U.S. 333, 380-81 (1867) :
A pardon reaches both the punishment
prescribed for the offense and the
guilt of the offender; and when the
pardon is full, it releases the
punishment and blots out the existence
of guilt, so that in the eye of the
law the offender is as innocent as
if he had never committed the offense.
If granted before conviction, it
removes the penalties and disabilities,
and restores him to all his civil
rights; it makes him, as it were, a
new man, and gives him a new credit
and capacity.
However, as Ken Geller points out in his memo of
September ll, on the possibility of a grand jury report concerning the former President, Garland has not been read to
hold that a pardon wipes away ~t of an offense or

conviction, but rather Only the
disabilities that WOuld
legal punishments and
clusion that a
. .
otherwise flow from a legal con.
crlmlnal
undsrlylng facts of the Offense has been committed. The
-~
[~$1ety.of
Ways that nay offense
dis-= can still be used in a
~e only o~e exa~ml~
.. _=uVantage the sub’ect
.... Cl~ed by Ken Geller, eSen whe~O
used
to augment
punishment
recidivist
rorg±Ven
by a pardon,
priorunder
convictions
are statutes.
routinely
Sere ~, Geller, 9/ii/7~,
the Attorney G .... - at p. 5-6; Memorandum for

rdon,

...... ~uun, ~ U.PA. ~--.REV. 647 (1939).
As to ~. Nixon’s civil liability, the hornbook rule
is that a pardon affects only the l~gal consequences that
flow from the fact or conviction of criminal activity." It
does not have any bearing on the rec~ civil liability
to third parties for the consequences of his conduct, It
was ~alo~rE~lish common law that, while the King
had
’ ~
P
forgive offenses against the Crown,
he had no power whatsoever to interfere with or compromise
an offender’s civil obligations to others. This limitation
on the pardon power unquestionably carried over into American
law. As the Supreme Court wrote in An_~ v. Chi., St. Paul
Minn., and Omaha R. C~., 157 U.S. i, 19 (1893):
An executive may pardon and thus relieve
a wrongdoer from the punishment the
public extracts for a Wrong, but neither
executive nor legislature can pardon-a
private wrong or relieve the wrongdoer
from civil liability to the individual
he has wronged.
Because this
limitation is so fundamental and widely
accepted, it rarely figures in litigated cases. Indeed, I
have found no case in which there has been any claim that a
pardon excuses civil obligations to third pa~ties. Most of
the discussion that exists is in cases considering the applicability of the pardon power to contempts. For example, in
Ex Parte Grossman, 267 UoS. 87, iii (1925), which finally
settled that the President’s pardon power extends to criminal
but not civil contempts, the Court wrote:
Long before our Constitution, a distinction had been recognized at common law
between the effect of.the King’s pardon
to wipe out the effect of a sentence
for contempt insofar as it had been

imposed to Punish the contemnor for
violating the dignity of the court,
and the King, in the public interest,
and its inefficacy to halt or interfere with the remedial part of the
Court’s order necessary to secure the
rights of the injured suitor.

For civil contempts, the punishment
is remedial and for the benefit of
the complainant, and a pardon cannot
stop it.
II.

EFFECT OF PAP!DON ON CIVIL LIABILITY TO GOVEP~ENT

Our situation does not litprecisely within the scope
of ~he civil/criminal discussion as it generally appears~
however, since our problem is not.the right of third parties
to sue Mr. Nixon but rather the right of the government itself
to a monetary recovery from him.
There is a sizable body of cases and authority considering the effect of a pardon on fines and forfeit%~res
assessed as a consequence of criminal activity. It has
never been doubted that the President’s pardon power ex~ends
to the remission of criminal fines imposed in favor of the
United States. It is also clear that the pardon power
reaches forfeitures and property confiscated by operation
of law as a result of criminal activity. For example, after
the civil War there was active litigation as to ~the effect
of ~he a/nnesty granted to rebels on their right to recover
property confiscated under a statute condemning property
used in support of the Confederacy. From the outset the
Supreme Court held that the forfeitures were a fLrrther p~ishment for supporting the rebellion and therefore were also
forgiven by the amnesty. E.g., Armstrong’s Foundry, 73
766 (1868). Subsequent cases established an importar~t limitation
on the right to recover confiscated property: one who receives
a pardon is not entitled to recover fines or con~isoated
property once title has "vested" in someone else N i~ the
case of fines by payment into the Treasury, and i~ the case
of confiscated property by subsequent sale or other disposi~Dn.
E.~o, Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. Bosworth, 133

These cases shed very little light on t~he possibility
reco’~rery from ~ Ni- ~ - ~ ,
.... s_ are civil r~atters nothas
affected by t-he pardon. Instead,

had :

The offense bein~ established by
judicial proceedings, that which has
been done or suffered while ~hey were
in force is presumed to have been
rightfully done ~nd justly suffered,
and no satisfaction for it can be
required. ~:either does ~he pardon
affect any rights which have ~ested
in others directly by ~qe execution
of the judg~,ent for ~qe offense, or
which have been acquired by others
whilst that jud~.ent was in force.

Knote v. United States, 95 U.S. 149, 154 (1877).
So far as I can determine ~here is only one repo~te~
case that deals with a situation even remotely simil~ to
ours. In United States v. Cullerton, 25 Fed. Cas. No. 14,899
(C.C. Iii. I~TH), in an obscurely reasoned opirmio~ it ~-~
held ~%at the goverm~ent could not recover on a s%~rety bond
posted by a revenue official to secure the faithfrrl performance
of his duty since he had previously been pardone~ of a conviction for criminal neqlect of duty involvin~the
duct. The op~--nion is short and its operative passage.=onsists
of an iDse dixit that civi! liability for negligence zs
of the %legal consequences" of the officer’s violation o~ his
duty and therefore must be held to have been-exti~guishe~ by
the pardon:
All the remedies of the goverrum~nt
against him, both on his bond am~ ~y.
indictment, are released, and he st~s
purged of these offenses as fully as
if the offenses had not been codified.

In the first place, even if Cuilerton were accepted
as a COrrect Statement of the law,~stinguishable
on its facts. Cullerton was released from civil liability
because he had received a pardon from a prior conviction
that arose from the same facts. In other words, he was
released because the same facts that gave rise to civil
liability also involved a criminal offense for which he
had been pardoned. In the case of the San Clemente and
Key Biscayne improvements, the facts on which recovery by
the government would be based do not involve a criminal
offense itself otherwise subject to’ Presidential pardon.
Therefore, the pardon could bar a civil suit by the government only if a court accepted the argument that, while the
President cannot pardon civil wrongs to third parties, he
can release civil liability to the government even when
wholly unrelated to any criminal offenses, a ~roposition
for which there is absolutely no written authority.
Secondly, Cullerton is clea~ly wrong. It is settled
doctrine ~hat a judgunen~of acquittal does not absolutely
bar the government from suing on a civil cause of action
for a monetary recovery arising out of the same or related
facts. One Lot Emerald Cut Stones and One RinH v. United
~ a~doctrine announced more than 35" years a o in He
whlch
distinguishes~n
ciV~ns that are .......
punitive~±~o~)
and those
that
are remedial.
So long as the civi! action is found "remedial" it is not
barred by a prior acquittal even though the same facts are
involved. And courts have been quite expansive in their
view as to what civil actions are remedial rather than
punitive; ~ itself sustained a post-acquittal
action by the government to recover the fifty Percent civil
penalty
on
the theory
it was designed
primarily
not due
to PrL~ish
assessment
forthat
fraudulent
failure to
pay taxes
as "remedial"
the tak~ayer but rather to compensate the goverr~uent for the
time and expense of investigating and litigating t~e case.
In Mr. Nixon’s case, a suit to recapture money Wrongfully expended on his property would clearly he "remedialrather than punitive in the sense that it Would he ~esigned
to prevent his unjust enrichment and make the gover~ent
whole for these improper payments. As a result, ~nder the
~ doctrine even if we had charged criminal WrOngdoing

CONCLUSION
There is no direct precedent
of a full and unconditional pardon ~OE
on the government’s ability to bring a
suit against the recipient based on
crimlnal offense. However, the general
parties is that a pardon cannot rea¢h
or not related to the facts involved il~ ~
crimlnal offense. This rule, coupled
that a prior acquittal does not bar a
civil suit based on related facts, i~
virt,~11y cerhain that a court would
not bar a remedlal civll suit by the
recovery whether or not it implicates
lylng any crimlnal action for which ME.

TO

: Philip A. Lacovara

FROXl

: Robert L. Palmer

DATa:September 23, 1974

Effect of Nixon Pardon on Civil Tax Fraud Suit
by the Government
You have asked for further consideration of the effect of
the pardon on Mr. Nixon’s liabilityto suit by the government for
Fossible civil tax fraud. In my view, such a suit would not
be foreclosed by the pardon.
There is very little in th~ wa~ of direct authority
on the effect of a pardon on the government’s ability to
bring civil suits against the recipient of the pardon. Absent
an3’ direct authority, the most useful ana!ogy to our situation
are cases that consider the effect of a prior acquittal on
the right of the government to maintain a subsequent civil
action against the acquitted defendant. As a matter of logic
and social policy, it seems likely that courts would give
no more expansive effect to a pardon, which implies guilt,
Burdick v. United States, 236 U.S. 84 (1915), than would be
~ven to an acquittal under identical circumstances. Consequently, if a civil tax fraud suit against Mr. Nixon would
not be barred by a prior acquittal of criminal tax fraud, I
would assume the pardon would not create such a bar.
As I pointed out in the earlier memo, there is an
explicit Supreme Court holding that a prior acquittal of
criminal tax fraud does not bar a subsequent civil fraud
action looking toward the recovery of the tax deficiency plus
a penalty assessment of 50% of the deficiency. ~ v.
Mitchell, 303 U.S. 391 (1938). The government’s recovery
~ring was premises on the forerunner Of 26 U.S.C.
If any part of any underpayment ,.. of
tax required to be shown on a return is
due to fraud, there shall be added to
the tax an amount equa! to 50 percent
of the underpayment.

Mr. Nixon’s pardon insulates him from civil consequences
theft would not have been extinguished even by a prior
acquittal, the government remains free to bring a civil
fraud action.

This result would not be in conflict with United States
v. United States Coin and Currency, 401 U.S. 715 (1971),
which held that a forfeiture proceeding based on prior alleged
criminal violations of the Internal Revenue Code was a
’~criminal proceeding" for purposes qf the Self-Incrimination
Clause of the Fifth Amendment. AS I indicated in the ~arlier
m~mo, courts have recognized that certain kinds of proceedings,
while formally denominated as "civil" none.thelees must be
characterized as "criminal" for certain~ purposes ---for exa~ple
in deciding whether, because of either collateral estoppel or
deuhle jeopardy concerns, a prior criminal acquittal bars a
~ubsequent suit to recover a "civil" penal~f. In United States
Coin and Currency, the Court could discern no differencebet~¢een a forfeiture decreed as a consequence of prior criminal
conduct and a criminal fine imposed as a result of the same
conduct.
str However, from ~ onward the Court has repeatedly
essed that a sanctlon is not ineluctably "criminal# J~lst
because it operates to penalize conduct oondemDe~by a sepaxa%e
criminal statute. "Congress may impose both a ~Ei~i~al ~
a civil sanction in respect to the saree act or omission,"
Helverinq v. Mitchell, 303 U.S. at 399, a~d "%he.q~es~.i~m
o~Q~ether a ~ven sanction is civil or c=~al is one ~E
States,Statut°rY409constructi°n’"U.S. 232 (1972).0ne Lot Emeral,d ~t Stones Vo O~L~:~

Admittedly, the cases go off in

e ?f ar icular sanctions.

r
~, ~ s~ngle recovery for~ei~e
~
;,orrises, while ~n Emerald Stones a ~o~le

wa, fo~d to be "civil" and therefoEe
acqulttal on smuggling charges. In ~~
found the do~le recovery "remedial Za~eZ

much the same reason ~ auCepted the SOt ~
asseSsl~ent as "civil" ~

it provides a reasonable form
liquidated damages for violatiO~
of th~ inspection provisions ~
serves t~ reimburse the ,C,O~ . ~for investigation ~nd
purposes.
409 U.S. at 237.
However, whatever the Courtls
Particular sanction is criminal
fore barred by an earlier
construction, one that was
tax fraud cases in favor of such

Senator Byrd
Whip Office in the

Room

S-148

5:30 p.m.

Memorandum
Sept. 26, 1974

Report by t-he Special Prosecutor
You have asked ~ to summarize my views which
we discussed today concerning the Report by the
Special Prosecutor, with particular reference to matters
relating to Richard Nixon.
i. AS I have indicated in prior mmmoranda an~
outlines, I envision that the Report would sat out a
narrative of the work of the office, including a
analysis of our charging and negotiating policies. This
would not discuss specific cases we did not brlmg, since
~hat would be unfair to the individuals in~ived.
2. Suggestions have been ~ade that the
should analyze and draw conclusions about ~ avi~
relating to Mr. Nixon. I do n~believe that as a
~--Yprosecutor we have authority to issue such a
without legislative authority. You have alrea~
~nis position with members of the Senate Ju~Iclar~
Come, tree. But, even if we were given au~h authozi~,
I think the preparation and issuance of 8~,h a ~
by a prosecutor raises such risks of uafalraesl
would recom~end our not accepting the
personally, I would not be willing to par~ielpate in
preparing such a report.

Memorandum

TO

FR0~

: Philip A. Lacovara

DATE: September 27, 1974

: Roberh L. Palmer ~.~

SUB3ECr: Failure to Specify Offenses in Nixon Pardon
As I indicated in my memo of September ll, the weight
of authority seems to recognize that the President’s pardon
power may be exercised at any time after tb.e commission of
an offense against the United States; and that therefore a
court would probably reject a challenge to the validity of
the Nixon pardon based on its timing unless it interpreted
the regulations establishing this office as restricting the
President’s power to grant conviction pardons.
A separate question is whether the pardon might be
challenged on the ground that it fails to specify the particular offenses President Ford intended to forgive. Much of
the concern about the Nixon pardon stems from the fact that,
on the surface at least, it was issued "blind"
-- without
first having established precisely what the extent of
~.~r. i~ixon’s crim~na! exposure would otherwise have been -and therefore may have been premised on a thoroughly understated view of Mr. Nixon’s criminality. However, a canvas
of the limited relevant materials indicates that it is %%nlikely
that a challenge to the pardon on that basis would be sustained.
I.

ENGLISH P~ACTICE

It is appropriate to begin with some consideratio~ of
the scope of the King’s pardon power in England at the time
of ~.e adoption of our Constitution. As the Supreme Court
wrote in Ex Parte Grossman, 267 U.S. 87 (1925):
The language of the Constitution cannot be interpreted safely except by reference to the comm~on law and to British
institutions as they were when the instrument was framed and adopted. The statesmen
and lathers of the Convention who submitted

r
While I have not undertaken an
literature, a fairly thorough dlscuee~
pardons issued without reference to
contained in the Sixth Edition Of
which (conveniently enough) was p~llahi1~i
the Constitution was written. Hawkins ~
with general pardons because of the
over-breadth:

For by this means, where
truth intends only to
which may be very proper
he may by coneequenoe
numbers of the most
the least of which, had he
of it, he would not have
the K~ng could issue ¯ general
extlnguish’--~l~ prior felonies though
with certain narrow restrlotio~!
a Person wee attainted of felony
appeared that tho ~ing has been
well as the ~elony~ and by

to forgLvo murder or tape unlae~
It hath been holden~
Pardon of all felonl
treasons, el well

indictment for them: And it seems to be
taken for granted, in many books, that
a pardon of all felonies in general,
without describing any one particular
felony, may even at this day, if the
party be neither attainted nor indicted,
be pleaded in bar of any felony whatsoever, coming within the general limitations
of the pardon, except murder or rape, and
that the only reason why it cannot be
also pleaded to murder or rape, is because
the statute of 13 Rich. 2 ... requires an
express m~ention of them.
Hawkins followed this with a litany of the undersirable results
this kind cf exercise of the pardon power could have, but
ultimately contented himself with the comment that
for ~hese reasons, as I suppose, general
pardons are commonly made by act of
parliament; and have been of late years
ve-~T rarely granted by the crown, without a ~articular description of the
offense intended to be pardoned.

So far as I ~T. aware there are only two reported cases
an wnlch A~er~can courts have been asked to consider whether
a pardon is ~==~=ctive to forgive offenses unless they are
a~_y en’~erated in the pardon itself. In Stetler~s
Case, 22 ~ed. Cas. 13,380 (E.D. Pa. 1852) the government
so"z~t~-- to avoid ~ne effect of a pardon that incorrectly
described +~-~e date and precise nature of the conviction for
which the defendant had received his pardon. The defendant
insisted not only that the discrepancies were minor and should
be ignored but aiso ~nat they were irrelevant: his arg~emt
%.:as that the factual discrepancies appeared only in the preamble
to the pardon radner than the ordering language -- which sit, ply
~ Stetler was granted a "full and %L~eonditional"
par~on. He claimed that this language operated as a release
of all erimina! activity prior to the pardon without regard
tc ~ recitals in the prea,.~le. The court did not a~tually reach
o£ the President’s authority to issue "~eneral"

pardons since it too}~ the sensible position that the
preamble limited the more general language of the ordering
p~rtion of the pardon and held, less sensibly perhaps, that
the factual discrepancies rendered the pardon ineffective.
~he court’s only treatment of the general pardon issue was to
express so~e doubt as to the extent of the President’s power
tc pardon without enumerating offenses, conanenting that the
validity of a general pardon not referenced to specific
offenses ’~can hardly be regarded as established in England,"
citing Hawkins, supra.
The only other instance of a challenge to a general
pardon see~s to have come in Burdick v. United States, 236
U.S. 79 [1915). Burdick, city editor of the New York ~ribune,
refused to answer grand jury questions concerning his sources
for certain articles about smuggling activity in New York City,
claiming that his answers might tend to incriminate him.
Thereafter President ~lilson granted Burdick the following
pardon ~’hich recited the foregoing facts and concluded:
Now, therefore, be it known, that
I, Woodrow ~gilson, President of the
United States of America, in consideration of ~he premises, divers other good
and sufficient reasons me thereunto
moving, do hereby grant unto the said
George Burdick a full and unconditional
pardon for all offenses against the
United States which he, the said George
Burdick, has committed or may have
co~-~..itted, or taken part in, in connection with the securing, writing about,
or assisting in the publication of
information so incorporated in the
aforeme~ntioned article, and in conneotion.
with any other article, matter, or thing
concerning ~zhich he may be interrogated
in the said grand jury proceeding, thereby absolving him from the consequences
of every such criminal act.
Burdick was recalled before the grand jury and given the pardon
but refused to accept it and persisted in his refusal to testify.
He was thereupon presented by the grand jury for contempt. His
defense to the contempt ~as rejected by the District Court,
which held that "the President has power to pardon for a crime

of ~hich the individual has not been convicted and which he
does not admit, and that acceptance is not necessary to to!l
the privilege against incrimination." 236 U.S. at 87. Burdick
still refused to testify, was ordered confined and took an
appeal to the Supreme Court in ~vhich he defended his refusal
to testify on two grounds: that the pardon was inoperative
because he had refused it;~/ and,
that the pardon is illegal for the
absence of specification, not reciting
the offenses upon which it is intended
to operate; worthless, therefore, as
The Court’s statement of Burdick’s contentions in this
regard %~as the only discussion of them in the opinion. It
preferred to decide the case on the issue of ~he need for
acceptance of a pardon and, relying on United States v. Wilson,
7 Pet. 150, agreed with Burdick that his refusal to accept ~
pardon rendered it inoperative and that he was therefore
entitled to assert his Fifth Amendment privilege.
IiI.

COURT ~ILIKELY TO INVALIDATE "GENERAL" PARDON

As a matter of policy, the criticism of the Nixon pardon
as premature is sound. However, I think a court is likely to

*/ Burdick’s argument was that it was "outside the power of
~he President" to pardon him prior to a conviction or a
confession of guilt. He argued that the pardon power can
only operate on offenses that are established "by the
confession of the offending individual or the judgment of
the judicial tribunals." 236 U.S. at 93. The Court’s comment
shortly thereafter that a pardon "carries with it an imputation
of %-uilt; acceptance a confession of it," 236 U.S. at 94, at
least implicitly suggests that to the extent it may be argued
that a pardon can take effect only upon some formal recognition
of guilt, acceptance by the recipient is sufficient.

decide that, while it may have been lll-tlmed or eve~
altogether wrongly motivated, it is not a~bJe=t ~ ~
attack simply because it fails to particularize what ~
are being forgiven.
Aside from the fact that general pardons
been an accepted, if criticized, element of the
prerogative, the most convenient starting
country is the Court’s apotheosis of the Pr~
pardon power in Ex Parte Garland, 71 U.S. 333
set forth in my September 11 memo.
nature of the pardon power is often
limited to its facts by characterizing ~t
the power to proclaim ~u~nesty, rather
Se__e September 10, 1974, letter from Rope
place this is inaccurate. While Presi~
proclamation of amnesty for those who
a.-ms certainly applied to Garland, the
actually concerned with the effect of a~
pardon granted to Garland by President

W~REAS, A. H. Garland, of
Arkansas, by taking part
Rebellion against the
United States, has made
to heavy pains and
the circtunstances of his
a proper object of
now therefore, be it
Andrew Johnson,
States, in consi
divers other good and
me thereunto moving, do
the said A. H. Garland a
amnesty for all off

arising from partlol
implied, in the said

The facts of Garland aside, courts have not, as
Rep. Abzug asserts,~ to draw a distinction ...
bet~<een a~esty and pardon," in the sense that the President
is somehow less fettered in forgiving groups than in forgiving individuals. There are obvious practical differences
bet%~’een a!nnesty and pardon, as Rep. Abzug reminds in her
quotation from Burdich, 236 U.S. at 94:
there are incidental differences of
importance. They are of different
character and have different purposes.
The one overlooks offense; the other
remits punishment. The first is
usually addressed to crimes against
the sovereignty of the state, to
political offenses, forgiveness being
deemed more expedient for the public
welfare than prosecution and punishment.
The second condones infractions of the
peace of the state. Amnesty is usually
genera!, addressed to classes or even
communities, -- a legislative act,
or under legislation, constitutional
or statutory, -- the act of the
supreme magistrate.

But on other occasiens, the Court has made quite clear despite
these "incidental differences" pardon and amnesty are but
different aspects of the same power granted by Article 2,
Clause 2 of the Constitution. For example, in Knote v. United
States, 95 U.S. 149 (1877), the Court dismissed the notion
that there is ~ny legal difference between foregiveness by
pardon and fozgiveness by amnesty:
Some distinction has been made, or
attempted to be made, between pardon
and antnesty. It is sometimes said
that ~d~.e latter operates as an
extinction of the offense of which
it is the object, causing it to be
forgotten, so far as the public
interests are concerned, whilst the
former only operates to remove the
p~nalties of the offense. This distinction is not, however, recognized in OUr
law. The Constitution does not use
the word "amnesty"; and, except that

the term is generally employed where
pardon is extended to whole clalse~ ~
communities, instead of indlv~duel~ ~
distinction between them is one re~
of philogical interest than of l~g~~
importance.
95 U.S. at 152-153. The Court went on to
meat in United States v. Klein, 80
"[t]o the Executive alones--i~--~ntrueted the
and it is granted without limit. Pardon
Since it is of course absolutely plain ~lat
has power to declare general amnesty
particular offenses, I consider it
any court would take a more
issue general pardons to individuale~
Finally, even if a court were
limiting the power to grant general
the policy objective that concerned
those opposed to the timing of the
"blind" pardons that ignorantly
wrongdoing -- this would still be a
for judicial intervention on that
there is little reason to suppose
serious wrongdoing apart from
And by the time the pardon was
President Ford with a laundry
possible liability. Consequently,
pardon may have been wrong, either
standpoint of its timing, it was

In short, I think it
a challenge to the pardon
the particular offenses to

LJ/f c Memorandum
TO

All Staff
DAI~:
Watergate Special ProsecUtion Force

FROM

Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor

YOU will be hearing
I handed to the Attorney
resignation, effective Octo~
Important work
am confident that it will
interruption.
There was
induced my resignation
the recognition that my
needed for thepursuit~
and the realisation that
from my Texas interests

For the loyalty
been accorded me
most grateful. I am
continue to serve my

Doyle

LJ/flc

September 25,
Philip A. Lacovara, Esq.
Counsel
Watergate Special Prosecution For~
1425 K St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Dear Phil:
I have your letter of
me, realizing that you will be
position as Counsel to the Spe~ia~
a few days.
What I have said to
a matter of record. You
the fulfillment of the
office. I will not attempt
in which you performed with
and great distinction. But
opportunity pass without
court presentations on
law, in particular, were
I wish you continued
the private practice of law,

Honorable Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor
Wate~gate Special Prosecution
Force
V~ashington, D. C. 20005
Dear ?Jr. Jaworski:
I hereby submit my resignation as Counsel to the
Special Prosecutor, to be effective September 29, 1974.
By that time, I expect to have completed all my current
a~signments or to have made adequate arrangements for
ether members of the staff to do so.
It has been a great privilege for me to serve as
Counsel to you and your predecessor and to work with the
ex:raordinarily capable professional staff of this Office.
I have been deeply impressed with the dedication, courage,
objectivity and judgment you brought to the discharge of
your responsibilities and I earnestly hope that I have
provided some assistance to you over the past ten months
of our associatien.

The Special Prosecutor’s Office was established as
a noble experiment to test whether the American legal
system is able "to ferret out criminality by the exalted
and powerfu! as well as by the humble and weak" and to
restore "confidence in the integrity and impartiality of
the legal system as between the high and the lowly."
Thzse were the words by which we formulated the fundamental
principles we urged in our briefs before the Supre~e Court
in United States v. Nixon. I recall vividly that long walk
up zne steps of the Court on July 24 when you and 1%~ent
to receive the Court’s decision on those profound issues:
newsreel film recorded your remarking to me on the constitutional pledge inscribed over the Court’s porta! -"Equal Justice Under Law." The Court’s opinion in the
tapes case, delivered a few moments later, was rightly

hailed as a ringing reaffirmation of the principle, even
~chen the President of the United States is under investigation.

We saw our duty and, I believe, followed it. Every
Justice of the Court saw his duty and did it. Yesterday,
however, President Ford made a decision which, though the
result of his conscientious assessment of his duty, seems
to ne to nullify much of what we have strived to establish
an~, from my perspective at least, embodies a fundamentally
mistaken principle. Although I shall leave to history the
assessment of whether our "noble experiment" has achieved
anl’thing, I cannot escape the belief that the combination
cf the tortuous and aborted impeachment inquiry and the
absolute and uncenditional pardon the President has extended to his predecessor establishes that, in fact if not
in ~neory, a President is above the law. President Ford’s
failure to insist upon an acknowledgment of Mr. Nixon’s
criminal complicity in the Watergate cover-up and in other
hatters extinguished by the pardon, and his failure to
Erovide for meaningful guarantees of effective access to
the evidence being delivered to Mr. Nixon represent, in
r.3- judgment, omissions of grave significance. These omissions will, I believe, help to confound the truth -- which,
if anything in this sorry affair, has suffered enough.

As you appreciate at least as deeply as do I, the
responsibilities of a prosecutor are somber and weighty,
since they call into question the life, fortune, and homor
of the accused and his family. The discharge Of these
responsibilities can be borne only when the prose~tor
believes he is part of the process of administering eql/al
justice under law. Obviously, feeling as I do about the
~nconditional pardoning of Mr. Nixon, i cannot continue to
participate in the prosecution of his subordinates, whose
conduct was motivated by their loyalty to him and whose
culpability. -- which may or may not ever be detezmllned by
a 3ury -- is certainly subsidiary to his.
As you know, I had intended to return to the private
practice of law sometime within the next several mo~ths,
after the completion of the Watergate trial. At this point,
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Memorandum
ro

: Leon
Jaworskl
Special
Prosecutor./
Philip A. Lacovar~Counsel to the Special
Prosecutor

Former President Richard Nixon resi~ ~ ~~
--ire August 9, 1974, without any dis~usalo~e OE
~cncerning his status as a potential
-~cw apparently determined neither to p~
.~-or to express its sense on the future
President. And President Ford has
~-ssue a pardon to his predecessor. ~s a
.-.ow rests squarely with you whether or
i-~-dic~--ent of the former President. The
course, is that of the Watergate gral~
~u.-y. could disagree with any decisi~ ~EI
m.~de, but it is fair to expect that
cc-~-trolling one. In this memorandtl~,
factors what should be weighed in
subDdt my own personal views. In
".hau you ask the grand Jury to in~i~
Zhen ~ove to consolidate that Indlc~
Watergate indictment.

I
LEGAL AND POLI~Y

sdoptlon left open the qu¯atlon of P:o¯ld~tl&l iadJ~:4d~

Even when ¯ President has been

Impeachment and conviction, with all
grace and dlsquallfloations, the
policy that he should remain s~Je~
prosecution. Article I, Section
Judgment in Cases of

extend further than ~o

and disqualification to ho1~.
office of Sonor,
United States: b~t the

sh¯11 nevertheless he
Indlc~ment, Trial,
¯ccordlng to Law.

?~ot only does the Constltutimt
sub~ect to c~imlnal
lice, but such ¯ O~rse ~eems
roun41ng Fathers. Thus,
~o. 65, explained:
of oonviotim~
~rsinat~
A~t~r having been
ostrscism ~rom the
mid honors ~nd
he will still be

Hamilton returned to the point in the Federalist,
illustrate an important distinction batwaena PreaJ~e~
King:
The President of the United States w~ul~l be
liable to be impeached, tried, and, upon
conviction of treason, bribery, or
high crimes or misdemeanors, rem~ve~
office; and would afterwards be lla~le
prosecution and punishment in the
course of law. The person Of ~he
Great Britain is sacred and inviolable;
there is no constitutional
he can be subjected without
crisis of a national revolution.
And in the Federalist, No. 77, Hal,ilt~
The President is at all
impeachment, trial,
fice and to forfeiture of

course
Other Framers expressed a similar
President who had abused his office
James Iredell, later a Justice Of the~
during the North Carolina Ratifi

If he [the President]
demeanor in office, he is
removable from office,
to hold any office of honoZW
profit. If he o~L%ta
Punlshable by the laws
and in capital cases
his llfe. 4 Elllct’
Irsdell la~er said:
The PUnishment
tion on l~Paachme~t
from office, and
any place of honor,

But the person convicted is further lla~le
to a trial at tone,on law. 4 Elliot’s
Debates 114.
George Nicholas at the virginia Ratification
of the President, if removed by i~peach~ent,
qualified to hold any place of profit, honor
liable to further punishment if he has oo~it1~ed
crimes as are punishable at common law." 3 Elliot:’@
240. Governor Johnson at the North Carolina
that men who were in very high offloee ~not be come at by the ordinary cotlE~e Of
justice; but when called before ~h~
tribunal [the Senate] and convIcte~
would be stripped of the dignity ~
duced to the rank of their fellow
and then the courts of conuno~
proceed against them. 4
37.
Possibly the strongest statement
prosecution after i~peachment and remo~
Gouverneur Morris during the debates at:’~
A conclusive reason for
instead of the Supreme Co~ar~
impeachment, was that the
the President after the
emp as s a e

Joseph Story, constitutional
Justice, explained the constltutionll
After having been aen~en~e~
petual Ostracism from the.,~
confidence, and honors,
of hie country, he will
to PrOSeCution and
ordinary course of laW,
reties on ~he

It seems clear to me, therefore, that it is not faithful
to the language or the intention of the Constitution to presume that a President who has been removed from office upon
impeacbnaent and conviction should not be subjected to criminal prosecution for crimes he committed while in office. A
fortiori, when there has been no formal constitutional expu[~on or adjudication of wrongdoing surrounding a President’s
departure from office, there is even less reason to presume
that the !oss of public office is either "sufficient punishment" or adequate vindication of the rule of law. On the
contrary, it is the design of the Constitution that, when a
President returns to private life, the decision whether to
prosecute him must be made without any more favor than would
guide such a decision regarding other citizens. Indeed, in a
very real sense the commission of federal crimes by an incumbent President is so grave a threat to the rule of law that
prosecution after removal should be viewed as the presumptive
course in the absence of strong mitigating circumstances in the
individual case.

B. The Weight of Public Opinion

One of the issues that we discussed at length prior to
President Nixon’s resignation was the possible reaction to a
decision either to promise immunity in return for resignation
or to decline to make such a judgment. We agreed that remova! of an incumbent President from office was pre-entinently
a nationa! political question on which we should be guided, if
possible, by the judgment of the elected representatives of the
people, speaking through a mechanism like a "sense of the
Congress" resolution. The situation has now changed, but it is
still relevant to consider the public attitude toward a decision
to prosecute or not to prosecute the former President. There
are two sides to the question. On the one hand, the public
perception of the even-handedness of the law counsels in favor
of treating Mr. Nixon like his former aides. After all, the
conduct for which they stand accused before the bar of justice
was in large measure motivated by their loyalty to President
Nixon and in substantial ways seems to have been encouraged
and directed by him. It is hard to justify to the public or
indeed to these defendants why the prosecutive line should be
drawn between the aides who have either pleaded guilty or are
awaiting trial and the principal on whose behalf they acted.
The unanimous vote of the American Bar Association House of
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Delegates on August 15, 1974, in favor of a resolution understood as opposing ira~unity premised solely on Mr. Nixon’s
former public office illustrates this deeply held conviction.
That resolution provides:
~ereas, the foundation of the ~/~erican
system of justice is equal justice under
law; now, therefore, be it resolved, t_hat
the American Bar Association continues its
dedication to the principle of fair, just
and impartial application and enforcement
of the law, regardless of the position or
status of any individual alleged to have
violated the law.

On the other hand, however, there is some sentiment that
the former President and his family have been exposed to disgrace and ostracism and that prosecution would be percei~d as
an act of vengence rather than of justice. If there were anything approaching a strong public consensus in support of this
position, I might be swayed. My own observations and discussions with a cross-section of people from different parts of
the country, together with consideration of editorial views,
statements of individual Senators and Congressmen, and available "public opinion" polls, lead me to believe there is no
firm popular consensus either way. Rather, the popular judgment seems to be in equipoise, and I therefore conclude that
we can obtain little guidance from this quarter.

Essentially, then, the decision must be made on the basis
of more objective criteria. You must recognize that a decision
either to prosecute or not to prosecute will expose you to
criticism from persons holding a contrary view. Nevertheless,
I do not expect either decision to be especially divisive, now
that under the policy proclaimed by the new President the
country seems to regard Watergate as far less controversial.
I suspect that either possible decision carries with it approximately the same possibility for generating hostile reaction.
In this light I recommend that the "public consensus" factor
be excluded from your deliberations as being utterly illusoz~.
C. The Fairness of Prosecution in this Case

Under the American Bar Association Project on Sta~da~s
for Criminal Justice, Standards Relating to the Prosecutinn
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Function and the Defense Function (approved draft, 1971), the
prosecutor is not obliged to prosecute even when the evidence
would support a conviction. See Standard 3.9 "Discretion in
the Charging Decision". Although the factors listed as bearing upon the exercise of prosecutorial discretion are not all
precisely on point, a fair consideration of them points
sharply toward a decision in favor of prosecution in the
present case:
(i) There is no reasonable doubt about the
criminal complicity of the former President. The
evidence already available to us shows active
personal involvement in a conspiracy to obstruct
justice and suborn perjury. Tapes now becoming
available to us show that President Nixon became
involved quite early in the conspiracy and helped
to initiate plans to misuse other federal agencies
to conceal the criminal liability of others.
(ii) The harm caused by such a perversion of
Presidential power is grave and continuing. It
would be hard to overestimate the damage done to
public respect for our system of government and for
the fair administration of justice that has resulted
from the illegal activities of President Nixon and
his co-conspirators. The fact that our constitutional
system was ultimately adequate to the task of unravelling the conspiracy in no way underminds the seriousness of the former President’s violations.
(iii) The authorized punishment for these offenses
is proportioned to the gravity of the offense and to
the status of the offender. In this context I note
that you are not really confronted with the spectre
of sending a former President to prison, with all of
the awkwardness and possible unseemliness of such a
course. Apart from the fact that the Founders of
our constitutional system expressly made the judgment
that it would be just and appropriate to imprison or
even execute a former President if the processes of
the law so directed, I regard it as unlikely that
upon conviction President Nixon would actually be
sentenced to confinement and we need not press for
imprisonment. In any event, that is primarily a
decision to be made by the sentencing coua:t. You
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should be aware, however, that under federal law
even when a judge wants to sentence an offender
to prison the judgement must provide simply that
he is committed to the custody of the Attorney
General for the specified term. !t is then up to
the Attorney Genera! to "designate the place of
confinement where the sentence shall be served."
18 U.S.C. §4082(a). Under the statute the Attorney
Genera! designates as a place of confinement "any
available, suitable, and appropriate institution or
facility, either maintained by the federal government or otherwise." 18 U.S.C. S4082(b). Thus,
there is ample administrative discretion to provide
for the unique problems that would be created by
the "confinement" of a former President, even if
such a course were directed. I would regard it as
appropriate to make a recommendation, upon conviction, that a former President not be confined in
any established federal correctional institution.
(iv) There is no question about the propriety
of the motives of the "complainant" in this case.

(v) We are not dealing here with contmunity
acquiescence in prolonged non-enforcement of any
statute. On the contrary, the statutes violated
by former President Nixon are regularly enforced
against ordinary citizens -- including the defendants now under indictment.
(vi) There is no reluctance on the part of the
victim to testify.
(vii) Far from cooperating in the apprehension
or conviction of others, the evidence demonstrates
that President Nixon continuously sought to delay
and obstruct the investigations, both before and
after the appointment of a Special Prosecutor.
This posture of active interference with the process of criminal justice has continued to this
very day.
(viii) There is little likelihood of prosecution
in another jurisdiction. In fact, although it is
conceivable that some state prosecutor ~tight try
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to charge the former President with some crime,
the federal interest here is clear and compelling.
Apart from the inapplicability of the factors suggested by
the ABA as properly justifying a decision not to prosecute,
there are other factors that make it fair and just in the
present case to make a judgment in favor of prosecution. Foremost in my mind is my strong belief that the public -- history
-- is entitled to a definitive resolution of the charges concerning the former President. One constitutional process, that
of impeachment, was underway at the time of the President’s
resignation, and I concurred in the decision to decline prosecution of the incumbent President while that process was taking
its course. Even though that process was aborted by the President’s resignation, I might have been inclined to recommend
against criminal prosecution if Mr. Nixon had acknowledged his
complicity in the events at issue. Although I can understand
why he would be reluctant to confess his guilt on national
television, when he had received no commitment against prosecution, the simple fact is that President Nixon chose to leave
office, not as a remorseful person who faced up to the offenses
he committed, but as a noble peacemaker who was driven out of
office by a hostile Congress. This tone led to the quick
evaporation of any sentiment in Congress in favor of a concurrent resolution urging non-prosecution.

Furthermore, upon his resignation, Mr. Nixon promised he
would continue to play an active part in American political
life. Thus, it is to be expected that he will remain a p~blic
figure and will attempt to capitalize on the absence of a
definitive adjudication of his role by contending that he was
"hounded" out of office as a result of a political cabal rather
then as the result of his own criminal abuses. I regard this
prospect as a strong reason for bringing to a head the issue
of the former President’s guilt or innocense through the
process that now remains for adjudicating that question. While
the majority and minority reports from the Eouse Judicia~
mittee will be categorical in accusing the fozmer President Of
having committed impeachable offenses, those reports constlt~te
enly accusations and not adjudications.

Finally, I regard it as extraordinarily ~just that the
former President’s aides are serving time in prison or
e×posed to prison sentences and to professional ~d financial
ruin, while he benefits from the perquisites accorded to
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for~ner President who left office honorably. As I discussed
above, the Constitution declares that even a President who is
removed from office by impeachment and conviction is subject
to subsequent criminal prosecution. By electing to resign
before that process ran its apparently inevitable course,
Nixon was able to preserve his claim to considerable financial,
social, and political benefits that would have been forfeited
if he had been impeached and convicted.
Under the Presidential Transition Act of 1963, 78 Stat.
153, note following 3 U.S.C. ~102, the former President is
entitled to up to $900,000 to complete the winding up of his
term of office. Under other federal statutes (see notes
following 3 U.S.C. ~102), the former President will be entitled
to receive, for the rest of his life, an annual federal payment
equivalent to that of a cabinet officer (currently $60,000)
plus any other pension rights accrued during his federal service. In addition, the government will provide suitable office
space at any place within the United States specified by him
and at least $96,000 per year for staff salaries. Furthermore,
the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to provide Secret
Service protection to the former President and his wife. See
18 U.S.C. ~3056(a). And under Executive Order No. 11456,
issued by President Nixon on February 14, 1969, he, as a former
President, will continue to participate in the affairs of the
national government through the Special Assistant to the President for Liaison with Former Presidents. See note following
3 U.S.C. ~i06. Under that Executive Order. a former President
has a direct channel to the incumbent President, the Secretary
of State, the Secretary of Defense, the Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency, the Executive Secretary of the National
Security Council and other government agencies. And as a
former President, Mr. Nixon is entitled to a considerable
variety of other honors in accordance with diplomatic convention amd social protocol. In accordance with the current ~ghite
House position, all the White House files -- including tapes -generated during the Nixon Presidency are regarded as the
private property of Mr. Nixon. Published reports have valued
these files between $3 and $5 million. There is certainly
something bizzare in Mr. Nixon’s earning a handsome profit ~y
his control over files that include i~portant evidence of his
own crimes and those of his aides.

Although most or all of these perquisites are beyond our
ability to affect directly, their existence compellingly supports the conclusion that it is naive and unfounded to say that
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~Lr. Nlxon "has suffered anough" and that it wou~d ~

prosecute him for the crimes he has committed. The

justice are subst~tially out of ~e
D. The Impact of Publicity
Another factor to be considered is the
on ~he ability to conduct a fair trial of
This problem is a real one, but is inherent
designed by the Constitution, which oonte~pla~
cution of an ex-President even after the
and removal from office. I believe the
surmountable by a delay of a reasonable i~
courts will be reluctant to conclude that
crimes or the height of office held by the.
provides him with in~uunity from
the past with analogous situations
prominent defendants, the courts have
to accon=~.odate the respective interesta
accused and the public.

At the very least, I am confident
which cannot be treated as conclusive
been said that "nothing is as stale a~
Even in the brief period since the
there has been a dramatic decline in
related news. Although it would be
at any time in the foreseeable fuguE@
select Jurors who are completely
regarding the former President, ~he
abundantly clear that such ~m
standard for selecting a fair
conscientiously decide the queati~t @~
wholly on the bas--~he evldeltee

~o~ any i~presslons they may have had from som~ extra-J.a~ia%
information. I see no reason to conolude, et thie tlm~, ~hat
it will not be possible in the reeeonable ~uture -- p~ha~i
six or eight months ~rom now -- to find 12 Ju~o~ who can
honestly and fairly lay aside any personal views they ~ ~e
and try ~he former President.

E. The Role of ~he Grand JUE7
Any decision to indict or not to indic~ former
Nixon is co~nitted constitutionally to the grand
realistically your recommendation or declelo~ will
persuasive. If you recom~end indictment, it
assured that the Watergate grand jury will ~ ~o
Their desire to take that course even during the
Mr. Nixon is now a matter of p~blic record, a~ ~ ~
on your reco~endation, declined to go that route
g
jury declared the former President to ~e ~~
co-conspirator.
If you recommend in favor of indic~me~
reason the grand jury declines to ret~Ir~
decision is binding except to the exten~
theoretically free to present the matter
I regard the former hypothesis as very
one as unthinkable.

If you recommend against
r~ins free to return a true bill which
decide whether to sign or not. Under
v. Cox, 342 F.2d 16~ (Sth Cir.
935~-~nd In re Presentment of
315 F.
be required to sign a proposed
Jury. Thus, you have unrevlawable
approve an indictment the grand J~
decline to sign a proposed indlc~
fect and does not initiate a ~ri~
discretion of ~he court, however,
indictment may be filed publlul~ aS
statement of reasons why the

One course that could be taken is to present to the grand
jury all of the evidence, including the additional tapes now
being produced under subpoena, and com~it the decision to the
grand jury as the "conscience of the com/nunity" without a
reco~endation one way or another from the Special Prosecutor.
! recommend against this course. Both the country and the
grand jury properly look to the Special Prosecutor for leadership and guidance in this area. Your own perspective is likely
to be broader than that of the grand jury. You will be in a
position to consider more comprehensively the policy factors
pertinent to this decision and it therefore seems proper for
you to submit your own position to the grand jury for its
ratification or rejection.
F. Alternatives to Prosecution

Apart from the stark alternatives of a unilateral decision
to prosecute or not to prosecute, there are several intermediate courses that must be considered. One is to request
that the grand jury issue a report on the folqner President’s
involvement without indicting him. We know from the litigation
concerning the grand jury’s submission of evidence to the House
Judiciary Committee that the grand jury may have power to return a report, not constituting an indic~nt, that accuses a
specific person of crime. But that question is legally debatable and in my judgment should not be Pursued. That course
raises many of the problems associated with indictment of the
form.er President, including the generation of publicity that
might taint the pending trial, and really satisfies no legitimate objective. It will add nothing to the reports filed by
the House Judiciary Committee as a result of its long impeachment inquiry and is subject to even greater criticism as a
wholly ex ~ accusation that denies the object of the charge
his day-~-n court -- or any other forum, now that he has left
office -- in which to contest the accusations.

A second alternative is to explore with the attorr~eys fo~
the former President his willingness to dispose of possible
criminal charges, involving not only Watergate bat other areas
(concealment of illegal wiretaps; tax fraud; etc.), by pleading
to one general count and agreeing to testify for the United
States. While the former President’s personality and attitude
make his agreement to such a course unlikely, there is no
reason to ignore the possibility. Defendant Ehrlicb2~an has
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already subpoenaed Mr. Nixon, and it can be assumed that, even
if we do not do so, he will be sun, honed by defendants in other
cases. There might be a mutual advantage to arranging an
accommodation of this sort. In any event, even if it is
decided not to prosecute the former President, you should keep
in mind that his testimony can be co~elled under 18 U.S.C.
§~ 6002, 6003, even in the face of his intention to invoke the
privilege against self-incrimination. I strongly urge that,
even if you determine that it is not appropriate to lodge criminal charges against the former President, you should at least
consider him o a plaln equal to that of any other potential
witness. Hence, if there is any reason to believe that ~4r.
~ixon has important testimony to give in any case under our
jurisdiction, the possibility of co~pelllng his testimony,
even under "use i~/nunity~ should be kept alive.

Still a further and distinct route that could be considered
involves some effort to recoup from the former President s~ of
the illicit profits he has derived from his public office.
There are a number of variations to this approach, involving
different focuses and terms. AS I have previously indicated, a
me~ber of ~y staff is preparing a memorandum on the for~er
President’s civil liability to the government for the r~thez
extensive personal improvements made to his private proper~y
at public expense. The former President has ha~ a rather considerable exposure to civil liability in the tax field a~d it
is within our jurisdiction to settle that grou~ of problems as
well or to commence the appropriate civil pEoceedi~ga. In
addition, I am satisfied that there are substantial legal
grounds for contesting the determination that the enormously
valuable tapes and documents that have been part of the Pz~sidential files of the former President were and are his private
property. Finally, although we have no legal basis ~n which to
challenge his entitlement to the lifetime financial and other
benefits as a former President, his willingness to renounce
some or al! of those benefits voluntarily could be i~el%~ed
any discussions about resolving what I consider to be, at
present, a decidedly unfair status quo. Of co~rse, several of
these alternatives would be ~tent with a decislon to
ceed criminally as well, but they should also be examined,
singly or in combination, as presenting ao~e
tions for restoring the balance of public j~stice.
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II
P~LATIONSHIP WITH PENDING TRIAL
A.

Timing of Decision

A decision regarding former President Nixon is tied quite
closely to the status of the pending prosecution in United
States v. Mitchel!, et al. Although some people have suggested
that a decision regarding the former President should be postponed for several months to allow "passions to cool," I disagree
with such a course. In my judgment, it is in the national
interest, as well as in the interest of Mr. Nixon himself, for
this matter to be brought to a head in the near future. Even
considered in isolatien, the decision should not be stalled.
I am confident that both you and the grand jury can weigh the
pertinent factors now with appropriate detachment and objectivity.
The need for a prompt decision is made more necessary,
however, by the pendency of the Watergate trial. Even if the
decision is made not to prosecute, that decision will have to
be announced and explained publicly. In order to avoid the
generation of considerable Watergate-related publicity on the
very eve of the Watergate trial, such a decision should be
announced as far as possible in advance of the opening of the
trial. Although it is conceivable that the n~king or anno%~ncing
of the decision could be delayed until after the jury is
sequestered in that case, the uncertainties about when the trial
wil! actually get underway make it unwise to delay action on
this momentous question to such an unpredictable time.

If the decision is made to prosecute Mr. Nixon, that
decision should be taken quickly in order that either a joint
trial of all co-conspirators or seriatim trials can begin as
quickly as is permitted by the dissipation of the resulting
round of publicity.
B. The Question of Joint or Separate Trials

If the decision is made to secure an indictment of the
former President, there remains the question whether to press
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for a single trial that includes him and the other alleged coconspirators or to seek separate trials We do not have ~
control over this decision, since the c~urt would have discretion
tc sever one or more defendants under Rule 14, Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure, even if a single superseding indic%~nent is
returned, or to refuse to consolidate under Rule 13, a separate
indictment of the for~.er President. Conversely, if w~ press for
separate trials, the court could nevertheless theoretically
overrule that preference by ordering a consolidation of a
separate indictment, at least if it is returned prior to ~
start of the pending trial.
There are reasons pro and con a single trial. ~sls~ant
Special Prosecutors Ben-Veniste and Davis have prepared me~ra~
suggesting the desirability of separate trials, a~d their
~ents are weighty, but I evaluate the factors ~fferemtly.
factors militating against a single trial of all alle~ed
conspirators include these: the inevitable delay foe
Months in the trial of the defendants who are n~w
be tried on September 9; the aggravation of the
!ems relating to those defendants by inclusio~ Of ~he fo~r
President; the possibility that the former President
mere co-defendants would be severed in any even~
trial; the risk that the presence of a for~r
lead to a transfer of the entire prosecution to
than Washington; and the speculation that there ~ght he
sympathy toward the foz~er President by o~e or ~ze ~ O~
the jury and that such sympathy nlight carry ~z ~ p~
a verdict even against the remaining defen~.
I am more persuaded, however, by the
toward a single, joint trial, if possible.
it would be more efficient to try all alle~e~
in a single trial rather th~ having to
twice. This factor relates not mealy
ec?n~ but to our ability to have a ~ial
trlal -- even of a fo~er President -~ore_o~ our_key wi~esses, like Jo~
~e suave ~ ~inerable after the firs~ ~,
Although Joining the former
would result in s delay of the
delay might be to the government’s
it provided for the further di~elps~i~
~bout which the present defendants

a single trial also reduces the
verdicts. For example, it would seem
equal treatment if eo~e or all of ~h~
~s are convicted at one trial and
acquitted by a later jury.
or all of the present defendants
separately pending charges against
leaving those charges without a~
;~ile separate trials inherently
~e ~ust recognize that we are
~paralleled public attention and
Finally, the addltional
~ actual conviction or an
certainly delay and might
an impartial jury for a second

v. \FERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO

~ROM

: Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor

~

DEPAP, TMENT OF JUSTICE

nAG: August 16, 1974

: Philip A. Lacovara
Counsel to the Speci’a’l
Prosecutor

SUbjECT: Possible Indictment of Former President Nixon
"CONFIDENTIALADDENDUM"
A number of personnel issues will be affected by the
decision discussed in the substantive memorandum I have prepared for somewhat wider distribution than this addendum.
N~rurally, these personnel questions must be resolved in light
of the decision, whichever way it is made, but should not
influence the making of the decision. I transmit my own thoughts
on what seems to me to be appropriate course you might pursue
after the decision is made, if you are constrained to return to
private life in the near future.
If you decide against prosecution of the former President,
it would seem desirable for you to wait for approximately a
month at least before announcing your own resignation. There
will be some hostile reaction to that decision, and an immediate
departure might be misconstrued by the public as reflecting
either pique or flight. After the lapse of a month or so, however, the decision to return to private practice would be more
clearly perceived as a purely personal decision made after the
essentia! job had been done.

~ Should you decide in favor of prosecution, I would
recommend that you consider remaining in your position for a
somewhat !onger period, perhaps several months. Apart from
the predictable reaction to such a decision from some q~arters,
it might be slightly more intense than a "no prosecution"
decision would generate and would certainly stay alive for a
longer time as the proceedings progressed. There are additional
reasons of appearance which would warrant supervision by the
Special Prosecutor over at least the initial round of legal
Sparring in the prosecution of a former President.

Finally, either in addition to
tinuation of service just discussed or
a decision in favor of prosecutln~Mr.
taking steps to secure the appointment~f
of a replacement who would have s~e
partisan credentials. Since the
of an ex-President would remain
would be important for ~he Nation to
Prosecutor whose objectivity and
implicitly.

cc: Mr. Ruth
Mr. Vorenberg

WATERGA’rE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
TO

: Leon Jaworskl
Special Prosecutor

FRO~ : Philip A. Lacovara
Counsel to the Speclal
Prosecutor
susj~c~r: Decision Concerning Richard M.
I have previously explained at
ommendin~j in favor of prosecution of. the
Considered on straight prosecutorial
seems to me to be clearly indicated.
ing; the subject shows no sign of remorse
other people of no greater guilt are
problems of publicity are very real,
surmounted by a delay in trial that
In any event, one of the important
ment inquiry demonstrated and that the
Office illustrates is that our
can make difficult decisions
The Supreme Court’s decision in the
Court was willing to confront the
volved, despite their political
view that, even admitting some risk
that the former President c~d not
trial, that is essentially a judicial
not be predicted or pre-empted by
to initiate the prosecution at all.
here that you conclude, as I have,
open question whether an impartial
try the former President in the
I do not consider the claim of
factor that you should consider in
prosecute nor do I consider.it prope~.
"desirable’, or "seemly" to subj.ec~ a~l
criminal process, includina ~possible
considerations of national’pollcy __
in the non-partlsan sense -- which
proper ken of the Special Prosecet~r~

I am not here questioning your
sound, informed judgments on these
mit that institutionally these are
Prosecutor" should not be concerning
it was the premise of the establish~e~%
investigations should be pursued and
without regard to the status or s~at~e
Nevertheless, I recognize that
for consideration of these
the range of ordinary prosecutorlal
of possible criminal charges agalns~
present a unique set of issues fQr
to believe that any decision to
dictated by the traditional factors
decision should be based squarely
clear expression of such a polloy
either Congress or the President.
Congress or the President would b~
the course I am about to suggest,
make it clear that the people’s
"last clear chance" to forestall
President On these unique
advised by Jim Vorenberg, is tha~
congressional leadership (the
the [equlations establishing thi~:
Ford through his counsel, that
tire decision regarding former
basis of customary factors llke
Standards on the Prosecution
President determines that
Mr. Nixon’s status should be
the face of such advice can
cotlntry as tacit acquiescence ~
Naturally, the foreqoing
having made a tentative decis
the absence of contrary
C~ngress. ~ see no way to h~
share the responsibility for
you could not appropriately,
pressure in favor of proseeutlon~

co~ Mr. Ruth
Mr. Vorenberg

WATERGATE SPE~’IAL PROSI~CUTION FORCE

Memorandum
To

: Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor

FROM : John Barker I "~ ’

and Possible Indictment

Phil Lacovara asked me to colleCt
many editorials and other press
as I could dealing with Mr. Nixo~
and the prospectsf~r any future
concerning him. We tried to get
from as many different sources
as we c~uld. We were not aB
hoped to be, but you may find
interest.
As you can see, there is no
for indictment or for "leaving ~
of the calls I have received Joe Kraft and Marquis Childs, Joh~
reflect the view of Tony LewiB
ment must be made on the man. He
resign without confessing his
two years from now, to go
claiming he was hounded out of
the lot has fallen to Mr.
less his du£y to see that some
the man for his part in the
This, at any rate, iS the typ~ o~ii
from those who call. ~ Attached le 4
letters, telegrams and phone calll
compiled by Barbara Stagnaro,
to reveal your thinking on this
to ~S solicited for advlos,

We have kept the wolves at bay
Jim Doyle the onerous task of
on vacation. There has been s~e
speculation in the papers and on
week. No doubt you have seen
~ _~orted that the Grand Jury ha~
~,~t the President be indicted;
Nixon had been plea bargaining,

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum

Letters, Telegrams and Tel~0hone Calls
Presidential I.munlty
~ foll~wlng telegrams, telephone
received to ~ate c~ncerning Presldent-lal
been tabulated by Barbara Sta@~aro:

In favor of ~osecutlon
and a~alnst Immmity

In favor of,i~nunlty

In favc~ of prosecution
and a garret i~munlty

In favor o£1mmmlt~

In favor of prosecution
and against immunity
In favor of Im~unlty

May 31, 1974

Dear Mr. Jaworski:
I have your letter of May 24, 1974.
of the Special Prosecutor’s Charter b~t .....
given you by General Haig and others th~
the "right and power" to resort to
tion of the issue in the event the
assert executive privilege, as he has
to the subpoena which is the subject of
litigation. My inquiries indicate
that you would be free to litigate
President and that you %.zould not be
limiting you in any way in present
of your position. These assurances
In all frankness, %vhen I made thi~
occurred to me, nor apparently did
Lacovara when he made his repl~,
somehow a violation of co~i.
your appointment. I doubt very
focused on this problem at the t~e
However, as you suggest, the
the Court is not something that ~.
by the parties. I am sure you
counsel are under a duty %o call
the possible lack of jurisdict~
exists. Of course the Presiden~
argument and you are perfectly
as indeed you have done, so far ~
Accordingly I cannot see that
but to raise the question o~
in the forthcoming proceedings.

Mr. Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution
1425 K Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
Honorable Willi~m B. Sax~
Honorable Robert.A. Bork

~ WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION PORCS

1974

James D. St. Clair, ~sq.
Special Counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.
Dear ~Lr. St. Clair:
Your letter to me of May 31st 18
~msatisfactory response to the issue
letter to you dated May 24th.
You ~ake a detached stance
by choosing to speak in terms of
did repeatedly in your White House
th~s subject on May 30th a~d by
"as a lawyer" as you have done L~
d~e deference, the crucial ques~o~
v~ew" may be but rather what is ~
Before we get to the legal
~nvoke, we must face the
President promised the Special
1973, and the good faith rellan~e
Prosecutor on that promise. "A8 a
ever~ right to invoke whatever
ably and ethically available ~o
¯hat "as a lawyer" you do not ha~
the agreement of your ellent.
President speaking through
lat~er had reviewed the te~ OE
~he President.
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inasmuch as the substance of these solemn assurances
has been recorded in Congressional hearings. Let me
simply add that at a time when the nature and extent
of the promises to the new Special Prosecutor were
fresh on the minds of those who were participants,
Acting Attorney General Bork, on November 5, 1973,
testified before the House Committee considering a
bill for the appointment of an independent Special
Prosecutor, as follows:
"Although it is anticipated that Mr. Jaworski
will receive cooperation from the White House
in getting any evidence he feels he needs to
conduct investigations and prosecutions, it is
clear and understood on all sides that he has
the power to use judicial processes to pursue
evidence if a disagreement should develop."
Would you please interpret that testimony for me if it
does not mean that the Special Prosecutor is entitled
to have his contentions passed on by a court. Does it
or does it not mean that the Special Prosecutor has a
right to be heard on the merits of his subpoena without
being foreclosed by a motion that denies.him a hearing?
To insist, as you do, that there is nothin~to
keep me from taking the President to court is rank
sophistry if it is to mean no more than what you "as a
lawyer" say it means, namely, that upon taking the
President to court, his counsel is entitled to urge a
motion which under your contention denies the Special
Prosecutor access to the courts on the ground that as
a member of the Executive Branch he cannot sue the
President, also a member of the Executive Branch. Let
us take the acknowledgment in your letter in which you
state that I "would be free to litigate disputes with
the President." This is a meaningless statement if
~annot have the court adjudicate the dispute that exists,
as you are contending by your pleadings in court.
your Motion to Quash the Subpoena for the tapes is good,
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as you contend, on the ground that I cannot proceed
against the President, I am deprived of an opportunity
to have a judicial ruling on the dispute that exists
and, thus, it is evident that I have not been free to
litigate with the President.
The inescapable truth is that your contention not
only violates the letter and spirit of my agreement
with the President, it also contravenes the charter
%under which the Special Prosecutor is appointed and
serves. The charter plainly provides that the Special
Prosecutor "shall have full authority with respect to
determining whether or not to contest the assertion of
executive privilege or any other testimonial privilege."
There is no way for the Special Prosecutor to test the
claim of executive privilege asserted by the President
if he is to be denied a standing in court to be heard ~n
that subject.

I am not concerned about the contention that jurisdiction cannot be waived or stipulated. Neither am I
concerned about our legal position in court. Judge Sirica
has upheld our contention, and I know of no reason why the
Supreme Court should not also do so. I am concerned
about the moral and ethical aspect of the--point you raise
on behalf of the President, to wit, that he is not strbject
to process I institute against him for evidence n~eded
at trial. Such a contention violates both the charter
and the unmistakable understanding I had with General Haig
acting for the President and which, according to General
Haig, was approved by the President.
As the matter now stands, a principle is involved-not a legal issue. Therefore, I respectfully request that
the contents of this letter be made kno,~ to the President
and that I receive a response from the President, through
you, advising me of his personal position.

Special Prosecutor
General Alexander Haig
Honorable William B. Saxbe
Honorable Robert H. Bork

June 5, 1974

The Honorable Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
Dear Mr. Jaworski:
We are concerned about the continuing dispute
between you and Mr. St. Clair concerning the question
of jurisdiction in the case now in the Supreme Court.
A study of your respective letters leads us to
believe that the dispute concerns the form in which the
jurisdictional issue is raised rather than the substantive question of whether that issue is before the
Court or not. Your letter on May 24, 1974, states that
questions of jurisdiction cannot be waived or stipulated
by the parties. This is true because the issue is one
of the constitutional powers of the federal court. Such
jurisdictiona! issues must be raised and decided by the
Court even if the parties seek to ignore or waive them.
You interpret certain of our statements made at the time
of your appointment to mean that the jurisdictional issue
should not be pressed in certain ways by the Special
Counsel to the President.
We think it important that the Special Prosecutor
not feel that guarantees to him have been in any way
undermined, and, on the other hand, we recognize that counsel
cannot, consistently with their professional obligations,
make an agreement that has the effect of concealing a constitutional jurisdictional issue from the Supreme Co~rt.

We therefore urge that representatives
your offices meet and, in a spirit Of
attempt to work out the form and manner~
jurisdictional problem can b~ hand!~ Im~
accommodate both of these

cc:

The Honorable James D.
Special Counsel to the

June 5, 197A
James D. St. Clair, Esquire
Special ~~ounsel to the President
~e l~nite House
Dear }~. St. Clair:
We are concerned about the continuing dispute between
you and ~. Jaworsk! concern~ing the question of jurisdiction
in the case now in the Supreme Court.

A study of your respective letters leads us to believe
tb~t the dispute concerns the fo~m in which the Jurisdictional
issue is raised rather than the substanuive question of
~ether that issue is before the Court or not. Mr. Jaworski’s
!attar on ilay 24, 1974, states that questions of jurisdiction
carunot be waived or stipulated by the parties. ~Is is tz~/e
because the issue is one of the eonstltutional pewere of the
federal court. Such jurisdictional issues ~ASt 5e raised
~nd decided by the Court even if the parties seek to i~ere
or ~aive them. [~. Jaworski interorets certai~ of our stateaents made at the time of his appo~n~nent to mean that the
jurisdictional issue should not be pressed in eerta~ ways 5y
the Z2ecial Co~nsel to the President.
~le think it important that the Speci~ Prosecutor
not feel that guar~nt~es to him have been ~ any way under~ned0 and, on the other hand, we recognize t}~t e~sel
not, consistently %rith their professional obligations, make
an agreement that has the effect of e~eeali~ a
jurisdictional issue from the Suor~e Court. We therefore
urge t.hat representatives from e~ch of your offices meet and,
in a spirit of aceo~maodation, attempt to work out the form
and n~anner in which the jurisdictional problem eam be ~ndled
in order to aeco~odate both of these considerations.

Sincerely,

William B. Saxba
Attorney General
ec Fir. Jaworskl ~
Robert H. Bork
Solicitor General

THE WHITE HOUS£
WASHINGTON

Yune 20, 1974
Dear ~’v[r. Jaworski:

This will con!irrn my telephone call to ~v~r. Lacovara
advising him that I felt constrained to call to the Court’s
attention its possible lack of jurisdiction.
I very much regret the fact that we have had this dispute,
and I do recognize that you obviously feel very deeply about
your position. For my part, I can assure you that I have
given the matter a great deal of thought to he certain in my
own mind that I was acting responsibly in the nlatter. However,
as ~v[r. Saxbe and Mr. Bork noted in their letter of June 5,
1974, jurisdictional issues must be raised and decided by the
Court even if the parties seek to ignore or waive them. You
yourself conceded this in your letter to me of May Z4, ]974.
Of course this matter has been reviewed by the President,
but I must advise you that I have concluded that rny responsibilities as an officer of the Court require that I raise and
argue this question and that I could not avoid this responsibility even if the President v~ere to instruct me otherwise,
and I have so advised hin%.
Despite this difference of opinion, I trust that we can
continue to work together in a joint effort to see that
forthcoming trials are conducted with fairness to the
defendants and to the goverrunent within the framework
of the Constitution.

/~arnes D. Sames D. St. Clair
Mr. Leon 5aworski
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution F,,rce
1425 K Street. NW
Washington, D.C.

June 13, 1974

Dear Mr. Jaworski:
I am not sure what useful purpose would be served
by continuing our interchange, but in your letter to
Attorney General Saxbe of June 12, 1974, you state
that you were promised "the right to take the President
to Court," and of course that is what you have done.
I know of no promise made to you that the President
would give up any defenses available to him if you
did take him to Court.
Contrary to your suggestion that I am trying to hoodwink
the Congress, the public and the Special Prosecutor,
I am simply carrying out my duty as an attorney in
calling attention to the possible lack of jurisdiction
of the Court to hear thi~-matter.
In the light of my belief that there is a question as
to the Court’s jurisdiction that cannot be stipulated
and further, in the light of my duty to call this
question to the attention of the Court, which duty I
am sure you recognize, as indeed do the Attorney
General and the Solicitor General, I would like to be
advised by you at your early convenience just what it
is that you desire I do in this regard. I would of
course consider any reasonable request not inconsistent
with my duty as an attorney.

Jamee~ u St. Clair
Sp~Wial Counsel to the President
/

Mr. Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
cc:

Honorable William B. Saxbe
Honorable Robert H. Bork

1425 K Streel. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

June 14, 1974

James D. St. Clair, Esquire
Special Counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.
Dear Nr. St. Clair:
I had considered my letter of June 12 to
Honorable William B. Saxbe, with copies to Mr. Bork
and yo~ to be plain in what I firmly believe the
President’s position should be, but in response to your
request, I submit.the following elaboration:
It is the.petitioner’s duty to show the existence
of jurisdiction and this obligation will be discharged
in our brief. Truth ahd fairness require the President
to advise the Court that the purpose of establishing the
Special Prosecutor’s O~fice and the appointing of a
Special Prosecntor was to have an individual serving as
investigator and prosecutor independent ~ the President
and not subject to his control in the performance of the
duties set out in the charter; that pursuant to the
provisions of the charter and as an inducement to obtain
my service in this capacity, the President assured me that
he would not oppose my right to have the courts pass on
the merits of any disagreement that arose, such as the
invoking of the claim of executive privilege or confidential communication. Indeed, I firmly believe that it
was clear that at the time of my appointment, the President
did everything within his constitutional power to establish
an independent Special Prosecutor and should so represent
to the Court.
Acting
Attorney
General
Bork discussed
this repeated
assurance
with the
President
before
I accepted
the position,
it to me in the presence of General Haig, and a few days
later (Nov. 5) testified before the Subcommittee on Criminal
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t,~ House Judiciary Con~,nittee conducting
hearings on Special Prosecutor legislation that should
t~here come a time when the President, on grounds of
confidentiality-, believed he should not grant my request,
"it is clear to ma ~hat ~-Lr. Jaworski can go to court
an~ test out that claim" (emphasis is mine). (Page 266)
i t~hought I had made ~ clear that I am not contending
that the President agreed to waive any "defense", as
your letter states; in fact I have publicly stated that
t_he President is entitled to his day in court because I
an by no means infallible. I am assuming, however, that
_you are quite aware of the distinction between a defense
and a plea to the jurisdiction. If your contention is
co~c~, I can never test in court the validity of his
defense.
I am entitled to have the President’s counsel
repeat this assurance in his Supreme Court presentation.
This is a perfectly reasonable request and is not
inconsistent with your duty as an attorney. You and I should
have no trouble in agreeing that your duty as an attorney
and as an officer of the court is to abide by your client’s
agreement and not to negate it, regardless of whether you
would have approved such an agreement.
Although you
were
not serving
when
these assurances
were
given,
does it the
not President
suggest itself
to you that on any other basis from that agreed upon, I
would be a mere tool of the President, and my "independenceso solemnly referred to in com~.ants to the American people
would be sheer travesty?
You may be noting the presence of a deep feeling
of personal disappointment and chagrin in my communications,
and, if so, you are right. You over!ook the setting when
this arrangement was made. As General Haig put it, "things
are almost revolutionary- and "it is your Patriotic duty
to serve". The President was eager to meet my terms and
the right to litigate the merits of my demands was One of
them. If I had agreed to serve on any other basis, after
what happened to Archibald Cox, I should have had my head
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examined. But Mr. Bork described it well when he
testified: "I think the reality in this country is
now that the Special Prosecutor will certainly not be
hindered in carrying out his duties." (P. 272, same
Hearing)
Sincerely,

LEON JAWORSKI
Special Prosecutor

CC:

Honorable William B. Saxbe
Attorney General
Honorable Robert H. Bork
Solicitor General

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASItlNGTON

January 3I, 1974

The Honorable Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
Dear Mr. /aworskl:
Enclosed is a sealed letter from me as
Special Counsel to the President addressed to
Mr. Vladimir N. Pregelj, Foreman, June 197Z
#l Grand Jury, in response to his sealed letter
addressed to the President, which ~’ou forwarded
to me under date of January 31, 1974.
Would you kindly see that the enclosed
letter is delivered to the Foreman of #l Grand Jury.

Special Counsel to the President

WITHDRAWAL NOTI(~E

WITHDRAWAL NOTICE
RG: 460 - Wate~gate Special Proseoutlon
FOIA Case Number: 0

W~hho~ Box: 0 W~:l FokW: 0 ~i1~,
Total Pages: 1
ACCESS RESTRICTED
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William H. Merrill, Esq.
Watergate Special
1425 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Dear Bill:
Although I regret
only fully understan~
that your decision is
difficu!t tasks that
by the high degree ~f
demonstrated in all 10E
especially in the
The
of performance this
most stlbstantial and
opportunity to
well in your new

File (Administrative
L.Jaworski

August 18, 1975
Leon Jaworskie Esq.
Fulbright & Jaworskl
Bank of ~he Southwest Building
Houston, Texas 77002
The last time we talked - about ~
to Colson’s legal career - I mentioned that
becoming a candidate for the Senate. It
reallstlc possibility and I am spending
get public exposure and to raise enough
relations firm. In this latter endeavoE~
have enthused over the idea of
honor at a prlvate fund raising event
before the end of the year.
This would give a terrlfio
but I would not want such a request
our friendship or to involve you in
an improper use of your former
write and leave it to your good
When I mentioned this to
the hope that you would stay with him
said you gave an excellent speeoh i~
missed it.
Sincerely,

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION" FORCE
United States Department of Justt~
1425 K Street,
Washington, D.C. 20005 "

August 27, 1974

Dear Leon:

With the conclusion of the
and a few other matters for
responsible, I feel it is time
private practice and,
resignation as an Associate
as of September 6, 1974.
The opportunity of having
with you and the other
and excellent group of
of vital and enduring
of government and law has
thoroughly rewarding experie~cei~

to Richard M. Nixon on ~e ~ticle involvin~
obstruction of justice. The

Government
impeachment proceedings
of television, radio and
The situation involving Richard M. Nixon

session,~hey wall be called to trial, ~llke

- ~s precrsely the conde~ation of Richard M. Ni~n

zake it ~fair to the defendants in the case of

LJ/flc

Septen~ber 4, 1974

Philip W. Buchen, Esq.
Co~unsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Buchen:
You have inquired as to my opinion regarding the length of delay that would follow, in the
event of an indictment of former President P~ichard M.
Nixon, before a trial could reasonably be had by a
fair and impartial jury as guaranteed by the Constitution.
The factual situation regarding a trial of
Richard M. Nixon within constitutional bottnds, is
unprecedented. It is especially unique in view of
the recent House Judiciary Conu~ittee inqt~iry On
impeachment, resulting in a unanimous adverse finding
to Richard M. Nixon on the Article involving obstraction of justice. The massive publicity given the
hearings and the findings that ensued, the reversal
of judgment of a ntu~ber of the members of the
Republican Party following release of the Jtule 23
tape recording, and their statements carried nationwide, and finally, the resignation of Richard M. Nixon,
require a delay, before selection of a jury is begun,
of a period from nine months to a year, and perhaps
even longer. This judgment is predicated on a review
of the decisions of United States Courts involving
prejudicial pre-trial publicity. The Govern~nt,s
decision to pursue impeachment proceedings and the
tremendous volume of television, radio and newspaper

File

coverage given t~.er~to, are factors em~has~
the Courts in.wel~hlng the.tim~ a trial =an~ ~
The complexitles Involved in the process o~~.
a jury and the ti~e it will take to co~le_.~.~
,,process, I find dlfficult to estimate a~ ~~
The situation involving Richard~
readily distinguishable from the
the case of United States v.
for trial on September 30th.
Mitchell case were indicted by a
in secret session. They will be
unlike Richard M. Nixon, if
previous adverse finding by an
holding public hearings on its
precisely the condemnation of
already made in the impeachment
make it unfair to the defendant~
United States v. Mitchell, et
now to be ]oined as a coconcluded that an indictment of
The United States v.
will within ’itself generate new
undoubtedly prejudicial to
this in mind when I estimate the
of Richard M. Nixon under his
in the event of indictment, t~

If further information
advise me.

Philip J. Bakes, Jr., Esq.
Assistant Special Prosecu~oE’
Watergate Special
1425 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Dear Phil:
I have before ~
resignation effective
Your
of the Watergate Spe~a~
have been very
In this fact you c~
It has been a
have had you as a
undertakings, and I
success.

WATERGAT8 SPECIAL

D.c.

O~tobe= 11, 1974

Leon Jaworski, Esq.
Special Prosecutor
Wstergate Special Prosecution
1425 K Street, NoW.
Washington, D. C. 20005
Dear Mr. Jaworski:
I want to inform you of m~
my position effective at the
Friday, November I, 1974.
It has been a most
me to have been associated
highly principled and dedioa~e~

~o~

roud of particl
effort Ln making the

WATEROATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION

Leon Jevorski, Esq.
Circle J Ranch
Wlmberley. Texas 78676

Dear Leon:
Several days ago Mr. John
the Court of statements you
media. Juc~e Sirica responded
Wilson that he would hope
cussing the case until its
time, the Judge expressed hi8

for you.

th~fortonately, his remark
the Washington papers as
Lacovara to shut up." Judge
at this distortion of h~s ra~h~
asked that I convey to you
assure you Judge Sirioa’s
~d no~ as re~r~ed ~ ~ pEe~.
The ~tire trial
vtshas.

Thank you very much for your ~
After two weeks on the Job,
certain what llfe is going to Be
find myself up to my ears In pape~
Judge gkelton officiated at my
Hank’s, and I found him both
ful; it is encouraging to think
thread of tradition in the
f~rom time
I am to
certain~that
I~ill BE
time and
~Jor and minor crises
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that Strachan, Magruder, and Mitchell probably had
prior knowledge of Watergate, that Strachan had falsely
denied this and would continue to do so, and that
others in the White House, including Haldeman, may
have seen fruits o£ the first break-i~; and the re~ording of the March 21 morning meeting (from which it
is clear that the President already knew money had been
channeled to the defendants under the "cover" of a
"Cuban Committee,, and that Colson had talked indirectly
to Hunt about clemency).
Evidence that the President joined the conspiracy
on March 21 includes (a) the recordings of the March 21
meetings, during which various strategies for continuing
the cover-up Were discussed and the President Urged that
Hunt be paid more cash in order to "buy time" for formulating a new cover-up strategy, (b) the payment to Hunt’s
attorney of $ 75,000 in cash on March 21, (c) the passage
of a message by Mitchell to Haldeman and Ehrlicha%~n on
March 22 that Hunt’s "problem had been solved," and the
passage of this message by Haldeman to the President and
by Ehrlich~an to Krogh, (d) the recording of the March 22
meeting where it was decided to prepare a false "Dean
report" on Watergate in order to narrow the Senate,s
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inquiries and provide the President with a later excuse
of "reliance" on the report should the cover-up collapse,
(e) the President’s failure to communicate information
incriminating his highest aides to prosecutorial authorities,
~nd (f) the President’s post-April 16 strategy of allying
himself with Haldeman and Ehrlichman and insisting on
their innocence while attempting to discredit Dean and to
prevent Dean from giving testimony damaging to the President.
%~ile the President’s persistent refusal fully to
cooperate with a legitimate investigation of the conspiracy
to obstruct justice, and the intentional destruction of
evidence by a person or persons close to the President are
outside the scope of this memorandum, and are not further
considered here, this evidence must also be taken into
account in interpreting the President’s past actions and
assessing his criminal intent.
There is also considerable evidence, summarized
rather briefly in a latter part of this memoranda, that
the President knew about a conspiracy to ObStruct Justice
and acquiesced in its aims as early as June 1972. Although
much of this evidence is circumstantial, it includes both
actions taken by the President himself and participation
in the conspiracy by his closest aides in the Watergate
matter (Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Mitchell, and Dean), ~nd it
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~rks ~de by ~an a~ ~he PreJLd~
on ~pt~r IS. ~ovor, ~cause
President’s kn~l~ge and af~£~
~ ~8pire~ In ~rch and ~pril
~stak~lo. ~ believe evidence
Is less critical to ~e pr~lea
ll~lli~y.
In short, ~e later eyl~en~

~e President ~oined ~ co~plra~

~rch 21, 1973.

could also ~e
~sis of the March 21 tape as a
The President

of bribery on account of his having
~ounsellsd the payment He Hunt, 18
Moreover, given the knowledge
POssession after March 21 and his
information to Henry Petereen d~rlng
together with other evidence
guilty intent, the President might
18 U.S.C. 3 and 4 as an accessor~
~sprision of felony.

II.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Haldeman; that there was a concerted effort being mounted
to prevent that fact from being discovered and to keep
the White House and President from becoming involved.in
the scandal; and that the President approved of that
effort. Remarks made by the President on the September
15 tape recording support this conclusion and permit an
inference that the President also knew of some of the
~ problems that had arisen and how Dean and others
had handled them. At the very least, this evidence shows
that the President has made fals~ exculpatory statements

Bo

The President’s Pre-March 21 Knowledge of the Cover-’~,~,
(i) Facts
Dean met with the President on February 27, 1973.

This was their first substantive discussion since the
September 15 meeting on Wetergate.i

:3571

DocId : 59158848

W# :3571
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Dean met with the President again o~ February 28.
Dean recalls that at this meeting the President again told
him to report directly to the President on Watergate, and
that Dean described briefly to the President the fact that
Dean had been a conduit fo~ SOme of the decisions made
after June 17 and thus COuld be involved in a potential
obstruction of justice, which the President refused to accept,
assuring Dean he had no problems. The tape recording of
the February 28 meeting does not sustain Dean’s recollections.
However, Dean did tell the President that

DocId: 59158848
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but the il!~ortant thing is the isolation of the President

}:no,..., si,-. " Most of the Watergate discussion on February

fead~- to handle it." (WH Tr. 26) Dean’s prediction

- i0 DEAN:

Nell, there is every indication they are
hanging in tough right now.

PRESIDENT:

What the hell do they expect, clemency in
a reasonable time?

DEAN:

I ~ould think so.

PP~SIDENT:

WhaL Would you advise on that?

DEAN:

Well, I think it is one of those things we
will have to watch very closely; for example . . .

PRESIDENT:

You couldn’t do it in, say, six months.
NO, you couldn’t. This thing m~y become so
political as a result of these hearings that
it is a vendetta. (~ Tr. 23)

During the conversation, there is a point at which the
President seems to be speaking about Hunt talking, about a
"break-through, and about what they might do then; in the
middle of a sentence the President’s words are obliterated
by a high-pitched tone lasting several seconds.
Near the end of the Februar~ 28 meeting, the President
instructs Dean to get togetherwith Kleindienst because he’s
the man who can make the difference. The President goes on:
PRESIDENT:

Also point out to him what we have. Colson’s
got [inaudible] but I really, this stuff
here, let’s forget this. But let’s rementber
this was not done by the White HOUSe. This
was done by the Committee to Re-Elect, and
Mitchell was the Chairman, correct?

DEAN :

That’s correct.
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And Kleindienst o~.:es Hitche]l everything
. . Baker’s got to realize this, and that
if he allo%~s this thing to qet out of hand
he is going to potentially ruin John Mitchell.
He won’t, ~litchell Won’t allow himself to be
ruined. He will put on his big stone face.
But I hope he does and he will. There is
no question what they are after. ~at the
Comm~tte~ is aft~ ~ ~o~eI~v at the White
House. They would like to ge~ Haldeman
or Colson, Ehrlichman.
Or possibly Dean. You know, I am a small
fish.
PIhESIDENT:

Anyone at the Whihe House . . . But in your
case I think they realize you are the lawyer
and didn’t have anything to do with the
campaign ....
That’s right. (~ Tr. 29)

Dean met with the President on March i, 1973, to
help prepare the President for a press conference the next
day. During the meeting the President told Dean that there
should be no problem with the fact that Dean had received
FBI reports, since Dean had been conducting an investigation
for the President.
On March 6, 1973, the President again reminded Dean
to report directly to the President rather than involving
Haldeman and Ehrlichman in Watergate related matters.*

* Following his March 6, 1972, meeting with the President,
Dean also met with the Pre:~idel~t on March 7 and 8, and spoke

explained that Strachan was motivated by personal loyalty
to "him" (apparently meaning Haldeman). (Tr. 38)
The President, although apparently surprised to
learn of Strachan’s prior knowledge of Watergate, did not

it? Not Chapin then, but Strachan. Strachan worked for
himr didn’t he?" Dean rei~lied affirmatively, but added
that, "They would have one hell of a time proving that
Strachan had knowledge of it, though. " The President

The other weak link for Bob is Magruder. He hired I~ and
so forth." Dean then adde~3 "That a.pplies to Mitchell, too."
(Tr. 39)
The conversation then turned to the ques~n of
Colson’s prior knowledge, with Dean concluding "I think
that Chuck had know]edge that something was going on over
the~-e. A lot of people around here hnew that something
was go~Dg on over there. They didn’t have any knowledge
of the details of the specifics of the whole thing.,,
(Tr. 39-40)
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The President then remarked, "you know, (that?)
must have been an indication that we had Goddamn poor
pickings. Because . . . either Chuck or Bob were always
reporting to me what ~;as going on. If they ever got any
information they would certainly have told me that we got
some information, but they never had a Goddamn thing to
report. What was the matter? Did they never get anything
out of the d~n thing?~ Dean replied that the Watergate
bug~ing was a "dry hole" but that they were just getting
started with it. The President replied that "Bob" had said
so]~:ething to him about getting information on "the conventionat one time, but that must have been Segretti. Dean replied
that that was Liddy also, that ~as part of the entire
intelligence ~ffort, and Watergate was the first operation
mounted by the intelligence program. (Tr. 40)
The President then observed: "To think Mitchell
and Eob would have allowed -- would have allowed -- this
kind of operation to be in the Committee~- When Dean replied
"I don’t ~ink he kne~ it was there,,, the President asked
"You kidding? You don’t think that Mitchell knew about this
sort of thing?" Dean then explained that he was referring
not to Mitchell’s knowledge that Liddy was OUt gathering
intelligence, but to Mitchell’s knowledge that Liddy was

using people identifiable as White House and CP~ employees,
i.e., McCord, who worhed at the Co]~mittee, and Hunt, a
~hite House consultant.

(Tr. 41)

Dean went on to explain how Liddy came to he hired
at the Committee, how Liddy’s loyalty was "beyond the pale"
and how strange and strong Liddy was. The conversation then
turned to the possibility of pursuing "the hang-out road"
to which Dean ]lad earlier referred in suggesting the
possibility of a "here it all is" approach, a "let it all
hang out" [Tr. 12) :
Is it too late to, frankly, go the hang-out
road?
DEAN :

Yes, 1 think it is. The hang-out road . . .

PRESIDENT :

The hang-out road seems to be rejected
(Inaudible).
It was kicked around. Bob and I and . .

PRESIDENT :

Ehrlichman always felt it should be hang-out.
Well, I think I convinced him why he would
not want to hang-©~t either. There is
domino s]tuation here. If some things start
going, and there can be a lot of problems if
everything starts falling. So there are
dangers, }Ir. President. I would be less than
candid if I didn’t tell you there are, there
is a reason for not everyone going up and
testifying.

PRESIDENT :

everyone go up and testify.

- 16 DEAN:

Well I mean they’re just starting to hangout and say here’s our story --

PRESIDENT:

I mean put the story out PR, people, here
is the story, the true story about Watergate.

DEAN:

They would never believe it.

PRESIDENT:

That’s the point.

DEAN:

The two things they are working on on
Watergate . .

PRESIDENT:

Who is "they?" The press?

DEAN:

The press (inaudible), the intellectuals, . .

P}hESID~INT:

The Packwoods? [?]

DEAN:

Rigbh. They would never buy it as far as
one White House involvement in Watergate which
I think there is just none for that incident
that occurred over in the Democratic National
Co~m~ittee Headquarters. People just here we
did not know that %~as going to be done. I
think there are some people who saw the fruits
of it, but that is another story. I am
~talking about the criminal conspiracy to go
in there. (Tr. 43)

The February 28 and March 13 tape recordings
demonstrate beyond any doubt that the President knew at
that time that a cover-up was in progress. Most significant
in this respect is his statement regarding the "hang-out
road" (particularly the conm~ent that "Ehrlichman always felt
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clearly knew prior to February 28 that specific people
at the CRP had liabilities in connection with Watergate,
including Mitchell, and that some people were likely to
be harmed by revelations coming out of the Senate Hearings.
Indeed, the President was concerned that Mitchell might
be "ruined" unless Kleindienst could convince Senator
Baker to help guard against it. Moreover, the President
learned on March 13 (if he did not already know it) that
there was reason to believe that Strachan, Magruder, and
possibly Haldeman had prior knowledge of the break-in; that
Strachan had falsely denied such knowledge (a course of action
which the President approved); and that others in the White
House, possibly including Colson and Haldeman, had SOme
prior knowledge of and may have seen the fruits of the
initial DNC breah-in.
In addison, conversation between the President and
Dean on March 21 discussed in detail below shows that before
March 21 the President knew that money was being f~neled to
the Watergate defendan~ under the cover of a "Cuban Co~itte~,
and that the President evidently knew that Colson had "talked
indirectly to Hunt" about clemency.
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C. Hunt’s Threat
The events that precipitated John Dean’s meeting
with the President on March 21 began on or ~bout March 16,
when Howard Hunt’s attorney William Bittman phoned Paul
O’Brien, a la~er for CRP, and urgently requested that O’Brien
meet with Hunt.* Bittman told O’Brien that Hunt was about to
go to jail and was very concerned that the&commihrnents",, ~
made to Hunt had not been and were-not being honored. Shortly
thereafter, O’Brien met with Hunt alone, at Bittman’s offices.
Hunt told O’Brien that Hunt needed to put his financial
affairs in order before sentencing (which was scheduled for
March 23), that the "commitments" made to Hunt were not being
kept, and that Hunt needed $50-60,000 for l~gal fees for his
a~Drney and a~out $72,000 for support money. Hunt told O’Brien
that he had done some "seamy things" for the "Whit~ Hous4~ and
for John Ehrlichman in particular. Hunt told O’Brien to pass
on ~ Dean the message that if Hunt were not paid, Munt would
have to ’"revie~ his options..

*

~:3571

Dean also met wi~

DocId: 59158848
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O’Hrien related this message to Dean on or about
March 19. Dean then passed the message to Ehrlichman.
Ehrlichmal~ inquired of Dean ~hether Mitchell knew about
Hunt’s new den~and, and Dean replied that Dean had not
informed ~-.itchel!. Eh~]Jchr!~ asked Dean to do so. On
or about March 20, Dean had a telephone conversation with
l’~itchell du~-ing which Dean il]fornled ~4itchell about Hunt’s
threat or ascertai~ed that I,[itchell was already aware of
it. Dean also discussed with ~4itchell possible sources of
money to bt~ paid to Hunt.
On ~,iarch 19 and 20, Dean met with the President during
which meetings thel-e was discussion about a letter or statem~nt that Dean could furnish to the Senate Watergate Coramittee
concerning hi§ possible appearance before the Conumittee in
light of the ~’~hite liouse position on Executive Privilege.
Apparently, Dean did not discuss Hunt’s threat with the
President on these occasions.
On March 20, Dean discussed Hunt’s threat and the
Watergate situation separately with both Richard Moore and
Egil Krogh. According to Dean, Moore, and Krogh, Dean told
both of ther~ that Hunt’s demand for mol]ey and his threat had
brought the cover-ul) to a point where it conld not continue;
that Hunt ~]hould n~ot be paid; that the ])resident did :~ot see2a
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to ~no~ all the fectual details of what had been going
on and/or did not seem to realize their significance.
According to Krogh, Dean said the President was being
poorly served and Dean evinced a desire to take steps to
end the whole buz4ness. Denn discussed with both Erogh
and Moore the desizability of telling the President everything Dean kne%~ about the cover-up, and both urged him to
do so immediately.
On the evening of ~arch 20, Dean told the President
in a telephone conversatioo that Dean wanted to see the
President at the ~arliest opportunity because Dean felt the
President had not been getting all the facts on Watergate
and needed to have them to appreciate how serious the problem
had become. A meeting was scheduled for the next morning.
Prior to Dean’s meeting with the President on
March 21, Dean phoned I{alde~lan and told Haldeman that he
was going to brief the President on all the facts regarding
Watergate, since he felt that Haldeman, being involved himself, should have prior nohice. Haldeman agreed that Dean
should n~eet with the President for this purpose.
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(i) Facts
Dean met with the President at about 10:15 a.m. on
March 21, until about noon. Haldeman was present for
approximately the seuond half of the meeting.
After some preliminaries, Dean explained that he
wanted to talk to the President because he had the impression
that "you don’t know everything I know and it makes it very
difficult for you to make judgments the only you can make
on some of these things.,, (Tr. 3) Dean said that there
was a "cancer within, close to the Presidency, that’s growing,,,
and that was now compounding itself because (i) they were
being blackmailed, and (2] "people are going to start perjuring themselves very quickly, that have not had to perjure
themzelves, to protect other people and the like.’, (Tr. 4)
Dean said that on account of this "there is no assurance
."; the President: "That it won% bust?"; Dean: "That
it won’t bust."
(Tr. 4)
Dean then told the President about Haldeman,s original
desire to set up a legitimate intelligence operation at CRP;
Caulfie]d’s initial plan that was rejected by Mitchell and
Dhrlichn~an; Dean’s selection of Liddy; the early planning
meetings in Mitchell’s office in January and February 1972
When Liddy presented his million and half-million dollar
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program to be legitimate, pushed Magruder for
information, through Strachan; that Magruder took
that as a signal that the White Eouse was pushing
for adoption of Liddy’s proposals for unlawful
activities; that Idagruder told ~,iitchell the ~ite
HOUSe ~,~as pushing for the inte!ligence plan to
get going; and that Mitchell then approved it.
(Tr. i0)

Dean told the President that after an initial
brea]~-in at the DNC fruits of the bugging were sent
to the ~~ite House, to Strachan, and some of it
went to H~deman. Dean said he didn’t know whether
Haldeman kne~ it was wiretap information, but Strachan
cert~]ly did; however, Dean hadn’t really pressed
them about it because "it hurts them to give up that
next inch." (T~. i0) Dean also said Haldeman,
who was receiving information from Strachan, ~ o~e
point instructed Magruder through Strachan to change
the operation’s intelligence capabilities from
Muskie to McGoverm, which caused Liddy to begin
to make preparations for bugging McGovern.
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Dean proceeded to tell the President about
Dean’s meeting %~ith Liddy on June 19, 1972; about
Magruder’s involvement; about the Magruder and
Porte~ perjury, after "tLe3~" had "set up this scenario"
and "run it by" Dean; and about the fact that Mitchell
may have perjured himself as well. (Tr. 12-14)
Dean said that Dean did not know that an entry was
going to be made into the D}TC and that he did not
~link Haldeman knew it either, "specifically,"
though Haldeman knew "there was a capacity" to do
it. (Tr. 14) Dean said he thought Strachan did
know ill advance. (Tr. id)
Deag said that after June 17, Dean was
"under pretty clear instructions not really to
investigate this, because this was something that
just could have been disastrous on the election
if it, if all hell had broken loose, and I worked
on a theory of containment [President: "Sure"] to
try to hold it right where it was," to which the President
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again replied, "Right." (Tr. 15) Dean said he kept
abreast of what the FBI and Grand Jury were doing,
primarily through Petersen. Dean told the President
about the Burning Tree incident, and about the demands
from the defendants for money for attorneys fees: "We
don’t have any money ourselves, and you’re asking us to
take this through the election. All right." (Tr. 17)
Dean said that arrangements ~.~ere made through Mitchell,
who initiated it, ~vith Dean’s cooperation, "that these
guys had to be taken care of, their attorneys, fees had
to be done. Kalm~ach was brought in. Kalmbach raised
some cash."
volunteered:
Co~nittee."

(Tr. 17) At that point, the President
"They put that under the cover of the Cuban
(Tr. 17) When Deal] agreed that that was one

means, the P~esident stated, "I would certainly keep that
cover, for whatever it’s worth, don’t you agree?’. [Tr. 17)
Dean demurred somewhat saying:
Well, that’s, that’s, that’s the most
troublesome post-thing, uh, because ~i)
Bob is involved in that, John is involved
in that, I am involved in that, Mitchell
is involved in that and that’s an
obstruction of justice.
PRESIDENT:

In other WOrds, the fact that, uh, that
you were taking care of Witnesses . .
That’ s right.
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Dean went on to tell the President about Hunt’s
demand for $120,000 and his threat to tell the "seamy
things" he had done for Ehrlicbman and Krogh and to put
Ehrlic]~mlan in jail. The President replied: "Is that
on El3_sberg?" Dean an~:e~:cd that it ~:as ap[_.arently that
and some other things, to ~.,hich the President said he
didn’t know of anything else. (Tr. 20-21) From there,
Dean began to describe ho~,, many people knew about this, as¯
an illustration of ho~.z many "soft ~pots" there were: Hunt,
Liddy, the Cubans, P~othblatt, Alch, Bailey, Bittman, all
the principals, some of their wives. Dean mentionsd
that ~Irs. Hunt "had the whole picture together. . (Tr. 22)
The Plesident co[~mented on ~rs. H~nt’s death saying:
PRESIDENT:

It’s a great sadness. The basis -- as a
matter of facu, even if there %-as a discussion by n~e ~ith soi~lebody abcut Hunt’s
problen! after his wife’s death, I said,
"Of course, co~utation could be considered
en the basis of his wife." That’s the only
discussion I ever had with anybody.

Having summarized the "extent of the knowledge,,, Dean
began to describe the "soft spots.’, The first was the
continued blackmail, which Would go on when the defendants
went to prison and "will compound the obstruction of
justice situation." (Tr. 23) Dean said that would be
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dangerous because %{bite House people weren’t pros,
weren’t used to doing things such as laundering money:
"it’s a tough thing to know how to do." The President
said: "Maybe we can’t do that." Dean agreed, saying

Plus there’s a real problem in raising money." (Tr.
23) Dean went on to say that Mitchell had been working
on that but he ~ean~ Haldeman, and Ehrlichman were
involved in some of the early money decision~ The
President asked how nluch money would be needed. Dean
replied probably a million dollars over "the next few
years."

(Tr. 24) The President responded:

We could get that ....
the
money, you need the money. On
I Inean,
¯ you can get the money, but its . . .
My point is, you can get a million
dollars and ’;ou can get it in ,mash.
I know where it could be got. I
mean, it’s not easy, but it could
be done. But, the question is,
~ho the hell would handle it? Any
ideas on that? (Tr. 24)
Deal~ replied that Mitchell ought to be charged with that;
the President agreed, but noted that "Let me say, there
shouldn’t be a lot of people running aroung getting ~oney..
Dean mentioned that Mitchell had LaRue WOrking On this,
and had contacted Thomas Pappas, to which the President
either said "I know" or "I hnow him.. (Tr. 25) The Presi-
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of it right away, though it would have to be cash.
The President then suggested
PRESIDENT:

If you wanted to put that through, would
you put that through, eh, I’m just
thinking out loud here for the moment,
%{ould you put that through the Cuban
Committee?

DEAN:
PRESIDENT:

[inaudible] cash money [inaudible].
How, if that ever comes out are you
gonna handle it. The Cuban Committee
is an obshruction of justice, if they
want to help.

DEAN:

Well, they’ve got a, they’ve got priests
in it.

PRESIDENT:

Would you like to put the money in. Would
that, would that give a little bit of
a cover?

DEAN:

That would give some ~ the Cubans and
possibly Hunt.

PRESIDENT:
Dean reiterated that the "cancer" on the Presidency
was a "growing cancer" for reasons such as Krogh’s perjury,
the })otential perjury of Mitchell and Magruder, and any
Of the others "b!owing." The President nlused about Krogh,
"He might be able . . . I’m just trying to think. Perjury.s
an awful ha~d rap to prove." (Tr. 26) The President said
that "your major ~uy to keep under control is H~t, ~ think,
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because he knows . . . he knows a lot of other things¯"
(Tr. 26) Dean explained that Hunt felt abandoned by
Colson, as well. The President broke in, saying:
Don’t you, just looking at the immediate
problem, don’t you have to, have to handle
Hunt’s financia! situation damn soon.
. It seems to me we ]lave to keep the
cap on the bottle that mucb . .
Otherwise, %~’e ~<on’t have any options.
¯ - ¯ Either that or it all blows right
To that, De&n said, "Well, you know, that’s, that’s the
question. Uh . . ." The President replied: "Alright,
go on with the others. ’~ (Tr¯ 27)
Dean then mentioned some of the activities of ~rogh,
Kalmbach,
and Ulasewicz. Dean said Kalmbach.s distributions
of
Inoney i e~t
Over from 1968 were probably embarrassing
rather than.i!legal, but that "he doesn’t want to blow
the whistle on a lot of people, and may find himself in a
perjury it~at~on.

(Tr. 29)

Dean mentioned that the

Vesco Grand Jury was after Mitchell and Stans, and said
that ~3hrlicbman miqht have to appear there. The President
asked if i~unity could be arranged there, but Dean said
that Would "be dynamite to defend,- since a criminal
ch$,rge ~as iIlvolved.

(Tr. 30-31) Dean also mentioned

the possibility of a criminal civil rights Violation
cbarge against Chapin in COnnection with the Segretti
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operation, about ~hich "Bob has indicated to me he’s
told you a lot of it. That he indeed did authorize
it. He didn’t authorize anything like ultimately
involved.. (Tr. 31) The President acknowledged this.
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.~oir <i’.~ir best to get information, but that they "knew
. . ~o question." (~r. 33) The President asked if Dean
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can .... I can’t see how a legal case can be made
against you, John." Dean said it would be possible.
The President e~lied9h, ~,o~ £~L me say I did not get the
:mpression here -- But just looking at
it from a cold legal standpoint: you
are a la~.~e~:, you were the counsel~ you
were doing what you were doing as counsel.
Yod were not [inaudible]. What would you
go to jail on?
DEAN:

The obstruction of justice.

PP~ESIDENT:

The obstruction of justice?

DEAN:

That is the only one that bothers me.

PRESIDENT:

~e]l, I don’t hnow. I think that one. i
think that, I feel it could be cut off at
the pass, maybe, the obstruction of justice.
It could be, you know how, one of the -that’s why --

PP~SIDENT:

Sometimes it is well to give them SOmething,
and then they don’t want the bigger push
then?

Dean suggested that by COordination with the Justice Department, and especially Petersen, they could find out how to
put things together so as to "maximum to carve it away with
the minimu~n of damage to individuals involved.. (Tr. 37)
The President asked if Petersen knew the "whole story,, and
Dean said he did,not.
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of justice," saying he just couldn’t see that. Dean
replied that he’<~ been a conduit for information on
taking care of people who were guilty of crimes. The
President said, "Oh, you r~lean l~ke, the, uh, the blackmail."

(Tr. 37) Dean said yes. The President replied:
Well, I ~onder if that part of it
can’t be .... I wonder if that
doesn’t let me put it frankly, I
continued. [i~ean clears throat.]
Let l~e put it this way, let us suppose
you could get., you get the million
bucI~s, then l’ou get the proper way
to handle it, and you can hold that
side. It would seem to me that would
be %~orthw]ile. [Dean clears throat.]
(Tr. 38)

Dean said, "~gell, that, you know, there’s’a problem ....
But the President ~ent on, saying that "then you have the
problem of Hunt and his clemency.,, (Tr. 38) Dean agreed
that this was a problem, saying that "you’re going to have
the cler~iel]cy proble,n for the others, too." (Tr. 38)~ Dean
sa~d that was just going to put the President in a position
that was "untenable at SOme point:" with the Watergate
hearings over, and Hunt demanding his clemency or else he
would "blow," "politically it would be impossible for yo~
to do it." (Tr. 38) Dean said he ~¢as not sure the President
was ever going to be able "to deliver On the clemency, it

may be just too hot." (Tr. 38) The President said it
would be politically impossible before the 1974 elections,
that was for sure; but asked if Dean’s point was that even
then "you couldn’t do it?" Dean replied, "That’s right,
it may further involve you in a way you shouldn’t be
involved in.,~ The President replied: "No, it’s wrong,
that’s for sure.’~
(Tr. 38) Dean went on to say that
SOme "bad judgments" had been made before the election,
but "necessary judgments." (Tr. 38-39) But "to me . .
~ere was no way that the burden . . . the second administration . . . that something is not going to go away."
(Tr. 39) The President replied, "Yeah, we’re all in it."
Dean reiterated that "it isn’t going to go away, sir . . .
anyth]ng will spark it back to life." The President
agreed.

But the President said:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN :
PRES I DENT

Who else, though, let’s leave you and I
out of it.
I don’t, don’t think . . .
on the, uh, on t~he obstruction of justice
thing, I think that we can handle, ~ don’t
know why, but I believe.
Wel!, it’s possible, I, I, I . . .
I think you may be overplaying that. Who
else, who else, who else do you think has . . ¯
Potential criminal liability?

Yeah.
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Dean said Ehrlicl~an did, on account of the conspiracy
to burglarize the "Ellsberg office. " (Tr. 39) The
President said: "You mean that, that is, provided Hunt
breaks." (Tr. 39) Dean nlentioned the "picture in the
file", apparently referring to the photos of Dr. Fielding’s
parking lot (developed by the CIA). The President said,
"Oh, I saw that, the picture~" (Tr. 40) Dean explained
that that was just one way the Senate Committee Or others
could run across the Ellsberg break-in.
Dean then turned tbe conversation again to Dean’s
point that he was
coming here today with is I don’t
have a plan on how ~ solve it right
now, but I thi~k at tbis juncture we
should begin to ~qink in terms of, of
how to cut the losses, how to minimize
the further gro~cth of this thing, rather
than further coI~pound it by, you know,
ultimately payiDg these guys forever.
be~nning to explain his view, the President
cut him off, saying,
Well, at this ~loment, don’t you agree that
we better take the Hunt tiling, ~ mea~,
that’s ~.~,o~th it at the moment.
That’s worth buying time on, right.
Worth buyinq time on, I agree.

(Tr. 43) The Prcsident then suggested that it was
of parnnlouI]t im]~ortance that they get Mitchell "down
here" for a lueetir~g on this, and called Haldeman into
the office.
When H~]dem~n entered, the President told Haldeman
he and Dean had been talking about "this whole situation’,
and that Dean was right in trying to get away from the
"bits and pieces" of it, and in recon~ending a meeting
with Mitchell as soon as possible, just the four of them.
Mitchell had to be there, the President said, because "he
is seriously involved, and we are trying to keep him with
us." (Tr. 45) The President said that they had to see
"how we handle it from here on . . ¯ which way to go, and
John has thought it through as well as he can." The
President cautioned them not to let MOOre in on this. He
said Dean "kno~zs about everything and also what all the
potential criminal liabilities are . . ¯ like that thing,
obstruction of justice.,, The President told Halden~n:
Then we’ve got to see what the line is.
Whether the lJ.ne is one of, uh, of uh,
continuing to run a kind of Stone wall,
and hake the heat froa~ that, having in

opii~ion, mJ~bt, uh, blow the whistle a*d his
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The Preside]~t asked ~ho was "familiar with himl at
least he has to know before he is sentenced." Dean
mentioned that Colson’s la~yer probably knew everything,
to ~hicil Haldeman said, "that’s where your dangers lie,
in all these stupid h~%an errors developing.,, (Tr. 47)
The President replied:
The point is Bob, let’s face it, the
secretaxies know, assistants know a lot
of this. ~any of the principals might
be harder to rock but you never know
see. First, you’ve got the Hunt problem
that ought to be handled now.
The President noted that Colson probably shouldn’t
sit in, and all three agreed that Colson shouldn’t be given
any more kno~41edge than he already had. They then discussed
how much Colso,~ may have known from Hunt, prior to the breakin. Haldeman said Colson’s problem was that he "loves what
he does and he likes to talk about it." There was discussion
about whether Colson could have said to somebody thab the
President hnew about it, but Haldeman said that Colson
was careful to keep the President’s name OUt of things
except when he specifically intended to bring it in. (~r. 49)
Discussion then ensued about whether Colson was really bhe

’l’h~, l’r~id,:~:t cut off this line of conversation and

But t!l~, point is, I don’t want
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Dean then mentioned that Hunt expected to be out
by Christmas, that that was his commitmlent from Colson.
The President and Haldeman expressed surprise at this,
but Haldem~n said that if that’s what Colson promised
he, I~aldeman, could believe it, because Colson was an
"operator in expediency~, and would say anything necessary
in a given situation to accomplish his aims. The President
suggested that "the on]y thing you could do with him would
be to parole him [inaudible] because of his family
situation. Dut you can’t provide clemency.’. (Tr. 57)
Dean said Kleindienst claimed to have control over the
Parole Board, but the President said that in terms of
"appearance’~ parole w~s something you could provide only
for Hunt, "but you couldn’t do the others, you understand?(Tr. 57) The President said that these were the difficulties if they "just let it hang there."

vie}; that they just couldn’t continue to pay the blackmail.
Dean agreed that was their greatest jeopardy. The President

your fee!in~ i~, to hell ~ith the mi!lion dollars, say to
th~ze fello~; , I’m sorely, it’s all off, and let them talk.
Ri£L[?’, (Tr. 61) The President said: "That’s the way to
do it. If yo~ waist to do it clean." Haldeman said: "That’s

Dean said well~ that ~light not be the cleanest way, they
should explore how to get everything in front of a Grand
Jury so that the Grand Jury can "really have investigated
the £~itc House." Dean says he really has not thought this
through since he’s been so busy on the "other . . . containment
situation." (Tr. 62)
The Pre{ident then bc~gaq to explore the possibility of
having "another" Gran~ Jury. He said he thought that was
~zhat he t,~acted. And the], ~,~ould have everybody appear before
that. "That’s the ~)oint yon see. That would make a
difference. I wa~:~ everybo<]T at the ~Tbite House called.
Then that gives you a reasoli not to have to go over before
the Ervir, Select Committee. It puts it in an executive
session Jn a sense, right?" (Tr. 63) Haldeman said that
then there would be some rules of evidence. "You can refuse
to talk." Dean said, wel!, you could take the Fifth Amendment.
llaldeman said, "You can say you forgot too. can’t you?" Dean
and the Prlside~t agreed. But, Dean said, that ran a "very
high risk of a perjury situation." The President said. however:
If you’re asked, you just say, "I don’t

- 49The President reiterated that the Grand Jury "~hing"
had al~peal, that that would put them in a better position
vis-a-vis appearances in the Ervin Committee. They might
even get Petersen as a special prosecutor. Dean said
Petersen would have problems in the Senate hearings, but the
President said he can go up there and say he’s been told to
go further in the Grand Jury, to call everybody in the White
House~ etc. Dean mentioned that this might happen an~ay,
because the U.S. Attorney was going to immunize the Watergate
defendants after trial, and thought they were all planning
to "Stone wall" it as of that time, Hunt might decide to
talk instead. "That’s the logic of his threat," Dean said.
(Tr. 65) Halda~an replied, "This is Hunt’s opportunity."
The President saw the point and the following colloquy occurred

-~, )uu ve got no choice with
Hunt with a hundred and twenty or whatever
it is. Right?
That’s right
PRESIDENT:

Uould you agree that that’s the buy time
and you better damn well get that ~one. thing

DEAN:

I think that he ought to be given some signal
anyway to, to . . ,

PRESIDENT:

. Well for Christ’s sak~ get it, in a way
that, ah -- who, who’s gonn~ talk to him?
Colson? He’s the one who is supposed to know
him.

Well Cole:on doesn’t have any money though, that’s
the tli~,
- s,
g, That
’ you know one of the real

"’

":’,’:~: Jury. Everybody

..... t,’ tt:" ~! L, ~i~ . . .,, (’]’r. 7]) The President asked

to your third tt~ng, the third thing is to just to continue
to," and Dean says, "hunker do~n and fight it." (Tr. 72-73)
The President sskcd when.her Desn felt that that was now
not a viable optlon, a~,d Desn replied thst it was a "very
high ~isk." They agree8 that if they did nothing, and Hunt
broke, it ~oul~ appear that the President was "covering up."
(Tr. 73) So, the Presid~nt said to Dean, you have now
moved away from a hunker dow~l? Dean said he believed that
they must at leas:t look ~t the "other alternative, which
we haven’t before," (Tr. 73)
The President then suggested that they in fact had
"other choices, " the "middle ground" of the Grand Jury, and
possibly a middle ground of a public statement. (Tr. 73)
The President ~nentioned that they did not have much time
to play around ~,~ith this, since sentencing would be Friday.
There ~as discussion about Kleindienst contacting Judge Sirica
to delay se~tencing, to give more time for consideration,
and of seeking Petersen’s counse!.

The meeting concluded

on the President’s insistence that a meeting with Mitchell
be arr;~nged as soon as possible, by the next day. (Tr. 77)
The President suggested that perhaps he ought not meet
with them bcc~use "I thi~k I I~eed to stay away from ~he
Mitche].l side of it at t]]is point, 4o you agree?" The

Presidcnt then instructed Dean and Haldeman to consider,
appsrcnt~y with Ehrlic~n~an, the various approaches, and
then after- deciding on a plan to sell it to Mitchell the
next day by saying to him:
John, yo~ had the right plan, you say, no
doubts about the r~ght plan before the
elecEion. And you handled it just right,
you contained it. Now after the election
we’ve got to bare another plan because we
can’t lave for fotr ),ears, we can’t have
this thing eating away. We can’t do it.
(2)
The March 21 recording dar~onstrates that when the
President learned the details of the cover-up that had
been going on and the extent of potential criminal liability
for his close associates, he repeatedly urged that Hunt’s
"fina~cial problem" be "handled", by Mitchell if possible,
in order to "buy time" ~ntil a ne~ and more viable strategy
could be put into effect to perpetuate the cover-up. On
at least ten separate occasions the President brought up
Hunt’s demand an~l indicated or instructed that it should
be met. (Tr. 2¢~, 27, 37, 40, 46, ~7, 65, 67, 71) None of the
cours!s of action which he discussed with Dean and Haldeman
at the meeting were intended to or woul~ have resulted in
getting the true facts to the public or prosecutorial agem=ies;

inste~d, the President’s cle;Irly e×presse~ desire was~m figure
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and n~utralizatio~ of Hunt’s thueat was seen as a prerequisite
to

the possibility of doing that.
To be more specific, the recording compels a number of

clear and unmistakable conclusions:
First, the President ]earned on March 21, if he did
not know before, most of the material facts establishing
the involvement of high CRP and White House officials in
a conspir~cy to obstruct justice following June 17, 1972.
This included perjury by Magruder and others, including
probably ]’!itchell; the involvement of Dean, Ehrlichman,
Haideman, i~itchell, Strachan. and others in the payment
of hush money to the }[atergate defendants; and the role of
Colson in extending assurances of clemency to Hunt that led
Hunt to believ% at least, that Hunt would be out of jail
by Christmes 1973. (The President already knew, as pointed
out above, that a cover-up was going on to protect CRP
and White ]louse officials and he knew something about
~;ho was involved and what might be disclosed if the truth

Secol~d, prompted by Dean’s insistence and the realities
of the situation, the l~residcnt recognized that they could
no longer continue to pay the defendants, "do nothing,"
and hope that the Waterga/e problem would go away. The

!
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Strateg} of conti~ucd paymeni-s to the defendants over the
years ~otid eventually ,’cst~it in the collapse of the
COver-up b~.cause: (a) that strategy had to be coupled
with action to pr~vent long jail sentences for the de£endants,
but "delivering on cleme~cy" was politically impossible;

Third, these facts r~quired a "~]ew strategy" (as
opposed to the old, preeiection "containment" strategy).
Several strategies Were dJscussed, but none was chosen, and
a conclusion ;~as reached tl~at Mitchell should be involved

Fou:-th. the President believed that it was necessary
to meet ~7unt’s th:,:eat by paying him, at least on this one
occasion, in order to "buy time" which would allow the

strategy. At least ten times during tbe meeting, the
President urged that Hunt’s "financial situation" be
"handled" and "bsndled soon" in order to "buy time." (Tr. 24,
27, 37, 40, 46, 47, 65, 67, 71) On three othe~ occasions
(in addition to several of lhose cited above) the President

,!
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that the President, at least, did not contemplate that any
of these str~Itegies would involve any risk of potential
criminal li~bility for "trusted" ~ides. For instance, the
President ~t one point urged Dean to consider the President’s

true, but simply a repeat of the denials of those who were
involved. As the President pt~t it: "Haldeman i~ not
involved, Ehrlichman is not in\olved." The public statement
route, it is quite clear, involved the same deception; as
Dean said th< next ~ay (N~rch 22) when the Presiden~ characterized this as a "let it all hang out" approach, it was really
’~ limited h!~g out."
The str~tegy pushed by the President most strongly, a

an ~xcuse ~ot to have anyone t~stify before the Senate
W61tergate C<’im!l~ tree. The President said that the "new
Grand Jury" ~q)pealed to him because on that line of attack
the Presi(]e~t himself would ,~ppear to be making the move:
the Pre~ident could say he demanded that all White House
p(,rsonncl t,~stJfy ilnd afterwards they coul~ claim the White
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Sixth, as discussed more fully below in Part II (1) of
this me~orandnm, the conversation prowls the falsity of the
Preside~t’s later e.xculpato~y statements that he was surprised
and upsct by what he heard on March 21 and that he immediately
Sought to find a course by ~.~hich the true facts could be
asce~-tained and bro~gh~
* Dean testified in the Sen::te that, to the best of his
recollection, he discussed payments to the defendants and
clemency ~ith the President on March 13, including the
possibility that it ~,,ould cost a million dollars to keep

(I) The Preside~t said he discussed clemency for Hunt
~ith Ehr!ich~nan. (On [’larch 21 the President admitted discussing th~s with "soccone". probably Colson.)

n_ ~z~th the President. (This is uncorroborated on ei~_her tape. The President and Haldeman did,
however, express anhol,a~ce that Colson had apparently promised
Hunt that Hunt would be out of jail by Christmas 1973; the
Preside~.~t said he had only said that "of con~se elemency could
be considered on the bssis of his family situation.")
(3) Desn told the President that if Demn were mailed to
testify under oath he ~ou]d have to tell the truth. (Dean said
this, in substance, on April 16.)
(4) Dcan told the President Dean didn’t think he could
give the Cabinet even a watered-do~nn briefing on Watergat~.
(Dean Jn fact sai~ on March ~i that if that was what the
Presideut wanted, Dean could "se]l k ~[~atles on it. However,
on both ~:arch 21 and 22 De,in pressed a number of times for

E.

i.fareh 21 Afternoon ~<tetin~i~
(i) Facts
On the afternoon of I:srch

21, Haldem~n met with the

President for 40 minutes at 3:05 p.m. and then Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, and Dean met ~rom 3:A5 p.m. to 5:20 p.m.
During this com’ersation, according to Dean, t~e three
discussed the various possible courses of action, and the
upshot of the discussio:~ ::cs that Mitchell should be encouraged
to step ou~ and best most of the blame for Watergate.
At about 5:20 p.m., Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Dean
went in to sea the President for 40 minutes. The recording
of this meetisg further supports Dean’s testimony that there
had previously been some further Jiscussion about how to
proceed since Desn’s meeting that morning with the President.
It also appears that Dean had pressed with Haldeman and
Ehrlich;~an the possibility of getting the entire truth out
on the public record by convening a special panel or Grand
Jury before which all White House officials would testify
to everything they knew under imm~,nity, and that Haldeman
and Ehrlichman did not believe that that was a wise course
of action.

At the begi~n~ng of the ueeting, Halde~an and the
Presi~=ent rejected Dean’s "Grsnd Jury package", saying
that tiler ~ould "not ~ash." (Tr. I) The President inquired
what li~ideman, Lhrlich~an, and Desn had concluded about
going ~o a Grand Jury :~ithout any i.vm~unity. While portions

in and out of t}e l~?nite Uouse ind~cted for various offenses. "
(Tr. 2) The President says, "I wouldn’t spend any too much
time ~Tjt}~ that." (Tr. 2) Ybe President then turned to the
possib_-!ity of getting out a reporn or reports purporting
to be a summary of the facts on ~’~atergate, "I think you
could get cuu a very credible document that would stand up,

said that the real danger was that the Ervin Cor~ittee

have to get into, and that by issuing a statement the White
House could in effect limit the issues that would he
explor~:d~ (Tr. 2)

At this point, the President said that the real question
was whether they could just do nothing, or had to do
something, especially in light of the Hunt thing. The
Presidei~t asked (ghrlJchliian?) what Should now he done about

the "Hunt thing." (Tr. 3) Ehrlichman said that Hunt’s
interests r~al!~ lay in getting a pardon. Discussion
follo~d, some of it not cntirely audible, ~bout what
Hunt’s indirect contacts ~ith "John" contemplated or did

un~ersrood." (Tr. 3) There was then discussion of Hunt
"blowi~g" if he did not get clemency by Christmas, and
of ~d~cthcr Hunt could satisfy his @csire to get out of
jail quickly by talking, r~ther tha~ not talking, and
thus get leniency from tb~ Court. The President said that
the bridge they really had to cross, then, and cross soon,
was what to do about Hunt’s demand, (Tr. 4) A voice that
appears to be Ehr~ichman’s on the recording says that
Mitchell and LaRu~, (Dean having chimed in "LaRue" to
prompt Ehr lichmal~)
are now a’,~are of it so they know (inaudible)
feeling is. (Tr. 4)
The President s~id: "True. (Inaudible) do something?"
Haldeman replied (in a p~ssage that is largely inaudible)
saying that he had or had not talked with "them", the
passage ends witl~ the words "do, do something about it."
(Tr. 4) After a long paese, the President then began on
another" subject, saying "It’s a ioi~g road, isn’t it. ~hen

’ ’ ’ ’ :"’": !,, could th~n be

.... ~ " : ....

tl "L Dean could attach

the ti]~iI~g of such a ~-eport, how to explain its sudden
e~l~ergence. Haldeman suggested that since they had
originally callad the "Dean Report" an oral report, they
could now say that D~an had been reporting orally from
time to time, and hs4 been asked by the President to put
it all in the form of a ~,Titten report. (Tr. ii)

things they were proposing "4o not ultimately solve what I

Presidency. (Inaudible) creates another problem. It does
not clean th~ problem out." (Tr. 12) Ehrlichman argued that

celiapse:

But doesn’t it give, doesn’t it permit the
Presi~emt to clean it out at such time as
it doits comes up? By saying, "Indeed, I
relied on it. And now this, later this,
later thing turnjup, and I don’t condone that.
And if I’d kno~.~ about that before, obviously
I ~ould have run it do~."
Dean argued back that that still did not do it, that the
Pr£sident had to get credit for it and get "above it."
that the President would of course be hurt but "I hope
we can find the answer to that problem." (Tr. 13) Ehrllchman,

~ ." (T".15)
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(2) Anal~sls

as waz ~he id. a of goin5, to any Grand gury under any circumstances,

- 71 he participated in the actions which resulted in taking
care of the defendants %vhiie they were under trial," but
from that went on i~T~uedi~hely to say that Dean’s main
COncern ~;as that the various pa!~ticipants in the cover-up
were beginning to look after the~selves, a point on which
"Haldeman backed him (Dean) up" when Haldeman said that
Magruder "would bring Haldeman down" if Magruder himself
"was to go." ~he President ~oted that this proved that
Magruder was a "weak man" who lacked character when the
"chips were do~.~n. "
The President observed that after Dean, Haldeman,
and Ehrlichman had confe~ed they had al! changed their
minds about the President,s idea of a new grand jury and
felt it ~ould be a mistake to take that course. The
President said that the grand jury had "appealed to" him
because it would be better to have White House people go hefore & forth ~;here there ~ere "rules of evidence.,, (?) The
"other option" he said, would be for White H~use aides "not
to appear at all" (presumably in the Senate), but this would
run a risk that "somebody like Hunt is going to blow."
(Tr. 2)
The President said that Hunt "seems to be a real
proble*~" and detailed Hunt’s demand for money and his threat

- 72- to expose things he had done for "Colson and Ehrlichman,
et el." The President said this was blackmail and that it
would expose Hunt to another criminal charge if it came
out, but that the President "supposed" Hunt ;~ight feel that
if Hunt "turned State’s evidence~’ he could free himself.
The President said he "felt for" all of the people
involved here because "as I pointed out to them in the
meeting in the EOD this afternoon," they got involved for
the "very best of motives." The President said he didn’t
think Haldeman or Ehrlichman knew about the bugging, and
he knew Dean didn’t~ but went on to detail Dean’s theory
that Colson may have been the one who pushed the operation,
albeit possibly innocent of any criminal activity.
The President reco~nized that Krogh had committed
perjury and said Strach~-~l had been a "real courageous
Zello~:" through all this, having had knowledge of the
matter and having transferred the $ 300,000. Referring to
the money, the President said he didn’t think that that was
as big a problem as Dean did, but of course Dean had to
warn the President "against every loose end that might

The Presidmnt then observed that if Mitchell put his
mind to it, they might wo~]k out "some sort of a course Of
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wihhout n~alinT any kind of statement is really too dangerous
as far .

(59 seconds of silence)." (Emphasis added)

(2) Analysis

This l~arch 21 dictabelt is crucial in proving that
the P~csidcRk acted cri~.i~x~lly b~cause (a) it proves false
his later state~ents that he was "astounded" and upset by
what Dean told him, did not know whet!,er to believe it,
and sought to ascertain the truth of the matter and adopt
a ccurse thg. t would get all the facts out (see part I~ (~)
be!owl and (b) it conclusively belies any defense the
President may try to raise by interpreting his actions on
and after Hatch 21 as an attem..rtto bring out the facts and
"let the chips fall wbere they li~ay" subject only to the
need for corrobore.tion, accurscl~, and protection of the
rights of individuals involved. Instead, the dictabelt
shows that the President regarded Hunt’s threat as credible
and dangerou:: and that he was primarily interested in
developing & new cover-up strat~,gy that would not risk his
closest aides being "given up" by those such as Magruder or
Hunt who might "blow" and incriminate them.
Specifically, first, the President expressed no surprise or concern whatsoever at the facts or implications of

obscured by inaudibility of the tape of
and that the reason it was rejected
was too much danger that things wo~l~
and there would be indictments,
Fourth, the President does not
at any course of action designed to
convey the true facts to any
public. He discusses his Grand J~
firms has been rejected, and he thex
that if Mitchell put his mind to i~
with some "course to follow" rather
down" -- which the President did n~:
or criminal but rather "to0
President affirmatively suggest~!
had to put out "some statement".
the new strategy developed and
M~rch 22:

a bogus "Dean report."

Fifth, there is an inexpli~uble
end of the tape, at which point the
of options breaks off in the ~tldd~e ~
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(i) Facts
Fo!lowing the morning meeting between the President,
Dean, and Haldelr~an on March 21, Haldeman placed a telephone

E] ther on iiarch 20 or on t4arch 21, Dean had a conversat]on with L~<l,~ue, in Dean’s office. LaRue had already
learned of Hunt’s threat an~] inquired of Dean what should
be done about it. Dean told LaRue that Dean was fed up

*

Dean recalls that Ha].deman phoned Mitchell. Haldeman

- 77 with this business, that b::n ’.,’~s not going to have anything to do with Hunt’s threat or money, and that LaRue
should Oo whatever he wanted, but that Dean was not going
to tell him what to do. LaF, ue replied that LaRue did
not want to arrange for any payment to Hunt without
some authorization. Dean suggested that if LaRue wanted
authorization or instructions from somebody LaRue might
talk

to Mitchell.

Probab]y on March 2].* LaRue had a telephone conversation ~n[th Mitchel!; LaRue does not ~-ecall who placed the
cal!, but LaRue brought up Hunt’s threat and asked Mitchell
what L~R<~e should do. ~.litchell inquired, "What is the
money for?" LaBue rep]Jed that LaRue understood it was
for attorneys fees. Mitchel! said, ’:Well, I think I’d
pay it. "
At [bout 6 p.m. in the afternoon of March 21, i~ediately
after the President’s meeting wit]] Haldeman, Ehrlichman,
and Dean, Ehrlichman met in his office with Egil Krogh.

LaRue believes that he ef[ected a delivery to Bittman
the same day he s[<~ke with ~’]itch~ll. Since we can place
the deliv<ry on M~rch 21, it is a fair inference that LaRge
and Mitch,=ll s[~o]:e about delivering the money on March 21,
rather than March 20.

<};~ the morning of Hatch 22, NJtchell met with Dean,
Haldeman~ and !i~rlichmal7 in H01deman’s office. At the
outset of the ~ueeti~g, Nhrlichman ashed what had been
dolce <Lout Hunt’s problem. Dean replied that Ehrlichman
shou!i ask the ,~cr~on who would khow, Mitchell. Mitchell
then said that Mitchell <]id not believe that was a problem

~{aldeman has admitted that he understood Mitchell’s
that Hal~em:n r~ported this fact to the President well
before Z~pril 16 a~,d "prob{@)ly" shortly after the remark

Sometin(- in the a~i Nu~oon on March 22, Ehrlichman
phonel Hrogh a~w] told }<~tS]] to "hang tough" because Hunt
had b.r~ei~ "stabi3ized" ahd would not blow.

The evidc ~ce shows the very close link between the
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cludin~ the President, ha.~] rejected the approach of
"cutting their l~)sses" -- by letting Hunt b!ow -- as too

Haldeman and 2.~itchel]. about bringing Mitchell in on the new
strategy, Mitchell instructed that Hunt be paid and Hunt’s
attorney received $75,000. All involved learned the next
day that this has been accomplished and consequently, as
discussed below:, the discussion on March 22 focused on

and other appro<zches that could be employed in the inter-

Proof of the direct link between tJ~e President’s
approval of a course of action involving Hunt’s being
paid, and the payn~ent itself, is fortified by the
concern the Presidel]t sho~.~ed about this payment on April 16
in his l~eeting with Dean. The recording of the April 16
meeting (set out in part II, (1), below) shows that’ the
Presid~t, in discussing Dean’s testimony with Dean, pretended that what Dean had tol<] him on March 21 about Hunt’s
den~an~ was "frag~,_~nt~ry,,; that Dean had not even told him

positlcn to soy, "Loo::, that docuI relied on, ,-i%at is, ti~e report
I re]~.ed on. . . And now this new

to stay consistent ~,-]th that.
25)

(~! Tr.

The President then inquired who was going to get
together with Kleindienst (ol] Executive Privilege), and
warned Dean not to talk about the idea of his report with
anybc:dy.

(Lq{ ~r. 26) There was some discussion of taking

a folmlal position, wi]ich tile White House had already taken
informally, that White House officials would answer written
interrogatories rather than testifying personally. (WH
Tr. 211) Further dlscu.~{sion followed about negotiating a
posi tiol! on £xeuctive Io;ivilege ’4ith Ervin and Baker. There

and Justice b_~[~.rtI.lent ~.ying up the Senate Co~nittee in a

At the end of the meeti~g, the President inquired
whether they had considered any other possibilities, and
asked Dean if bean agreed they should "go this route now,
let Jt hang out so to speak. " (WH Tr. 31) Dean replied

bano out. It’s not an ,~bsolute hang out." The President

publlcly or i~ivatel.y."

(WH Tr. 31) Dean said that what

85 they ]lad to do was get the Presidmnt up and above it,
thai was the raost important thi;~g. The President replied,
"Oh, I know. I SUggested that the other day and they all
calve, do%..n ne<~’ative on it. ~¢ow wh&t has changed their
mind:i?,, Dean replied: "Lack of a candidate or body."
($<i.~ Tr. 32) The)fe was general laughter.*
With that the
meeting brohe up.
(2) ¯ -,

.

’2he COnversation at the l~arch 22 meeting makes it
clear t]]at at this point there was a general assumption
that enough ti~e e:~ist~d or had been "bought~, to proceed
alon<~ a strat~qy that vou!d involve some kin~ of written
report being isfued, in c~;~]nection with the future Watergate heari~gs, on the ba~_:is of wi]ich limited testimony before the Senate nlight be a~reed to. From references to
the ~-eport as being so~l~hhi~g the President could "rely’,

"* The~:e was aleo so~e jok.ing, at the end of the meeting,
in which Ha]<7~:,~n said that "John is sorry he sent those
burgla~-s in the~-e and ti~at helps a lot", and there was
discu~;s]on, [~ro~ably jccular, of infiltration into other

]]hr!ie]iman’s cuation that if they were called before
the Grand Jury the], ~,’culd just have to bottom their
defense on the report ~?hich ~.’ould say that nobody in
the %[hire IIouse l,-as involved, it is clear that this
"~eport" I.’ould not be a true disclosure of all the facts

Post-March 23: The Collapse of
March 22-April 15; and the Pres
Participation ~n a Cons

(1)
Between March 22 and Apr~l
no attempt to bring to the attentlo~
agency any of the information Dean
21. It was only after Dean (and
cooperate with the prosecutors, a~
and Assistant Attorney General
with the President on April 15 and
Haldeman and Ehrlichman, that Mr.
he had learned of the cover-up
On March 23, the day set
gate defendants, James McCord~a

enoouzaged him to go to Camp

~M~l~tiOno The P~emidant ~lse

Dean, hoverer, could net b:-ing himself to write the
report. On the sar£ day, the President phoned L.
Patrick Gray and rather gratuitously reminded Gray that
Gray should "reme:.k.~r how I told you to conduct a
vigorous i:,vestigRtion. " 6n Monday, }!arch 26, Haldeman
phoned De:.n to saI that the President planned to announce
that Deal, vou!d be permitted to testify before the Grand
Jury (~.gthout ir~<~unity). Dean reminded Haldeman of all
the problem a~-eas that would arise, in effect tacitly
informing Halde~-_n that Dean would not lie. According
to Ha!ds..an, the President decided later that day to
"drop" the idea of this announcement. The purported reason
was that Dean had not ’~sorted out the facts."
OL i.[arch 27, the President instructed Ehrlich~an
to ask K!eindienst whether the Justice Department had any
information about the involvement of ce~ain White House
and CP/° officials in Watergate, and if so to tell Kleindienst
to report directly to the President. This appears to have
been an attempt to find out what the prosecutors had developed
in the aftermath of the McCord incident, and to get any
information that might threaten the cover-up straight into
the hands of the President himself. Ehrlichman phoned
Kleindienst the n~,xt day an{] taped the conversation. ~n
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that IIa]~!~au, Ehv!ic]:man, De~n, or Colson had prior

On ~larch ~, the President told Ehrlichman that
the l~resident was convinco_~d that Dean was deeply involved
in ~ate~-clate (which the Pl-esident, of course, well knew,

the Whit~ House [’[~-ategy on ~<atergate. The President

into ![atergate ana to report back to him in order to
ascertai!± the tr~.!~, facts. However, Ehrlichman says he

bear hii~t out. Ehl:lic]-n~lan conducted a number of "interviews,"
but with the exc~)tion of o~e with Paul O’Brien on April 5,
none ~.er~ really -~acft~al irlte’--views. The meeting with
O’Brien, in San Ciemente, was apparently a diversion of
the moment: O’Brien had insisted that he wanted to see
Haldeman, and Mitchell had arranged it, but instead O’Brien
~as sent to see Eb~flichman. According to O’Brien, after
O’Brien ]aid out the rather extensive knowledge O’Brien had
at hhat time, Ehrl:ichman did not seem very happy about it.

Califorl,Ja on Ap~i] 6, but in fact ti%is was a meeting
that took place (~it Ka]mbach’s request) in the parking lot

had two m :~t{ngs wit] Colson on April 14, hut these were

Strachan, but this ~as ap arently in connection with a

to Magruder on AprJi !4, after" Magruder had already made

In conclusion, then, it appears that what the
President i ea].!]" did on ]!arch 30 was to tell Ehrlichman

Also on March 30, th~ President authorized Ron
Ziegler to announce that l,~hite House aides called before
the Grand Jury ~;ou!d appear and testify, but that if called

recommendation that a special
for Waterqate and Judge Matt Byr~e~s
as FBI Director.
During the first two weeks

cooperating with the United States
eXtent of ~heir negotiations
known to the President, Haldema~,
~ April 13 and 14, the prosecutors

Watergate planning and cover-up. The!
guessed at these pending
of Saturday, April 14. On April

[i, ! if I’hrlichman discovered

.... t Dn available to them.

two met that afternoon.
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The President’s Apri! 15 .~leeting with Petersen
begau a sel-ie’.~ of dail}: conversations and meetings between
the t~.:o ~[~en. Accor~%g to Petel~:.:n they were very unproductive,
and ]’etersen’s testi~.,en1- [especially his interview with Mr.
Cos~] i ugh h~ : ~:d to ~ : a :[3a-~or of th~s. The President
would call Pete,-sen ov.~r to the White House, where Petersen
continued to u~-ge ~n blunh and direct terms that the President
fire Haldenlan and Ehrlich~,~an. The President, on and after
April 15~zepe~tedly told Petersen that he "owed a duty of
fairness" to ~Ta3denlan and Eh~^lichman, that he had to think of
many "other col~siderations,,, and that Haldeman and Ehrlichman
"claimed thel, ~’;ere innocent" or "not involved." There were
~%any long silences in the conversations.
At Petersen’s first meeting with the President, the
President mcl~hioned that De&n had told him on March 21 something
of ~.~hat "Dean and th~ C~r,~mittee h~d been doing," and about a
demand froln i~unt for money, and that the President had had
Ehrlichman "looking into" Watergate. However, the President
did not relate to Pete,;sen at ~his time or any other time
any facts that Ehrlich~an had uncovered in the course of this
"investigation" (contra~]icting tile President’s later claims,
discusscd below, that he "got in" Peter-~cn to "review the
facts which had come to me in the collrse of my investigation." )
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According to Petersen, the President did not
seem Surprised by Pete~-sen’s recitation of the facts on
April 15, but the President did not give Petersen any
inkling, then or later, that Dean had already laid most of
those facts out for the President on March 21. Petersen,
in fact, got the impres~ion from the President that Dean
had not implicated Hal<len~an or Ehrlichman on March 21 at
al!. At this point, Petersen had mentioned possible
payments to the defend~nts only peripherally; the focus
was on P~e-June 17 events. The President did not enlighten
the
Pete~:£~en with/President,s own considerable knowledge about
the ~noney. Rahi~er, the President asked whether the
prosecutors ha.~ corroborated Dean and Magruder and expressed
concern that they *night be "thro~¢ing off" on others to
save themselves. Peterzen urged the President to hear it
fro[~ Dean him~e!f.
Dean n~et with the President in th~ evening of April
15 for about an hour, after refusing a request that Dean ~eet
wit]] Ehl-lichma~. The~-e is allegedly no Presidential tape
recording of the meeting, subpoenaed by the Watergate Grand
Jury on July 23, 1973, because the tape on the machine ran
out. Dean told the President that Dean was cooperating with
the prosecutors but had no deal f<~om them. The President
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That sam~ ni<_’ht, after Dean had left, Ehrlic]~man
phon d Gray from the President’s EOB office and told Gray
that bean had been cooperating with the prosecutors and
had dS. sclosed the transfer of some of Hunt’s files to Gray.
According to Ebr!ichman, the purpose of this call was to
ascert< n "wha[ the files were and where they were," though
Ebr3icru~an kne~ perfectly well what in fact had been in
the ~’afe. Ehrlichman says Gray protested that Gray would
deny receiving them, and Ehrlichman told Gray that Ehrlichman
would not back Gray up on this. A few minutes later,
Ehrlichman called Gr~.y back. Ehrlichman has testified
that this was because Ehrlichman felt he had not been
sufficiently "firm" in telling Gray the first time that
Ehrlichman could not back Gray up, but this is ~ implausible
that it tends to corroborate Gray’s version that Ehrlichman
had been checking whether Dean had in fact told the prosecutors
abont the fil~s. Presumably, Ehr].icb/nan was zonsulting with
the President and Halde~lan about how to "handle" this
issue. In any event, Ehrlichman told Gray he had better
check his "hole card" and Gray then told Ehrlich~lan Gray
had destroyed the files. Immediately thereafter, the President called Petersen and, according to Ehrlichman, informed
Petersen of Gray~s destruction of files; Petersen, however,
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firmly denies this, saying the President told him only
that the President had met with Dean and it had been
"helpful." Petersen says he never learned about Gray’s
destruction of files from the President; he learned it

On the morning of April 16, the President met with
Dean and presented Dean with two letters for Dean to sign,
one requesting a leave of absence and the other tendering
Dean’s resignation. Both were quite damaging to Dean in
their implication. The President assured Dean that he had
already received "ora!" promises to the same effect from
Haldeman and Ehrlichman. Dean asked to be allowed to draft
his own letters. The President explained that he needed
to have letters from all three "in the drawer" in case
events overtook him. Dean again met with the President
that afternoon and showed him the letter Dean had drafted
asking for an indefinite leave of absence and referring
to the faot that the President had also received similar
requests from Haldeman and Ehrlichman.* The President

* The recording of the afternoon meeting corroborates
Dean’s testimony that the President told Dean he would
~Ot interfere with Dean’s negotiations with the prosecutors.
The President claims he told Dean on April 15 that Dean
would have to go b~fore the Grand Jury with no immunity.

. . ~ ~’,~t =e?ii~d th,~t Fetersen thou,.qht that would he

was rath,’,~ fragmentary, as I reca!l it." (Tr. 12) The

see ~;!iere this thing comes out." (Tr. 12) Anyway, the

they going to handle that? Dean responded by telling the
President about the meeting on March 22 in }laldeman’s office
where ~itchell acknowledged that he had arranged to solve
t~Hunt’s problem.~ (Tr. 13) The following conversation then

PP~ESIDENT:

That is all?

DEAN:

That’s all he said.

PRESIDENT:

Right. That’s good. In other words, that
was done at the Mitchell level?

DEAN:

That’s right.

PRESIDENT:

But you had knowledge; and ~aldeman had a lot
of knowledg(!; I!~h~]icl~l~al% had knowledge . . .

fact, of course, Dean had told the President on March 21 of

President waived it. The P1-esident said he would not waive
it, but that he specifically authorized Dean to say that

.......... s~id %}:at the question would arise why Dean

hinl. Cle[~ency is one tl,ing. He is a friend of Hunt’s.
I’m just trying to put the best face on it, but if it
is the ~.;rong thing to do I’ve got to know." (Tr. 31)

On April
saying:
"On Narch 21st, as a result of serious new
char~es which cxne to my attention, some of
which were publ;cly reported, I began intensive new i~,quires into this whole matter.
Last Sunday afternoon, the Attorney General,
Assist<![]t Attor~cy General Peterson and I
met at lenf~t~ :,.n the EOB to review the facts
~-~hich had co~]e to me in my investigation and
also to review the progress of the Department
of Justice investigation. I can report today
that there have: been major developments in
the case coDcorning which it would be impropar to be mere specific now."

In the two weeks following April 17, the President met
or talked with IIa~ry Paterson at least daily, and usually
more often. Paterson had slready told the President that

the President should not have access to Grand Jury information,
so Petersen had to be "conclusory" in urging Haldeman’s
and Ehrlichm~n’s problems. The President persisted in his

reluctance to fire them and told Paterson they maintained

their innocence. 0n one occasion the President asked for
a complete written sum~nary of the case against Haldeman
and Ehrlich@nn. but Paterson eventually refused it. At no
time did the President pass any facts on to Petersen, although
the President knew st that time that the investigation was
only just beginning to uncover the entire "hush money"
scheme.

Th~ Pr~sider.t also ~,;arned Petersen r~peatedly of
the ~a’~er that Sean mi~’?t be implicating others falsely
in or~ r to get a better deal for himself. The President

brcugi~t up oth~:r :.rarnirss about granting anyone irm~unity,
i~cluding ~ean. Pet~rset_, however, to!d the President
that t;il~-~avlr ~-~ Pr~sicent thought, Petersen was going to

hlm~e!f. The }~esid~nn’~ concern about this is sho~ by
the Preaid~-nt’s ~ngar ~h=n ha telephoned Petersen on April
i$ and said tn~.t Daan ci~ir.ed ~o have i~unity. Petersen
got h~¢k to th~ Yreside: t the next day to say that was not
the c~-:c, and tke Preside~.t then said, "I have it on tape
if yet ~a~.t to hear it" (pres~zably referring to ~ April
15 ta7~ ~¢hich, a]ieged!y, does not exist.)
On April !$, Pete~s~[: told the President that the
Prosei~tot-s h;~d !earned ;bout a possible break-in a~ ~.
Fielff-~’s offices in Los ~geles in 1971 (about which they
had b~n told by Dean). The President responded, "Da~ it,
I kno-: abo~t th~.~, and you stay the hell out of it; that’s
a national sacu~-ity matter and none of yo~ business.
You ~;tfck to ~’Tatergate.’, On April 25, however, after
Peter~.~n had co~,vinced Kleindienst that it would be necessary
to disclo:~e to the .judge= in the Ellsberg trial in Los

~geles

the inforr~ation concerning the Fielding break-i~, Kleindie~st
~r.t ~[~b ~b~, Pr,~,~ ,~r~4 told the

President this

!

the it’+~:~idellt ~.!so conferred

daily with Haldeman and

~+-i[n~. ~:ca ~;ho i~.’~_e being called, etc. (Petersen told the

thr ~ ;}~, i!~ideman ~’was dead.") During this same time,
e’n Ap,_~fl 25 aud 26, Ha]d<.man listened to the tape recording
of ti:e 7’Tarch 21 r eotJnf-, on the President’s instructions,
and ~ i erred in it to ~hc ?resident based on Haldeman’s

On April 27, the President asked Petersen if he had

"c: , ;’,’:~iJ,::.: rLility for coordil~iting intensive new inquiries,"

~:.~: ~, b ~ g~t thi, Lrulh out, He called Haldeman and

~ , b"; ~I

Ic, I’~,~," ,rod at t1~e end said that "John Dean

The evi(l(:lqco clea~7]>’ demonst*~ates that beginning on
March 22, the Presi¢~ent, to£ether %~ith Halde~]an,and Ehrlichman,
atr£~,~>t~d to put, sue one (or more) of the "new strategies"
worked out on ~!a~7ch 21 s~nd 22, until the cooperation of

up to begin to collapse on April 15. During this period

to bri~:g the facts i~] his possession to the attention of
the Ju:tice Dei,¢~.tr,~ent or United Stages Attorney’s office.
Nor c~id the PresJde~t Ju tx:uth order any "investigation"
to dcteun~fne the accuracj of ~ohat Dean told him on March 21,
undouhtc@ly bec;~use the President already knew some of what
Dean ,.~.¢. saying ~m~ belie .’.ad that the details Dean was
filli>g ~n were basically correct. The President’s instruction
to Degn to w~-Jte a "repo~rt," which the President now claims
was a~ attempt to get Dear~ to lay out the facts, was simply
the pt~rsuit of the nex2 cover-up strategy decided upon on
H~qrch 22. A report of the type the President now claims

Dean h.:~d already laid out his knowledge in extenso. The
President’s cl~J~: that he ordered Ehrlichman to conduct

~1 1~1 ~:; I:h~,u;,i. ~]~, T’I-~ i~!~l/t h~nl~elf had broken the
c;,:;r~ ~ . ;i~ h~. I,,l,l D<:.’m ~m April. 16 he desired to make
I~ ;u~p~.e~ . [r~ ~:~, ~.~ , tl,~: J~r~..~;ident, together with
I~].~/~:~.,~, :;~d ~’;L~’! i~:h~,:m, ~:b~fted to another version of the

M~:~:h 2~ ~,~e~:~n;. ;rod of [br. involvement of CRP officials
:mc~ :~:. ;4]f<:h~,J] :rod ].~J~u<, t:he President did not deny

what r~-:~lly ocm~r~,d, and fhe tape recordings of
ver;;:~t~m~ m~d ~’coll~.~ct~o,~:~ to which we ~ow have access
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In addition to his false exculpatory statements,
there is other di~ect evidence of the President’s attempts
on an~ after April 15 to continue the cover-up. The
Presi~enn iu~nedi~tely established close contact with Petersen
and so~_ght to dra,~.~ Petersen into a more intimate relationship.
The Pr<sident co~tinual!y opposed inm~unity for Dean while
telling Paterson that Ha!deman and Ehrlichman protested
their i~u~oceuce. The Pre~dent did not tell Petersen that
Dean had implicated Hald~.i~:zn and Ehrlichman as early as
~,[arch ].3 and ~ch 21; nor did he tell Petersen about the
details kno~n to the President of the defendants being
"taker~ care of." The President did not tell Petersen of
his knu~.~ledge that Hunt’s fianl demand had been paid.

Contra~y to the i~resident’s repeated public statements, he
did not share t~e "fruits of his investigation" with
Petersen at any time; rather, he tried to find out what
Partaken b:d on Ualdeman and Ehrlichman. In the meantime,

the P~esident [~llied himself with Haldeman and Ehrllchman,

and :tied espi:cfally to "distance" himself

him "cn,!er f~ise pretences and by telli~g Dean

30, L~ 8i~ so ~¢ith public expressions of
;r;~i~:e f~:- H~idcman and Ehrlic~n, but ~de it

~,~m~,. ~’ith t:h~ inv~stigatio~ O~ the Sp~l
(h~, int~,niion,~] destruction o~ e~e~ce by
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As Shct,’in!" t]l~ F~z~seness o£ Post-April 17 Presidential

An essential part of the President’s post-April 17,
1973, strategy has been to deny that he knew of or participaued in the cover-u[~, prior to :darch 21, and that he
even kl~ew "the_re t~as anythi:~g to be covered up." As the
~bo\e sections show, there is no question that this claim
is false.:

tape recordings sho~;, at the very least, that

bet~.een Febzuary 28 and March 21 President Nixon learned
that Nhite Hcu:~e and CF~ officials had some involvement
in the break-in itself and that an effort had been made
to keei~ this £rom being discovered in the course of the

~oreover, there is a considerable amount of evidence
to sbo~,~ that the President knew that a cover-up was going
1972,
on shortly after June 17,/and that he approved of it; this
evidence is strengthened by remarks of the President at his
Septe~Tber 15 meeting with Dean and Haldeman. Because the
evidence of the President’s later participation in a oriminal
conspiracy is so clear and unmistakable, it becomes less
important to assess the more difficult question whether the
earlier evidence, standing alsne, would be sufficient for
indictment.

!

!
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/

at a level $250,000 cr $300,000. Liddy’s plan, according

inc!uding the DI,fC O~f’-ces at !~atergate.
Within d=q7s after the break-in, one of the President’s
two closest aides, E] r]ichm~n, learned that the Watergate
burglars were acrid>9 at Liddy’s direction, under the orders
of /~ag,_ude~;. An inf, fence could be drawn that Ehrlichman
shortly th<nreafter inf<rmed };aldeman of these facts; in any
event, Ha30eman ~as ~ware at this time of the two meetings
in John Hit<bell’s office in ~arly 1972 when Liddy presented
a plan for unl~,,.,,ful ~lectronic surveillance, and of the
eventual ab’prova] of Li<]dy’s intelligence plan in some

Despite the PreTident’s statements that at or about
this time h~~ directed Ehrlichman to conduct an investigation into the Waterg~te matter to determine if any White
House staff we~e involved, and that the President instructed
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~hrlichman and Dean have denied under oath receiving any

From June 17 until an indictment was returned on
Septet~,~er 15, Dean, with the knowledge of Haldeman,
Ehrlich,~zn, and ~tchell, -~ought an[~ obtained information
about the F~I and Grand Jury investigations from Gray and
from Petersen. The purpose of getting this information was
to find out in what di~-ection the investigation was going
in order to be able better to "handle" any problems that
n’ight arise. Since Dean reported on the progress of the
investigation to Ehrlichman regularly, and Ehrlicb~an reported to the President (which the President concedes),
the President kne%~ that Dean was obtaining this information.
Of course, the President hnew Dean was not really conducting
a~ inv~stigationo Therefor-e, a strong inference can be
dra~,.,n that the P~esident knew his aides were keeping on top
of the investigotion to be sure the involvement of higherups at CI[P did not COme out.

On June 20, 1972, after a meeting attended by Haldeman,
Bhrlichman, Dean, Mitchell and Kleindienst, which concerne~
the status of the FBI’s Watergate investigation, ~hrlichman
and then Haldeman met with Nixon. According to ~aldeman’s
notes, Nixon and llaldeman discussed Watergate. On J~ly 2~,

1973, the Watergate Grand Jury subpoenaed the
of the Nixon-Haldeman meeting on J~tne 20. Betwee~
1973, and ~oven~er 1973 the tape recording of
sation was in the personal custody and oontEol
Probably between October I, 1973 and November
portion of that recording containing the
to Watergate was intentionally obliterated.
On June 20, 1972, John Mitchell, who
in a meeting the night before in which i~
CRP files relating to electronic
should be destroyed by Jeb ~.lagruder,
conversation with Nixon, in which
he was sorry that "some of the boys" a~!’
gotten out of control. On July. 23,
of that conversation was subpoenae~
Jury. It was not until several~th~,
Special Prosecutor’s Office was
cording allegedly did not exist.
The President has admitted tha~
instructed Haldeman to ensure that
vestigation was not carried into
light either the existenc____~e of. the
~overt CIA operations unrelated ~o
admitted he instructed Haldeman %0
I~ ~oordination between the. Actln9

the DC~ Director of Central Intelligence, a recent
hhite House appointee.

(5/22/73) While the President

claims that he had received "reports" that unrelated CIA
activities ~,[igbt be exl,osed, he has not stated what these
reports were or from whom he received them, or whether
there was anl’ basis for his in:-truction to Haldeman. As a
result of this orde=-being conveyed by Haldeman to Walters,
Waiters instructed Gr~y to defer or prevent FBI interviews
’with ~,’itnesses in 1,~e:<Jco through whom possible illegal
campaign centribution~? to CRP might have been discovered.
Ha!deman and Ehr!ic~’. ~n were aware, prior to June 23, of
i.7itchell.s and Stans’/ti~at these possibly illegal contributions not bei_~]g discovered.
On or about July i, John Mitchell resigned as Chairman of the Co:?mittee to Re-Elect the President. Although
the announced reason for this resignatio~ was personal
and f<nily problems, 2[itchell had a conversation with
the President and H~ideman on June 30 that indicates Watergate was one of the reasons for Mitchell’s resignation:*

* According to Dean, Dean had already briefed Haldeman
prior to this meeting on the involvement of Magruder and
Mitchell in the planning and execution of Watergate and
on their role in th~ beginning of the cover-up.
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You couldn’t pc. -ibly do it sometime -[in~udiLlc]
If v.’{~ ~un into :c:~e other problem then you
are stuck
That is the ot .-r thing, if there is something that doo co~e out, we hope nothing
will, ] k may not~ but there is always the
risk.

single potcnti~.i of a problem.
I would cut th~ loss fast. I would cut it
speaki;g. And :s a matter of fact, I don’t
thin,: the st<,-, if you put it in the h~rnan
term, -- I thJ~:< the story is a positive
rather than a ~.~g=tive, because as I said
conference I j[:st wrote it out as I usually

n~ake ai:ybo,,y ci~-e that %~ould ask any question
on it look like: a selfish son-of-a-bitch
which X thoroughly intended to make them
look ]ike.
It w<~s all a4Gressed to the Westchester
Countr/ Club ,~-J th all the sympathy in
the
That is great, that is great.

W,~I], with you t.k~ng this route which
peop]~_~ won’t enpect you to do will be
NO, if it is a surprise. Otherwise, you
are right -- it will be tied right to the
Wateruate if you wait too long. It won’t
tighten if you wait too long, if it
down.
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ttemptin to " ortany wound"
the role of the CIA in the Watergate
and/or that these aides were not
vestigation. [May 22, 1973, State/nen~]
not explore this matter or ask any
according to the testimony of Hald~
did the President take the matter up
By early July, Nixon’s tw~
and Ehrlichman, were aware that (~)
had been mounted by Gordon Liddy, .~.
CRP, at the instructions of
CRP, on a budget apparently
CRP Director; (2) that Magruder ~n~d.
a "cover story" to tell the FBI
true purposes for which about
Liddy; (3) that relevant evidence
destroyed; and (4) that Nixon’s
%~sed to raise and distribute
tO "demands" from the seven
CRP officials believed had

’
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Although Nixon has maintained that he did not know
any of these things hero, his r~eting on March 21, 1973,
with John Dean, it is apparent from the recording of that
meeting that prior to llarch 21 ~ixon knew that money had been
funneled to the defendants, and believed that it had been
done through a public vehicle established in Florida,
which had been used as a "cover". It is unknown whether
Nixon kne~ or thought this before September 15, 1972.
Moreover, Ehrlichman has testified that in July 1972
the President said d]at they couldn’t consider clemency
for any of those involved in ~{atergate. Why the President
would even discuss the possibility of clemency for five
(or seven) burglars ~.:hem the CP~ and White House had
nothing to do with, prior to any indictment, remains unclear.
In late August 1972, Nixon announced in a public
statement that he had received a report from his counsel,
Dean, on the results of Dean’s investigation that
stated that no one then on the White House staff was involved in Watergate. In fact, Nixon had ordered no such
investigation, no such report existed, and no such assurances
had been given to Nixon by Dean.

On the afternoon of September 15,
on which the original Watergate indictment
Dean met with Nixon and Haldeman. N!xon
conversation by saying to Dean: "Well,
day today, didn’t you? You got Water,ate,
way, huh?" (Tr. i) During the course
conversation, Nixon complimented DeW "~
of the ~atergate matter, saying:

"Well, the whole thing iS
as you know a lot of t~m,
And, uh, the people who
are awfully embarras
but the way you, you’~ve
to me very skillful -~
fingers in the dike
sprung here and
have the people
. . ." (Tr. 8)
The discussion then turne~
which might be anticipated in
exchanges took place:

~
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Well, as I see it, the only problems is
that, that we have the hul~sn problems and
I will keep a close eye on that.

People get annoyed and some finger pointing
and false accusations, any internal dissension
of any nature.
You mean on this case?
On this case. There is some bitterness
between the Fin&ace Co~ittee and the
Political Commigtee. They feel that they
are taking all the heat and, and all the
people upstairs are bad people and they’re
not bei~ig recognized.
It is.

They’re all in it together. (Tr. 10)

That’s all it is, particularly if Patraan, of
course, t~rns off, uh . .

That is the last forum that, uh, it looks
like it could be a problem where we have the
least control the way it stands right now.
Kennedy has also suggested he may call hearings o[ the Administrative Practices Procedures
sub~committee. AS this case has been all along,
we spin out oracles that (inaudible) so we
just don’t do that, stopped doing that about
2 months ago. We just take one at a time and
deal with it (inaudible).
PRESIDENT :

You really can’t sit and worry yourself about
it all the time. The worst may happen, but
it may not. So you just try to button it up
as well as you can and hope for the best, and
remember that basically the dam~ business is
one of those (inaudible) unfortuna%ely, try
to cut our losses.

- 125 Certainly that is righ~a~
has had no effect on you.
~DEMAN: NO, it has been kept away fr~
House almost completely, from the
totally. The only tie to the Wh~
is that Colson effort they keep

former ~ite House people of
of the Domestic Council staff.
not very much of a tie.

The foregoing conversation ralse~
inference ~at by Septe~er 15 the
at the least, that higher officials
volvement in Watergate and ~at
successfully, to keep the ~ite
from becoming involved in the
President’s "fingers in ~e dike"
inference that he knew of
arisen from the point of view of
~e ma~er in which Dean had
are, of course, strengthened
outlined ~ove.
These inferences wo~ld ~e
15 tape
~at ~an
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i.e., that the President was "pleased that the
had stopped with Liddy," that others had
difficult things than Dean, and that Dean
no assurances that further revelations wou!~.~
While it is possible that such remarks were
President and are not audible on the ~
portion of the tape not made available ~
it is more likely that Dean recalled the
audible on the recording and which bea~
import, e.g., the "fingers in the ~ike,
it skillfully" remark.
Following the September 15
1972, on the request of Mitchell a~Id
transfer by Strachan of some of a
fund, held under Haldeman’s persoaal,,~
LaRds for the purpose of paying the
in response to the

continuing be!~!~

Mitchell and others that money sh~:
January 1973, Haldeman approved
of the fund to LaRds. The cash
transferred to the White House in

cash fund of over $I million
for Nixon in safe deposit boxes.
of the cash f%tnd to the
Nixon of creation of this

evidence suggests that the f~d was ~nviE~
general, contingency fund originally
possible use to finance secret polli~g,
operations, or other "misuellaneous"
could be drawn, .although Haldeman de~S
President -- the presumed beneficiary of
made aware contemporaneously of the
out of White House control ~nd the

WATERGAI~E SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor

August 9, 1974

~ROM : Carl B. Feldbaum
Peter M. Kreindler
SUBJECT:

Factors to be Considered in Deciding W~nether to
Prosecute Richard M. Nixon for Obstruction of
Justice

In our view there is clear evidence that Richard M. Nixon
participated in a conspiracy to obstruct justice by concealing
the identity of those responsible for the Watergate break-in
and other criminal offenses. There is a presu~ptlon (which in
the past we have operated upon) that Richard M. Nixon, like
every citizen, is subject to the rule of law. Accordingly,
one begins with the premise that if there is sufficient evidence, Mr. Nixon should be indicted and prosecuted. The
question then becomes whether the presumption for proceeding
is outweighed by the factors mandating against indictment and
prosecution.
The factors which mandate against indictment and prosecution are:
His resignation has been sufficient punishment.
He has been subject to an impeachment inquiry
with resulting articles of impeachment which
the House Judiciary Com~nittee unanimously
endorsed as to Article I (the Watergate
cover-up).
3.
4.
5.

Prosecution might aggravate political
divisions in the country.
As a political matter, the times call for
conciliation rather than recrimination.
There would be considerable difficulty in
achieving a fair trial because of massive
pre-trial publicity.
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The factors which mandate in favor of indictment and prosecution are:
The principle of equal justice under law requires
that every person, no matter what his past
position or office, answer to the criminal
justice system for his past offenses. This is a
particularly weighty factor if Mr. Nixon’s aides
and associates, who acted upon his orders and
what they conceived to be his interests, are to
be prosecuted for the same offenses.
The country will be further divided by Mr. Nixon
unless there is a final disposition of charges
of criminality outstanding against him so as to
forestall the belief that he was driven from his
office by erosion of his political base. This
final disposition may be necessary to preserve
the integrity of the criminal justice system and
the legislative process, which together marshalled
the substantial evidence of Mr. Nixon’s guilt.
Article I, Section 3, clause 7 of the Constitution
provides that a person removed from office by
impeachment and conviction "shall nevertheless be
liable and subject to Indictment, Trial, Judgment,
and Punishment, according to Law." The Framers
contemplated that a person removed from office
because of abuse of his public trust still would
have to answer to the criminal justice system for
criminal offenses.
It cannot be sufficient retribution for criminal
offenses merely to surrender the public office
and trust which has been demonstrably abused. A
person should not be permitted to trade in the
abused office in return for immttnity.
The modern nature of the Presidency necessitates
massive public exposure of the President’s
actions through the media. A bar to prosecution
on the grounds of such publicity effectively
would immunize all future Presidents for their
actions, however criminal. Moreover, the courts
may be the appropriate forum to resolve questions of pre-trial publicity in the context of
an adversary proceeding.
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6.

There is a definite long-term interest in
assuring full disclosure of public corruption.

The factors which mandate in favor of delaying this decision
are :
Neither this office, Congress, nor the public has
had sufficient time to consider the cataclysmic
events which began only this Monday and indeed on
the President’s resignation today.
2.

This office will be reviewing important evidence
which will have to he analyzed and weighed. This
evidence may bear heavily on this decision.
Since both the factors which weigh in favor of
and against the indictment and prosecution of Mr.
Nixon implicate political considerations in the
highest sense, it will be important in weighing
these factors to determine whether the Congress
and public coalesce behind a predominant view.
Moreover, it will be important to consider how
the public will view the decision in hindsight,
after all the evidence is available.
There has been considerable concern about the
interaction with and the affect of this decision
on the Watergate trial. It now appears that
there will be at least some delay in the trial,
which will give this office more time to consider these interrelationships. In addition,
there may be guilty pleas which could affect
the decision of whether to indict a~d prosecute
Mr. Nixon.

Finally, in weighing these factors, one should not ignore
the possibility of a disposition of Mr. Nixon’s offenses by a
plea.
cc:

Mr. Vorenberg
Mr. Lacovara

August 1~. 1974

Richard J. Davis

It s~pears that the idea is develo~in~ that the
tlmin~ of t!:e decision on ~hether to seek an Indictment
of Mr. i~ixon is necessarily a functioa of ~hen th~
~laterEats trial begins. ~le idea, based ~n ~ e~oneo~
assumption that if indicted he should be ~oinag ~=h =he
critical issue.
The idea that P~. l~xon, if indicted, should he
tried with the other de~endants seems lard, s.ely founded
en the fact t~at this is th~ we7 i= is usually ~one.
~ut this is no= the "usual" cmse and other factors Ind.-

he is heine tried x~!th the other defendants, the other-

Joining ~Izon now would also cause a very
delay in the trial of t~e other defendants. Surel7 a new
attorney ~’ould be allo,~ed at lease si~onthe
lon~er to both litigate his pro-trial ~tione as well

u,~=,e of venue also ~li=ates aga~s~
8~thln~ ~ pl~nly do no~ favor.
cc: Files
Chron
Laeovara

2

I do not believe ~uc~ is rlsk~d by tryin~
without i~Ixon physically i~
only a mar’~n~f!9"-i[~?or~t finure is invol~ed, ~ ca~
is nei£her in the cow,room nor even

date is removed from conslderat~o~ I h~e that
accuracy ~nd publ~c acceptance Of t~t da~slo~
5e sec~ed.

alreaJy has a subsc~ial s~pa~h~ edge by ~r~e o~
su~t, also. tha~ ~ac~leally he would p~e~e~ ~o 5e
than si~?17 to arqu~ frcm his absence. ~n faez all

’¢, ATERG.ATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

Mr. Jaworski

DATE: Aug. 19, 1974

Mr. Ben-Veniste

SUBJECT:

Factors for consideration on the question of whether
to have joint or separate trials in the event the
decision is made to proceed against Mr. Nixon.

In the event you should decide to seek indictment
of Mr. Nixon, it seems to me that the following reasons can
be advanced in favor of proceeding forthwith with the trial
of United States v. Mitchell, et al, indicting ~ir. Nixon
after the jury is sequestered and trying Mr. Nixon separately:
1. A superseding indictment in which Mr. Nixon
would be included will cause a substantial delay, at least
eight months in my view, for reasons of prejudicial p~blicity
(particularly the House Judiciary Committee) and pre-trial
preparation. We would, therefore, lose the advantage of
keeping the pressure on current defendants, one or more of
whom if forced to proceed to trial might plead and cooperate
against Mr. Nixon, or one or more of whom might take the same
course after a guilty verdict.
2. A superseding indictment in which Mr. Nixon is
named might occasion successful motions by the other defendants for severance on the grounds that the question of
prosecuting Mr. Nixon arouses such strong emotional feelings
among people that it is unfair to join others in the same
trial due to the potentiality of a spill-over effect. If
severance is granted we are then in the same position as we
are now except we will have lost up to 8 months. If a severance were to be denied, we would face the substantial possibility of reversal of any convictions obtained on grounds
of refusal to grant severance.
3. A joint trial might occasion a hung jury or
worse in the event we get a pro-Nixon juror who, on purely
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emotional grounds, might hold out for acquittal of Mr.
Nixon and his associates. Further, we might get a J~zor
who felt so strongly that Mr. Nixon should not be p%tnlshed
that in addition to voting for Mr. Nixon’s acquittal would
refuse to countenance conviction of Mr. Nixon’s s~bordlnatee
on the admittedly circular reasoning that if Nixon shoul4~’t
be punished neither should they.

4. The possibility of defendants being granted
a change of venue seems to me to be much more likely in the
event Mr. Nixon were tried jointly with them. The disadvantages of a change of venue are obvious a~d need not be
detailed further here.
5. Joining Mr. Nixon with the other defendants
would occasion a difference in our trial strategy which
would work to diminish the degree of culpability of his
subordinates.
6. It is possible that in view of the extreme
unlikelihood that Mr. Nixon, if convicted, would be incarcerated, Mr. Nixon will conclude that it is in his interest
to enter a plea of guilty rather than stand trial; an alternative possibility is that President Ford may pardon Mr.
Nixon. In the event that we go the route of separate trials,
a Presidential pardon or Mr. Nixon’s determination to plead
guilty would then conclude the litigation; however, if we
are to go the joint trial route we would then still be fa~l
with the trial of the other defendants several months fz~
now.
The arguments militating for a Joint trial as I
understand them are as follows:
i. Normally all available conspirators
jointly, basically to avoid unnecessary ~ost and
as, from the prosecution standpoint, the deslze not
a preview of the Government’s evidence.
In this case, however, there is no IQrlo~ ~otl~
that defendant Nixon would obtain any sabet~tla~ ~%~
through discovering our ~vldence in an earlier ~Iti~a~;
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the issues in a trial of Mr. Nixon would be substantially
narrower and the theory cleaner than in the present indictment, and, in my view, the trial of Mr. Nixon would be
less than half as time consuming as the trial now scheduled.
2. There is some apprehension that Mr. Nixon’s
unexplained absence from the trial of the other defendants
will provoke speculation by jurors unfavorable to us.
I believe that this argument can be countered in
that: (a) Mr. Nixon might testify for the defense if subpoenaed, despite present contrary indications; (b) in the
event Mr. Nixon were called and were to assert his Fifth
Amendment privilege, it is not totally settled that the
jury could not be apprised of this fact; (c) in my view
there are sufficient possibilities for jury speculation
as to Mr. Nixon’s absence which are not unfavorable to us.

In view of all these circumstances, it is my conclusion that if the determination is made to proceed against
Mr. Nixon we ought to indict him separately and not move
for joinder of his case with that of the other defendants.

P R O C E E D I N G S

9:30 a.m.

Defendants present’in t~e courtroom.)
THE COURT: Good morning.
M~ WILSON: May it please the Court~ m~y I address
you about a couple of matters?.
T~LE COURT: Yes, sir.
MP~ WILSON: In the first place, I have read in ~he
paper about |~. Jaworski doing the circuit of the pan~l shows

THE COURT: The circuit what?
~IP~ WILSON: The panel shows.

discussing,

certainly mentioning W~gate.
On Saturday morning, October 26
two-coltish spread of an interview with Joh~McKenzi~ of the
Washington Post. I would like to have ~his marked as soon

these two gentlemen have been counsel for ~he
this case and I doubt very seriously .if ~/%ey have

is he?

¯ 4059
counsel to talk publicly that he must be an active member of
the prosecution or the defense, or as a member of the Bar and
continuing his obligation to keep his mouth shutabout the
Watergate case.
Tim COURT:
MP~ WILSON :
T}~ COURT:

Does it apply to the defense~c~unsel,
It does, and we are doing it.
What about the article in the Washington

Post this morning?
WILSON:
T~ COURT:

I had nothing to do with ~t.
I am not indicating who had, but" doesn’t

it work both ways?
The point is none of us went for an
interview to Mr. Lardner for that story. We didn’t ~ave the
slightest idea what was coming out.
Mr. Lacovara knew John McKenzie was ~ing to publish
this story.
Aside from the fact of the sequestere~ ju~ there
a professional obligation by the rules ~f ~hi~ Co%~z-h ~.hat
people connected with the case may not talk abo~t ~t, I submit that that is not discharged when a man withdraws f~m th~s
case. If I got out of this case today, I wo~’t thi~k ~f
talking about it.

counsel talked to Mr. Lardner about the ~
,:rote the artic]~e. Where he got the
k;~ow. I am not criticizing him, he h~..t~
and freedo~ of th~ press, ~d so
b~th sides on notice ~d I ~ gla~ ~

~!! defense counsel, all ~e
because even though he was here ~
have great a~ration for ~.

~d ~ ~ink t~s is a

a~ut the Supre~ Co~E ~

¯ 4061
I ~ doing the best I c~n, ruling on the questions of evidence
as ~..ey appear before me as the questions COme up. But
things have happened -- just for example, I never intimated
that Mr. Dean lied. If I used any expression that brought
thought to the jury, I tried to correct it. I did not indicate
that he lied in this case and you know. it and everybody else

All right, let’s proceed.
~.L~ WILSON :

Your Honor, the co}olla~ to this is the

~..=~ is used to sequester this jury. Now I have g~t£en
sequestered juries before and I always have problems, there
almost daily problems.
THE COURT: I realize that.
~ WILSC~: Not only this case, we have had a~se~ie
of problems already that we have discussed at the bench. But
my point is I am asking Your Honer how to bold a session, not
d~lay this trial, not impinge upon the’daytime, beg~nnln~ at
5:00 o’clock some afternoon and have Marshal ~F~ey a~d his
supervisors and the Marshals available in th~s ~o~:r~ for
ing as to how they are dealing with the seques~rati~ of

will not question their motives Or

like that.

They have dealt with sequestered jurors before,

this is not the first time.
H/t WILSON: Yes, and I have seen ~t collapse, too,
and you know where it was.
THE COURT: I know what you have im.mind, but I am
not going to indicate it is going to happen ~i~ this c~se.
MP~ WILSON: My point is, sir, I h~ve read the
Harshal’s rules, I have read that they can h~ve two cocktails
at dinner provided they pay for it and don’t have to come’back
to Court; but I didn’t read in there what happens in the
shop and the beauty parlor. Are they bringi~ %he barbers and
beauticians in?
THE COURT: Mr. Wilson, I think yom ar~ i~agining a
!ot of things. These jurors have been instrl~cted by the
United States Marshals that if anything happems to the jurors,
you know I am the first one that brings it to the attention
~ :

of the counsel and put it on the record.

~ WILSC~ : I am not impugning an~ wro~dolng of
5~arshal in this case. But I say that counsel in this ease for
the Defendants and the Defendants are just as much entitled to
learn what the sequestration procedures .are. as the Court. This
is not a matter which rests solely with the CO~LTt. We are
entitled to know what method you use~ we are e~P-Itled.to k~ow
in what manner --

"

:~.. ,

THE COURT: -- YOU have alre~y ~ yotlE ~a~k~

~

~Ir. Wilson. I think the jurors are in
l~arn of a Deputy Marshal talking to
information to a Juror that he
M~hal would b~ cited for contempt of

than that. I would thi~k it would be a
T~E COURT: We will consider.
Let’s hope it doesn’t happen.

can’t control what everybody Says

r~m. I don’t know who talkea ~
going to accuse ~ybody in

was ~’ebr~ar¥ 27~ anothar ~as Pebtuar~

h,~ve a tape o~ March ls~. He talkad

~et, two we h~ve here, under pressure

Upon reflection and readln~
withdraw my agreement and I do it for
tapes, February 27, February 28, and Mar~
he could :tot vouch for them, that there
wouldn’t vouch for them.

that we have to these tapes gsneral/¥~
all of the rights that we have tO
ticularly in a situation whare

They haven’t been vouched rOE.

I ~on’t thLnk ! ~orced you

OBSERVATIONS ON THE "MEMOIr:!,.
Over all Nixon’s book, in the!

declarations, a distortion of facts am~
sions. There is a legal term which he~

As Nixon did in the Frost
to advance the centention that ~ ~i~
wrong-doing. The facts are not
the tape recordings speak for
refers to excerpts from the tape
to ignore parts that are highly

words in an effort to avoid their

frequently, as bringing versi~ ~f
which are clearly baseless and

that Haig was factual in taking t~

the lines that was erroneous.
One of the gravest se~ss~

mmmm

the March 21 tape recording. I was about to return ~0
Houston for a few days of Christmas Holidays when I ~alled
Haig and told him it was important for me to visit with
him before I departed. We met in the Map Room of the
White House and I told Haig that as much as I regretted
to have to convey the message, I was now convinced that
Nixon was guilty of criminal wrong-doing. ~a~ seemed
not only to be surprised at this conclusion of min~ but
he was visibly shaken, despite his stoic demeanor on Othe~
occasions in which we discussed the seriousness of the
investigation. I not only counseled Raig but orged tha~
he obtain the best and most competent advice Of outsta~in~
criminal lawyers. By the time I reached my hom~ that evening Haig was calling to tell me that he had s~bmit~ the
question to two lawyers and both thought tha~ eri~-nal ~r~x)n~doing was not present. I asked him who they were--he answered that it was Fred Buzhardt and another ~t~or~ey then
serving the White House, a very able trial la~e= ~ eIV~l
cases but with limited criminal experience, Sam ~owers.
Again I urged him to use outside counsel, hu% X d~ t~k
he ever did so.
In this March 21st conversation, the

~ere~

cording clearly shows that Nixon not only ~)art~ ~,
discussions regarding the payment o~ hush ~o~e~ ~o ~
Hunt and others engaged in the

i~ i~

r

approved such a payment.
the March 21 tape recording, then

g~te days and until this very ho~
continue to believe that perhape

Haldeman how to avoid telllng

of clear S~ordination of per~

~is part of the conversation
position of a legal co~selor

On page 797 Nixon says, "a lawyer always advises
his client that it is better to say he doesn’t re~all and
err on the side of forgetfulness than hazard a guess or txy
to reconstruct a memory." It distresses me to find a former
President of the United States circumvent the issue by s~ch
a comment. Nothing like this took place at
instructing Haldeman. There was not the slightes~ q~est~o~
about what the facts were and what Haldeman’s
of the facts were. The facts had occurred jus~
before. Haldeman was afraid of testifying heforethe!Ervi~
conunittee and the Grand Jury and Nixon was ~oachi~g him
to play safe and at the same time avoid reveal£ng the~thful facts.
I can take only a few of the many i~sta~ces where~
Nixon is misleading the reader. On page 9~8 he r, eferre~to
John Dean having lied about the March 21 convex~a%i~
others. When Dean testified before the Ervim
did not have the benefit of listening to the
He testified from memory and when we co~pa~ed
before the Ervin committee with the tape re~d~,%~
that he made only one unimportant mistake as t~
substantive portions of his testimony were f~lil~ ~
4,
of these
he s~

office Building listenlng tO these
ing to a number of them, including the Ma~h
called for Alexander Haig and he told his
he thought he could handle the various
then he added, "if it just was not for ~t
conversation... On that date (June 4) he
criminal wrong-doing on March 21.
Had Dean been lying he co~
as a witness in the cover-up case
and Erlichman and others were tried.
government witness in that case and
tion of eminent defense counsel pr~du~
tencies in his testimony and, above all
lleved him.
Even making allowance for
of self-serving statements, I was
professes to be a lawyer, on page
at great length that my statement
Watergate meant that I should not
tidal tape recordings. This is

with John Dean, with Magruder and others who were involved.
What we needed were the tape recordings to support their
testimony and, also, to present to the jury on the trial.
I should add that at no time did I state to Haig or to anyone else that upon receiving some of the tape recordings
I would not ask for others. This would have been an absurd
and ridiculous statement for me to have made. Haig never
once made such a claim in all of the conversations I had
with him. He realized that as I listened to so~e of the
recordings I would undoubtedly need others. Im addltiom,
he knew that we had Nixon’s logs of his conversations and
that in order to make a full and complete investigation we
needed each one of them that shed any light on the crlm~nallties that were being committed.
On page 951 Nixon gives his attempt to explain the
18-1/2 minute gap in what was a very vital conversation w~th
John Mitchell and in which Mitchell told N~xon precisel~ wha~
happened in the break-in. It was a highly significant conversation because from that date on--immedlately after the
break-in--Nixon knew what had happened and who was ree~ns~ble.
The tape which suffered the 18-1/2 minute gap at
hands was submitted for study by a number of the
authorities on tape recordings, malfunctions of
and erasures. All six of them--all appointed by the

8o

and none by the prosecution--testified that there were at
least seven segments on the recording which showed that
on at least seven occasions the erasing mechanism was
stopped and started--obviously, for the purpose of determining whether enough of the recording had been erased
to eradicate the highly inculpatory conversation between
Nixon and Mitchell. The expert hired by the W~ite House,
who lived in California, admitted under my examination
in the chambers of Judge John Sirica that he recognized
three segments and that it was possible that there were
more. At first he undertook to give testimony helpful to
the White House, but he soon began to waiver on the testimony he originally undertook to give. The final effect of
his testimony was to admit that there were stop and start
segments but he seemed to be unsure of the n~raber.
What clinches the deliberate erasure Of this gap
rests in the same erasure having occurred on a dictaphone
belt in which Nixon undertook to summarize his conversation
with John Mitchell. Nixon had a habit, notwithstanding the
tape recordings, of picking up a portable dictaphone and
su~arizing the conversations he had over the telephone and
which he thought were significant. Believe it or not, all
that could be found on this dictabelt after we successfully

subpoened it was "and then John sald..."
Mitchell) and the rest of it was erased.
After reading Nixon’s vers£oa
must reluctantly conclude that he was
likely to have done the erasing.
to erasing about 4-1/2 minutes of
recording and it is clear to me
the job to the extent of an 18-1/2
was insufficient evidence for the
finding and return an indictment.

the White House at high noon. I~ is
chambers of an office or closet
On page i00 Nixon purport$~
tion I allegedly had with John
in as Special Prosecutor I had no
Connally of any kind or character
in fact, have had none with him
Prosecutor ended. Because of my ~
Connally, as well as his accusor~

conversation¯ of any kind throughout the
trial and none after his trial. I have

J~hn Connally since Watergate. Thus,
Connslly would not have misstated the
must conclude that Nixon is either
Connally.
On page 999 Nixon complains
named an unlndlcted co-conspirator.
would have been charged as a
ment had it not been that there woes
that precluded it because he wasla

and, in all likllhood, the United
have held that both processes--~ha~i
court for obstruction of justice
jectlng him to an impeachment
The Grand Jury named him as ¯
One matter crept into
I a~ sure. On page 970 Nixon

corded "decision tO fight" ~
fo~ "fighting" is "resign sat~
¯ h~s is his flr¯t publl¯
he actively sought ¯ ps~dono-he

Pra¯Id¯nt Ford gsve him--thus.
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~nce
nly
me
~at I
~d I

In time, it became epper~llt to

that I might even resign because o~ the
agreement that had so clearly and
qu£te concerned after we had prevailed ~n

golng direct to the S~preme Court - ~
dld not want this s~e contention to ~
Supreme Court, and this accounted f~
fore the case was to be argued.

punchy;" you got Bork (Robert Bork,
Azting Attorney General when I agre~

said "Nell, I don’t know who b~oke
did and .mybe he broke it for you."
the famous last words that he spoke

the office of Special Prosecutor,

We met the next morning

In time, it became apparent to General Haig that I was
dead-serious about this matter, and it was apparently speculated
that I might even resign because of the White House breaching an
agreement that had so clearly and definitely been made. Haig was
quite concerned after we had prevailed in the trial court (before
Judge Sirica), and I had succeeded in getting the case expedited
on appeal by skipping the United States Court of Appeals and
going direct to the Supreme Court - a move seldom permitted. I
din not want this same contention to be made to the United States
Su~reme Court, and this accounted for my making an issue of it before the case was to be argued.
Haig called me and started off by saying you "got us all
punch],;’, you got Bork (Robert Bork, Solicitor General, who was
Acting Attorney General when ¯ agreed to take the post of Special
Wa~ergate Prosecutor) "uptight," to which I replied that he should
be, in view of the position that the White Rouse was taking, and
I told Haig that what he should be doing is reading Bork’s sworn
testiii, ony to the Senate Judiciary Com~nittee, as well as that given
by Attorney General Saxbe at the time of the nomination hearings.
Haig tried to assuage my feelings by saying "Well, Sirica

i~, view of t!l~ ~ppu~l that the President was taking, and ~ plainly

said "Well, I don’t know who broke it, but I know what St. Clair
~id and maybe he broke it for you." I then asked if he remembered
the famous last words that he spoke to me when I agreed to accept
the office of Special Prosecutor, and he said "Now remember that
the key ~¢ords, when you make your statements to the news media, are
thai ’you can take the President to court.’" This happened on
~onday, the 20th, and on Tuesday night, the 21st, Haig called, after
he had been with President Nixon on a cruise on the Potomac. He
ashed that just he and I meet the next morning around i0 or 10:30.
To put it in his words, f~e said, "I need to know where they were
going and they needed to know %:here I was going."
We met the next morning (Wednesday) in the map room.
Haig again emphasized how much he wanted me to believe that no
ag<eement was broken by him. I told him that if this point was
raised by St. Clair on appeal, I would go right back to the Hill
and raise even more hell than I did the first time.

I next took issue
this position and the fol~owi~

He mentioned one or two personal matters such as an
effort to smear him because of a completely fabricated tale relating to him and his son, of which he wanted me to be aware.
Actually the discussion began with his unburdening himself to
me on that particular matter. He also mentioned that he had been
urged to speak at the State Bar of Texas in San Antonio and indicated that he would accept this invitation. He Sought my reaction and I urged him to do so.
The Judge commented upon the status of matters before
the grand jury which led into further comments on the possibility
of the grand jury considering some type of special report Or
presentment. He considered this a very touchy proble~ and cautioned as to what the public’s reaction would be to a grand jury
stepping out with something that was beyond its normal bounds.
He stated that the public would rightfully conclude that the
entire proceeding had not been judicious but s~ply one of wanting
to hurt the President.

He further said that it was not the

function of the grand jury but that of the House Impeachment
Committee to express itself on that point. He then told me that in
the event I observed anything along that line being considered by
the grand jury that he thought it would be appropriate for h~
to meet with the grand jury in camera. I expressed the belief that
it was appropriate for the grand jury to refer to having in its
possession evidence that it believed to be material and relevant
to the impeachment proceedings and to SUggest to the Court that
it be referred to the HOUSe Committee for that purpose. He
COuntered by stating that he believed he should be infor~ed of

the discretion that he could exercise in matters of that kind
and I stated that should the matter become an issue, we would
be prepared to present argument and authorities on any hearing
in Court.

CONFIDENTIAL

LAMENTATIONS OF A PROSECUTOR
It was eleven o’clock Saturday mornlng, March 9, 1974.
In a sense it was a historic moment, in another sense it was a
touching episode of a deep tragedy. Here stood before Chief Judge
John Sirica of the United States District Court in Washington
John N. Mitchell, once, as Attorney General, the chief law enforcement officer of our nation; Harry R. Haldeman, Assistant to the
President of the United States and his Chief of Staff; John D.
Ehrlichman, Assistant for Domestic Affairs to the President of the
United States; Charles W. Colson, Special Counsel to the President
of the United States; Robert C. Mardian, an official of the
Committee to Re-elect the President and a former Assistant United
States Attorney General; Kenneth W. Parkinson, a distinguished
Washington attorney (who had held many posts of honor in bar
associations) and who represented the Con~nittee to Re-elect the
President; and Gordon Strachan, a young attorney and Once Staff
Assistant to Harry R. Haldeman at the White House and more recently
General Counsel to the United States Information Agency. They were
asked to plead to indictments charging them with a conspiracy to
obstruct justice and, in addition, most of them were charged also
with the making of false declarations and with perjury. All of
these charges grew out of alleged acts coramitted in the aftez~a~th
of the Watergate break-in for the purpose of covering Up the ~Ommission of this crime.

They were grouped together, with their counsel, standing
before the Court to plead to the indictments. All pleaded not
guilty. They are presumed to be innocent until proven guilty at
a trial to follow. The Court released them on their own recognizance, required their passports to be surrendered and directed that
none leave our country without permission of the Court. This
afternoon they will be fingerprinted and mugged at the FBI offices.
~ must not prejudge them, although I am familiar with
all of the inculpatory evidence presented to the Grand Jury.
John Mitchell, now on trial in New York in the Vesco
case, was pallid and had all of the appearance of a broken-down
old man. Haldeman and Ehrlichman tried to maintain their bravado.
Colson, who was ruthless in his dealings with others while serving
the President, is a frightened man.
All of these men, except Haldeman, are lawyers - a fact
especially painful to me.
I do not know what the ultimate outcome will be and I
want each of them to be treated with complete fairness. X talked
with Colson a number of times while he was under investigation. I
also talked with Ehrlichman. There was no purpose in my talking
with Mitchell and Haldeman as their situations are sueb tha% a
possible disposition of the charges before trial was not indicated.
In addition to the Watergate co~er-up indictments,
separate indictments were returned this week cha~ging Ehrlichma~
and Colson with several offenses involved in the unlawful breakin of the office of Dr. Fielding in California in search of matters

pertaining to Ellsberg. TO avoid duplication they were arraigned
on these indictments also. They pleaded not guilty to these
charges as well.
The entire proceedings in Judge Sirica’s court consumed
only a few minutes. But the impact the events of today had on
the careers of these men is inestimable.
John Mitchell, an acquaintance because of my contacts
with him while I was ABA President, spoke to me before the Court
went into session. "Hello Leon," he said, and rose from his seat.
"Hello John," I answered, "please keep your seat."
very busy these days," he said to me.

"You must be

"Yes," I answered, "more

so than I wish." It was a heart-rending moment because I had
always liked John Mitchell.
As these men stood before Judge Sirica, a panorama of
thoughts crossed my mind. It involved others who previously had
felt the clutches of the law as an outgrowth of their misdeeds
while at the White House - my conversations with them and their
pleas of guilty. There was Egil Krogh, a splendid young man,
top aide to John Ehrlichman - who remorsefully laid bare his wrongs
to me and whose plea I accepted to the illegal break-in of
Dr. Fielding,s office in search of documents to use against
Ellsberg. Vividly I recalled his recognition of the misconception he once embraced of lawful conduct when the motive may be
laudable in the name of patriotism but the means are wrong. ~ere
was John Dean, a confessed felon, once a bright star in the
White HOUSe diadem and with whom I had reviewed his lawless wa~s;

Herb Kalmbach - the President’s lawyer - broken in heart and in
spirit, begging that I take his plea to only one felony count
and a misdemeanor and thus give him a fighting chance to avoid
disbarment. Other similar scenes were appearing, but I shut them
off.
Then came the mental wrap-up of what I had seen and
heard in those fleeting few moments against the background of my
experiences with others of this group who had been charged and
confessed their guilt. Here were men who once were distinguished
due to the high offices they held; men who had in their grasp vast
power and who did not mind using it, and, perhaps, even abusing
it; men who had reached the pinnacle of fame because of their
association with the Presidency of the United States. Now they
stood before a Court of Justice, charged with serious crime. What
happened? Then there came to mind the lines of the learned poet:
"Unblemished, let me live and die unknown.
Give me an honest fame or give me none.I pondered. Was it that, with fame in their hands, the
tenets of honesty lost their meaning? I found myself almost oblivious to the proceeding in COUrt as I said to myself, "God in Heaven,
don’t let me prejudge the guilt of these men - but why, why had they
not prayed to You to give them an honest fame or to give them none?"

It was eleven o’clock Saturday morning, ~arch 9, 1974.
In a sense it was a historic moment, in another sense it was a
touching episode of a deep tragedy. Here stood before Chief Judge
John Sirica of the United States District Court in Washington
John N. Mitchell, once, as Attorney General, the chief law enforcement officer of our nation; Harry R. Haldeman, Assistant to the
President of the United States and his Chief of Staff; Joh~ D.
Erlichman, Assistant for Domestic Affairs to the President of the
United States; Charles W. Colson, Special Co~/~sel to the President
of the United States; Robert C. Mardian, an official Of the
Committee to Re~lect the President and a former Assistant Umite~
States Attorney General; Kenneth W. Parkinson5 a distlr~%Lished
Washington attorney (who had held many posts of honor io bar
associations) and who represented the Committee to Reelect the
President; and Gordon Strachan, a yOUng attorney and once Staff
Assistant to Harry R. Haldeman at the White House and more re~en~y
General Counsel to the United States Infor~atlon Age~y. They w~ze
asked to plead to indictments charging them with e ooD~plre~ ~
obstruct justice an4, in addition, most of them were ~harg~ el~
with the making of false declarations and with perilS. ~l mE
these charges grew out of alleged acts committed in ~he e~K~th
~f the Waterqate break-~n for the purpose of oov~rln~ %~ ~
commission of thin crime.

guilty. They are presumed to be innocent until proven guilty
at a trial to follow. The Court released them on their own
recognizance, required their passports to be surrendered and
directed that none leave our country without per~ission of the
Court. This afternoon they will be fingerprinted and mugged
at the FBI offices.
I must not prejudge them, although I am familia~ with
all of the inculpatory evidence presented to the Grand J~ry.
John Mitchell, now on trial in New York in the Vesco
case, was pallid and had all of the appearance of a brokendown old man. Haldeman and Erlichraan tried to ~aintain their
bravado. Colson, who was ruthless in his dealings with others
while serving the President, is a frightened man.
All of these men, except Haldem~n, are la~ers - a fact
especially painful to me.
I do not know what the ulti~te OUtcome will ~ and I
want each of them to be treated with COmplete fairness. I talked
with Colson a number of times while he was thnder investigation.
I also talked with Erlichman. There was no purpose in my talking
With Mitchell and Haldeman as their situations are such that a
possible disposition of the charges before trial was ~ot indicated.
In addition to the Watergate COver-up indictments,
separate indictments were returned this Week charging Erlieh~an
and Colson with several offenses involved in the %t~lawf~l breakin of the office of Dr. Fielding in California in search of ~tters

pertaining to Ellsberg. To avoid duplication they were arraigned
on these indictments also. They pleaded not guilty to these
charges as well.

The entire proceedings in Judge Sirica’s court consumed
only a few minutes. But the impact the events of today had on
the careers of these men is inestimable.
John Mitchell, an acquaintance because of my contacts
with him while I was ABA President, spoke to me before the Court
went into session. "Hello Leon," he said, and rose from his seat.
"Hello John," I answered, "please keep your seat." "You must be
very busy these days,, he said to me. "Yes," I answered, "morro
than I wish.’. It was a heart-rending moment because I had always
liked John Mitchell.
As these men stood

fore Jude Sir’

ulnguished ~ the high offices they held-

n wh

~

~ ~ power and who dld not mlnd using it, a~d, perhaps,
even abusing it; men who had reached the pinnacle of fame because
of their association with the Presidency of the United States.
Now they Stood before a Court of Justice, charged with serious
crime. What happened? Then there came to mind the lines of the
learned poet:
Unblemished, let me live and die unknown.
Give me a~ honest fame or give me ~one. "

I pondered. Was it that~ W~hl
the tenets of honesty lost their
oblivious to the proceeding in c~ ~
Heaven, don’t let me prejudgu the ~i~
why had they not prayed to you to gi~e
give them noneS" ~

Special Prosecufor Leon Jaworski and Los Angeles
District Attorney Joseph Busch met today to discuss
the prosecutions arising out of the entry into the office
of Dr. Lewis Fielding on September 3, 1971. The Federal
Government has now indicted individuals that had previously been indicted in Los Angeles County. AS a result of
these discussions and for reasons assigned by the Special
Prosecutor, District Attorney Busch has agreed to seek
dismissal of the charges of conspiracy and burglary as to
David R. Young, John Ehrlichman and G. Gordon Liddy. ~ong
the reasons given for seeking to dismiss are that many of
these issues involve matters of national interest and, therefore, would best be decided in the Federal Court system.
Also, the two indictments would be exposing defendants to
trial in two different jurisdictions and, in fairness to
those defendants charged i~ both jurisdictions and in the
interests of justice, they should be tried in one jurisdic-

The perjury charge as to John Ehrlichman in Los
Angeles County will remain. It involves protection ~ solely
of a state interest.
Mr. Jaworski expressed hi~ deep appreciation to Mr.
Busch and his staff for their co-operation in resolving
these matters.

Joint statement released by the Office of the Watergate Special Prosecutor and Los Angeles County District
Attorney Joseph Busch, March ii, 1974.

March 6, 197

Leon Jaworski, Esquire
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
United States Department of Justice
1425 K Street NW
Washington, D. C. 20005
Dear Mr. Jaworski:

On behalf of the Senate
let me thank you for your report
1974, on the status of your
documentary material you
investigation.
;
In light of the
in the fulfillment of ~our
guidelines of your charter,
to keep us informed of your
stances which you have
We welcome your contlnue~
Committee of any information
progress of your
be appropriate to the
sibility or helpful for the
with which you have been

On Monday, February 11, I met with
time several rotters were covered
room. He again indicated that provi~.
in time he would take the Wat~rga~
been urged to do so by any number Of
nation the most recent of them berg
attendance with him at a meeting
opinion that these indictments should.
possible. He also stated that
would be taken by him. We ta~ed
merely expressed the thought that
might be of some help, He mentioned ~
matters such as an effort to smea~
fabricated tale relating to him
wanted me to be aware. Actually
his unburdening himself to me on
also mentioned that he had been
Bar of Texas in San Antonio
accept this invitation.

2
He sought my reaction and I urged him to do so.
The Judge co~ented upon the status of matters before
the grand jury which led into further comments on the possibility
of the grand jury considering some type of special report or
presentment. He considered this a very touchy problem and
cautioned as t~ what the public’s reaction would be to a
grand jury stepping out with something thmt was beyond its
normal bounds. He cautioned that the whole effort could be
tainted by something irresponsibly being done by the grand
jury. He stated that the public would rightfully
that the entire proceeding had not been judicious but simply
one of wanting to hurt the President. He further said that
it was not the function of ~he grand jury but that of the
House Impeachment Committee to express itself on that point.
He then told me that in the event I observed anything along
that line being considered by the grand jury that he thought
it would be appropriate for him to meet with the grand jury
in camera. I expressed the belief that it waa appropriate
for the grand jury to refer to having in its possession
evidence that it believed to be material and relevant to
the impeachment proceedings and to suggest to the Court
it be referred to the House Comm~ittee for that p~rpo~e.
countered by stating that he believed he should b~ info~-med

At a meeting with Haig at ii:00 on Friday, February i,
in ~he Executive Office Building, Haig stated that he wanted to
revLew ~i~h me a few matters before a final announcement was made
-~eca~zo
.... _ ~ze providing of further evidence to the Special
grcsecuzcr from the ~ite House files and records. He advised
ne tha% ~ne decision of what was to be done had to be on a political
i==_= because ef ~ne impeac~hment proceedings that are mow underway.
He ~aid that for the President to continue to furnish me evidence
~.=~ ~ sought would indicate ~hat he was not serious %Wne~ he took
~ ~l_~. l~ ~l= State of the Union message that "one year of
~¢ater~ate was enough"; that it was the conclusion of the President
~.=~ __ it came out that information was still being fl~nnelled to me,
~ne strong support that had been gained to bring an end to Watergate
~u~ then d~inish. He wanted me to know that the answer that I
would be receiving later in the day regarding the f%rrnis~ing of add~tionai material would have to be based on a decision relating to
the House proceedings and not because of anything my office was doing.
in the course of the conversation he complained of Senator
Scott for making the Dean perjury charge a public matter; he spoke
of Senator Baker and the CIA investigation which made it look like
a ~o~ had been in existence with respect to the W~ite ~o~se a~d
now the defense lawyers could use this to their advantage in the
trials against the White House staff. I replied to this that X ~$
not familiar with the details of Senator Baker’s in~esti~ation ~t
that the principals we were after had co~itted perj~y in m~ ~/~

different respects that convictions could be obtained on ~hose
bases, regardless of other charges. He complained about Ziegler
being called before the Grand Jury and I told him that this was
at the request of the Grand Jurors. He complained about Judge
Sirica’s handling of the disclosures of the report of the experts
on the eighteen minute gap and I told him that I personally approved of how Judge Sirica handled it. I explained to hi. that
the ~nite House staff had several days advance infor~atio~ of
what the report would be inasmuch as they had repre~T~9~s
present working with the experts. I also told hi~ that
judgment that if Sirica had not made the tape fin~p~bl~
that afternoon, it would have leaked anyway
have done twice as much harm.
He also pointed to the critical situati~ex~s~i~
Russia that may well involve the leadership there ~
out the existence of strong leadership here,
might well take place. He referred to the unhap~i~f~
Russian military with the outcome of the Arab~I.sraeli~&
He emphasized that Dean had com~nitte~
testimony before the Senate Committee and I t~1d ~m.~n~m
whereas we had not volunteered any conclusio~
had to say that we found no basis for a
matter became an issue in the Chapin

TO: Watergate File
FROM: Leon Jaworski
~ATE: January 15, 1974
On December 21st I met with
Room of the White Rouse. Re had ask~
Kenneth Rush, who was to be the ~ew
Watergate affairs. I came through ~he~
that no one would know of our ~etlng
press. The March 21st transcript Of
President and John Dean came up for
to it as terrible beyond description
over the contents of this tape as
I had listened to the tape and that
heard to be unbelievable. The
crimlnal offense was involved and
la~-~ers believed that there was no
I doubted this conclusion and
a criminal lawyer as he could
read the transcript and counsel with
regarding crlminallty. Ralg was
not even called into the m~etlng.
that I had met Rush before,
with Halg. At that time Halg
brlefly but I was
be known that Rush probably
on a Mideast trip at the ti~ and ~
n~ka any a~nouncament until the
him, inasmuch as he, Rush, was
kfora ~tig and I parted on
transcript
end I told him I would be
wOUld cars to have ¯

~uch as they had Work~ about a
it. Shortly attar Parting erom
within s short time slier er~Iv~g

was oslllng me to tell Iw that he

M~morandum to Watergate File
J~lu~ary 15, 1974

that while I hoped he was right in his conclusion an~ that
attorneys had correctly advised him, that I still ~ellewe~ ~
should get the best possible advice on the matter. He as)(e~ me
when ~ would be back in Washington and I told hi~ t~at ~ was
~ur~ing on December 26th in the afternoon, but that ~ woul~ ~e
glad to return sooner if he needed me. We tentatively
on meeting again on the morning of December 27th.
onwould
the morning
of December
27th,House
Haig again
calle~
a~ same
me if I
mind coming
to the White
In ~the
manner as before, coming through the Diplomatic ~n~am~e a~
meeting him in the Map Room. We met at the appolnte~
which was about 10:30. He again expressed his deep comcerm o~r
the March 21st tape recording. He handed me the ~nlte ~o~se
version of the transcript of this recording, as well as a a~atemeet undertaking to sun~arize the President,s view of this
versation. I told Haig at this meeting that not
Sirica listened to this tape but that in view of Halde~,s
participation in this meeting (the latter part Of the
the tape would be presented to the Grand Jury. He said he ,*n~er
stood but he was again deeply concerned over its effect, al~J~h
he reiterated his belief that it did not ~nclude ~L~y
on the part of the President.

At this meeting, I told Haig that ~ wanted to ~latee

Memorandum to Watergate File
January 15, 1974
Page Three
The June 4th tape recording shows that after the President
listened to the February 28th tape, he called in Alexander Haig
in order to review this with him. He mentioned to Haig that the
S.O.B. (referring to Dean) could twist that, but he believed that
he would have a full-fledged perjury charge against him if he
did. The President then added: "We do have one problem - that is,
that damn conversation of March 21st., Haig’s voice, which was
very low, and did ~ot record too well, seemed to say, "I think we
can handle that."
I am sending along with this SOme of my original notes
taken at the time I listened to the June 4th tape. Parts of
this tape were very difficult to follow - parts of it could not
be made out at all, and it will need considerable cleaning up in
order to be intelligible.
I listened to almost all of the tape, which consisted of a
replaying of a number of February and March tapes. I
with both Buzhardt and St. Clair about wanting a copy then talked
June 4th tape, telling them that I needed to have it because
of
of the
some comments that I thought related to Grand Jury proof.
After
some discussion, they both agreed that I should have it and
assured me that a COpy would be made and furnished to me.
I had previously asked Buzhardt for the White House version
(transcripts) of several tapes that had been furnished us, consisting of conversations between the President and Dean and the
President, Dean, Ehrlichman, etc., the President and Haldeman and
John Mitchell, etc. On the second day that I listened to the
June 4th tape recording, St. Clair and Buzhardt furnished me the
White HOUSe version of four of these. I took these transcripts
back to the office with me and they have been properly logged for
Grand Jury use. The day before, St. Clair and Buzhardt had given
me drafts of the two white papers the President expected to release from San Clemente on the Milk Fund matter, as well as the
ITT matter. The next day they gave me the final Version of these
two matters as released. I also took them back to the office ~d
had them properly logged.
On January 7th, I also listened to some telephone converse.
tions between COulson and the President, as well as a ~rso~al
COnversation that was ta
the meeting betwe~eph°ne COnversations andO
tape re~ording
COulson and the President On Janua~-y 4th.
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LEON JAWORSKI

LEON JAWORSKI

12:10 p.m. Oct. 30, 1973

Ms. Hartley, Gen Haig’s secretary, says to
please be at the Main Passenger Terminal at
Ellington Air Force Base where a Jet Star
frail #2488) will be positioned. The Jet
Star will depart at 7:00 a.m. Breakfast
will be served to you on board. You will
arrive at Andrews Air Force Base at around
10:45 a.m. where a car will be waiting. You
will arrive at the White House at 11:15 a.m.
(give or take five minutes). They take Over
from there. They will take care of your
return trip home. This, of course, is for
tomorrow. 7 am tomorrow, Oct. 31.

1425 K Street, N.W.

~/

Decen%ber 17, 1973

Mr. Edward W. Soden
U. S. Probation Department
U. S. Court House
Washington, D.C.
Dear ~ir. Soden:

This letter will set forth the involvement of Egll
Krogh in what is referred to as the Ellsherg break-in. It
is being written at your request and for your consideration
in connection with a pre-sentence report to Judge Gesell
as a result of Mr. Krogh’s guilty plea to the break-ln.
In the middle of July, 1971, Mr. Krogh and David
Young were given the responsibility for overseeing certain
matters relating to Danie! Ellsberg and for attempting to
determine the source of various unauthorized disclosures
of sensitive information relating to national securat y" A
that time Mr Erogh was De "
"
’
t
Asslstant
forJohn
Domestic
Affairs
to the President, reportingputy
directly
to Mr.
Hhrlichman,
and Mr. Young was an employee of the National Security Council
on the staff of Henry Eissinger. Daniel Ellsberg had been
indicted on June 28, 1971 for unauthorized possession of
documents relating to national defense and many people believed that Mr. Ellsberg was responsible for publication of
the so-called Pentagon Papers by the New York Times. The
initial instructions to Mr. Krogh regarding concern about
Daniel Ellsberg and unauthorized disclosures of sensitive
information relating to national security came from Mr.
Ehrlichman on July 16 and from President Nixon On July 24.
Two other individuals, G. Gordon Liddy and E. Howard Hunt,
were assigned to work with Mr. Krogh and Mr. Young.
On July 28, 1971, Mr. Hunt wrote a memorandum to
Charles Colson entitled Neutrallzat~on of Ellsberg, in which
he stateda"I
building
file
am on
proposing
Ellsberg
a that
skeletal
willOperations
contain all
plan
available
aimed at
OVert, covert and derogatory information. This basic tool is
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essential in determining how to destroy his p~blic i~age and
credibility." Several suggestions were contained in the memo,
one of which was: "Obtain Ellsberg’s files fr~ his
psychiatric analyst."
Theredated
was in
existence
at which
that t~me
a re~ort
the F.B.I.,
July
26, 1971,
indicated
thatfrom
E!!sberg had been consulting a psychiatrlst illumed Dr. L~
Fielding in Beverly Hills, California during 1968 a~ 1969
and that Dr. Fielding had on July 26, 1971 refused to ha
interviewed by the F.B.I. regarding Mr.
A memorandum
dated
August
3, 1971 signe~
fr~ ME.
Kz~qh a~sta~:
~!r. Young,
and bearing
only
Mr. Young’s
i~itials,
";Ca will look into the [other] suggestions which Htu~t~
(in the July 28 memo.)
memorandum
Au~=st ii,
fro~ ~
](r.
Krogh
and Mr.A Young
to ~.dated
Ehrlichman,
and1971
beurimg
slg~ed
initials of both Mr. Krogh and Mr. Young states: "
~u!d recommend that a covert operationbeu~er%a~e~~
e×a~ine all the medical files still held by EllsbeEg’m
Ps3"choana!yst covering the two-year period in ~h he ~
undergoing analysis." The memo contains ~ si~ a~
of 5~. Ehrlichman and his written note "if 4k)ne ~ ]~x~z
assurance that it is not traceable."
We have evidence to indicate that I:~

Sometime prior %o august 24, 1%71,
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lawyers. This memo was delivered to Mr. Ehrlichman by
Mr. Krogh or Mr. Young. Under date of August 24 Mr.
Ehrlichman sent Hunt’s memo to another White House official
stating: "The attached memorandum by Howard Hunt should be
useful in connection with the recent request that we get
something out on Ellsberg." Handwritten on the memo is
e±ivered to Ter Horst 8/26." (Ter Horst is a reporter for
the Detroit News.) The memorandu/n by Hunt described Boudin
in derogatory terms as an aggressive advocate of ultra-leftist
causes; a member of the Communist Party; a defender of Judith
Coplon, Alger Hiss, the Black Panthers and "other known
espionage agents, assorted spies, perjurers, fellow travelers,
conspirators, agitators, and violent revoluntaries;" and as
an agent of Castro.
On August 25, 1971 Hunt and Liddy flew to Los ~Igeles
in order to determine the feasibility of the operation.
They managed to get into Dr. Fielding’s office briefly
during which time they took some photographs of the office.
On their return to Washington Hunt and Liddy prepared a detailed memo describing what..had occurred in California and
setting forth plans for the proposed break-in to examine
records relating to Danie! Ellsberg. The memo contained a
diagram of the office, described an alternate escape route
in case of detection ("30 feet of nylon rope"), and set forth
a proposed budget for expenses.
Sometime
August
27,they
Hunthad
anddone
Liddy
with
Krogh and
Young, after
described
what
in met
California,
showed the pictures taken inside of Dr. Fielding’s office and
went over the memo which explained how they proposed to carry
out the actual break-in. It was clear during these discussions
that an illegal entry into Dr. Fielding’s office was to be
attempted.
On August 30 or 31, Mr. Krogh and Mr. Young made a
telephone call to Mr. Ehrlichman, who was vacationing on
Cape Cod, and told him about the success that Hunt and Liddy
had on their trip to California and examination of Dr. Fielding’s
office.
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Tab A was a proposed memo from Ehrlichman to Colson
directing Colson to prepare a game plan for the use of
any information obtained by Hunt and Liddy. It stated:
"MEMORANDUM FOR

CHARLES COLSON

FROM

JOHN EHRLICHgL~N

SUBJECT

HUNT/LIDDY SPECIAL PROJECT #i

On the assumption that the proposed undertaking by Eunt
and Liddy would be carried out and would be successful,
I would appreciate receiving from you by next Wednesday
a game plan as to how and when you believe the materials
should be used."
On September i, 1971, an individual delivered $5000
in cash to Mr. Krogh at Mr. Krogh’s office in the Executive
Office Building which funds Mr. Krogh immediately gave to
Mr. Liddy for expenses in connection with the break-in.
Liddy and Hunt flew to Los Angeles by way of Chicago. On
September 3, 1971, Liddy and Hunt and three other individuals
recruited by Hunt were involved in breaking into Dr. Fielding’s
office. The actual entry was made by the three other individuals. They broke a window at the left-rear on the
ground floor and entered the building, then went through an
office on the first floor to the first floor co~on hallway
and took the stairway to the second floor where they entered
Dr. Fielding’s office by forcing open the locked office door.
They forced open the wooden doors to a wall cabinet and pried
open metal file drawers contained inside the wall cabinet.
The files contained in the metal file drawers and inside
the doctor’s desk were then examined for information about
Daniel Ellsberg. In the early hours of September 4
Liddy made a telephone call from Los Angeles to Mr. Krogh
in Washington and told Mr. Krogh that the operation bad been
completed.
On their return to Washington, Mr. Eunt and ~Lr. Liddy
gave Mr. Krogh a detailed report of the break-in. It appears

Pegs 6
Mr. ~dward ~, Soden

that Hunt and Liddy said nothin had
Fielding,s records relating to ~r0 EII~ ¯
~rmeu~on
could ~e was
obtained
f~r~
This
recommendation
refused~
In November 1971, Mr. Krogh
for a salary increase. In December
mended Mr. Liddy for the position of
Co~mittee to Re-Elect the President.
In August 1972, Mr. Krogh was
by an Assistant United States
his answers presented to a
of this questionlngMr. Krogh
trips to California by Hunt and Lidd~
On May 4, 1973, Mr. Krogh
he sent to the Judge conducting the
Ellsherg in which affidavi~Mr. KEo~h
matters relating to the break-An ~
that: "general authorization to e~a~
to obtain a psychological history or
of Dr. Ellsberg was [thereafter]
by JohD Do Ehrllchman." The
after the break-ln "Mr. Ehrli~b~a~
activity on the second trip to
scope of any covert sctlvltywhloh
general in advanne."
On May 9, 1973, Mr. Xrogh
President resigning his position
Department of Transportation. I~
etate~ that the break-ln wan his
step taken in excess of
la~e or J~r~selon
consequences, to~y of sex au~e~£~.

eternal w~
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On
the Grand
of giving
violation

October
Mr.of
Krogh
was indicted
by
Jury in ii,
the 1973,
District
Columbia
on two counts
false testimony under oath in August 1972 in
of Title 18 Sec. 1623 USC.

On November
30, 1973,
Mr. aKrogh
pleaded
to
an ~nformation
charging
him with
violation
of guilty
Title 18
Sec. 241 USC as a result of the break-ln into Dr. Fielding’s
office. At the time of his plea Mr. Krogh stated that the
break-in could not be justified on grounds of national
security. He stated that "what was done in the Ellsberg
operation was in violation of what I perceive to be a fundamental idea in the character of this country -- the paramount
importance of the rights of the individual."
At the time of Mr. Krogh’s guilty plea this office
indicated to Judge Gesell that we intended to dismiss the
Indictment charging him with false testimony at the time
Mr. Krogh is sentenced on his plea.
In connection
with the
trust
you are
aware that
it is the policy
of sentencing,
this office Inot
to make
any
recommendations as to the sentence. However, there is certain additional information which I believe you would want
to take into consideration in making your recommendation to
dg~r
d~g 241g and
Mr. Krogh’s sentence.
First, charging
~.
~e~
~on
to dismiss
charges
under
Sectron
1623, was notagreeing
done for the
P~rpose ofthe
increasing
Mr. Krogh’s potential liability to more than five years in
jail; Section 241 was utilized because it is the appropriate
Section that covers the break-in. Second, the evidence developed during our investigation indicated that Mr. Krogh had
and deserved a good reputation and was not involved in any
other improper conduct. Third, it is our expectation that
Mr. Krogh can and will after sentencing provide testimony
that will be helpful in enabling this office to charge and
convict all persons involved in the planning and execution
of the break-in into Dr. Fieldlng’s office. F~nally,
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navecounteracting
been one oE on|
go a long way toward
the
led to the break-ln into Dr.
preventing such conduct in the fu~
standing thatMr. Krogh will make
the future.
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started off b.7 s~Jng ~ow strongly he feels gbout

~ve gotten off the ero~d without the iafo prodded
few times.

Then J. runs throug~h how Siriea reeelved report im
oourt, kept it sealed u~tll he stu~od ~ , deeidod
to t~ ~it, litigation ~d fin~ upholdi~ ~
¯ ~t of appeals.

that he turned it dowL~ ~nd Cox got it; tho it is
not quite that simple in the tell~ng. Richa~dson’s
m~that a~un~ the na~es proposed mine

iade~said.

leaks

Then in Demembe~, "they (the

But Rie~ had real misgivings about ~ed."

put up that

to be careful, flatters I had gotten £rom tle ~{i~ite
.-~ se that ± felt had beau passed on in co~fidence, I
could n~ afford to ~ive the~.~ u~ to Doar without lettln:z

the ~ite~ouse voluntarily supplied ~d "i
it up with St. Glair. I wou~ write him a ~
~ asking if there was any objection if mate~ sl went
to HJC.
Sa~s WH never learned what was in gmand jury report.

Wilson, of mourse, opposed turning over the report and
- St. Clair said he di~’t objeet. "There was some speoul
in the office that Wilson was ~ sur~gate for Nixon

Sho~ed real distain for I.iitchell when I mentioned X JN~
~,utting his maid on t].e stand as a character witness.
’That’s how oluch sense Mitchell’s got," J. s~apped-to argue against that decision. Bill is very a~le."
Doesn’t ~mow if anything on ~N ordering Brookings entry
is in the E files. Can’t re~ember hearing that, but
sez that doesn’t mean anything.
on KMN re Brookings, tho he re~ue~bers "so~e suggestion
he approved Brooklngs."
’~rli¢~n~an got the yellow pad idea fro~ ~ixon--he ’d
sit the~e and ~mke notes all alonzo"

"Ths fellows who had a dlffe~ent view of the situation

approving sa~e; indeed SPO fou~id ~’one instaoce where
the President doubted the qualifications" of a big
contributor ~d nixed t~e appointment.
* Has
been no decision on whether to charge ~LRH on
arabassa~orshi~s--they’ve got him co~--and won’t be
until after trial.

* R~’~ ~2~)lettsr to Hill cha~ing limitation on

was neveP afraid of getting sacked by the
~-~H bseause "Nixon would have pulled the whole house
Jaworski

osesuse theme weren’t eve~ any subsequent discussions"-at least which J. lea~ed of. Cites May 5 aftermath
"His status as a~ unindicted co-conspirato~ didn’t ~eem
of~f~i~L l~,~a~.~. _~ze~to~.~ider resignation)
When they decided to let that become ~~
~ while the House J~dlcia~ Co~ittee was s~ill
sitting," J. figured they ~uld try and tough it out.
the ~mlndicted status would resul~ ia ~
backers would

What Nay 5-7 told J. was that tapes h~d to be
othe~wlee Nixon would have never traded knowledge of
unlndieted co-stat~s ~ettin~ out. Would p~ofe~’l’ad to
ha~e ~ivam up tapes to that ~ualoss tapes ~id do him

months earlier" and idea that St. Clair served

it was very difficult (for both siOes} because of the

Actually, SPO al~eadT~ had the Hunt-Oolson tape-from Dean. Then, when Colson found that out,
running in and volunteered it.~’ Other evidence on
stresses rule that at least ~0 per cent chance of
convi@tion M or otherwise no indict. But Colson

another lawyer (Best?

in my offic,

~During the last month or so" Hai~ m~tloned a few
the

J. sez he nevem discussed Nixon p~mdon with HalE.
Haig amazon the day of the President’s
(aetuall~ was thu~e.), I said

~ I w~

~ some t~e

I

J:

(The busi~ess that they have no u~derstazding~

Nell, ~he i~esident is going to announce
~esi@uation tonite.
Jeez. Hang ~eemed beat, b~t no real emotion.
J., of course, figured it was coming. "I visited ~4.,
~ith him a little while aud said hew t~a~le the whole

J. believes p~ebitis a~d mental state interrelated.

See he hea~d--"also ~a~k hsaPsay" that special

but the decision would eventuell~, have been accepted
"It would h~ve been ver~ ve~, difficult (for the SPO

J. also seems to be a booster-ty!e, a real establisinaenl
likes ~ his role. Told a~out the zreat l~ch he
Eave the ~nual "flexability awed lunche~" and how
much f~ it was. Idea of flexability awed i~ to pick
to aH sides of the political speot~ ~d keep ~elf

ia~ki Asks V.S. Caur~
For Nixon Medical Chechi

I’M NOT DEAF!
Wakrgak Pro~’~utor
May File New Charges

i.

